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INTRODUCTION

The key aim of setting out past projects in this compendium is to inspire others to create new, future projects. By giving concrete, detailed information about previous projects it is possible to demonstrate clearly what kind of activities can be carried out in the framework of the YOUTH programme, although the list is by no means exhaustive. The compendium offers an opportunity to discover ideas and stimulate the imagination.

The projects presented in this Compendium were selected for funding under the YOUTH programme within the so-called third country co-operation with the countries of South East Europe (SEE) for budget year 2003.

Third Country Co-operation with the SEE countries, initially launched in 1995, was one of the priorities of the YOUTH programme in 2003 aiming to further develop and increase the number of these activities to comprise more diverse partnerships and to improve the quality of projects.

The objective of youth activities with countries outside the European Union is to promote a better understanding of the young people’s respective environments and to foster a sense of solidarity among them. These activities enable those involved to try out different forms of democratic participation in society. By contributing to the development of the youth sector in the partner countries, the YOUTH programme facilitates the acquisition of knowledge and techniques required for the active participation of young people into civil society.

This Compendium presents the projects selected with the SEE countries and covers various types of activities under Actions 1, 2 and 5 of the Programme.

So what are Actions 1, 2 and 5?

**Action 1 - Youth Exchanges** bring together groups of young people aged between 15 and 25 from different backgrounds and from several countries, providing them with an opportunity to meet, and tackle issues under various themes. This leads to a better understanding of the diversity of culture, and to an appreciation of the value of that diversity. Group exchanges aim to combat prejudices and stereotypes, to promote active citizenship and to raise positive awareness of other cultures among the young participants and in local host communities.

**Action 2 - European Voluntary Service** enables a young person to become a volunteer in another country for a specific period, usually 6-12 months. This provides an informal intercultural learning experience for the young people involved, encouraging their integration into society and active participation, whilst also increasing their employability and giving them an opportunity to show solidarity with other people. Voluntary service projects support the development of local communities, foster the creation of new partnerships and promote the exchange of experience and good practice. These projects are a result of partnerships between sending organisations, host organisations and the volunteers themselves. They do not involve job-substitution and they are non-profit-making and unpaid.

**Action 5 - Support Measures** are designed to promote the aims of the YOUTH programme in a number of ways. They assist the development of the other Actions of the YOUTH programme by increasing the quantity and quality of projects submitted. Alternatively they may contribute to achieving the overall objectives of the Programme and to strengthening European youth policy or they may contribute to the development of the youth sector in the partner countries.

Action 5 activities are carried out in the fields of co-operation and partnerships, training measures and youth information. Cooperation and partnership activities help to establish permanent working relations between partners, or to promote innovation that favours new multilateral youth exchanges and voluntary service. Training activities provide youth workers or youth leaders and other support persons with the necessary skills to organise and manage transnational youth activities based on intercultural learning, or provide them with knowledge and competencies to work with young people with special needs. Youth information projects encourage greater cooperation and the development of new activities or materials to complement activities carried out in the field of non-formal education.

Find out more about all these projects in the following pages, where they are listed by Action.

This document is designed not only to give information on the accepted projects, but to be used as partner search resource as well.

The project references indicating the country first are selected at national level, and further information can be obtained from the respective National Agency (for contact details, please refer to http://europa.eu.int/comm/youth/program/natage_en.html), for the project references starting with six digits more information can be obtained from the European Commission or from the Technical Assistance Office (for contact details, please refer to the last page of this document).
### Programme countries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Abbreviation</th>
<th>Country Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE – BE –</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK – DK –</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE – DE –</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR – GR –</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES – ES</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR – FR –</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE – IE –</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT – IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU – LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL – NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT – AT</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT – PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI – FI</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE – SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK – UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS – IS</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI – LI</td>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO – NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG – BG</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ – CZ</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE – EE</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU – HU</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV – LV</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT – LT</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL – PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO – RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK – SK</td>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI – SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEE countries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Abbreviation</th>
<th>Country Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL – AL –</td>
<td>Albania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH – BH –</td>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR – HR</td>
<td>Croatia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK – MK</td>
<td>Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU – YU</td>
<td>Serbia and Montenegro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The mixture of the regions of SEE and EECA was approved in few projects. The country abbreviations used for the EECA are: AM – Armenia; AZ – Azerbaijan; BY – Belarus; GE – Georgia; MD – Moldova; RU – Russia; UA – Ukraine.
YOUTH PROGRAMME

Action 1
**Beneficiary:**  Présence et action culturelles asbl - Pac Evere

**Project Title:**  Co-existence and co-understanding II

The purpose is to enable the youth to continue and deepen the debate on the phenomena of racism and xenophobia that started on the previous exchange in Portugal and to allow them to fully express their ideas and preferences by providing the youth with the knowledge and resources to create, completely by themselves, future projects that will take place in the other partner countries.

**Grant:**  27025 €

**Venue:**  Bitola (MK)

**Contact Person:**
Présence et action culturelles asbl - Pac Evere
Thierry DUFOUR
Rue de Paris, 39/41
1140 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32477747195
Fax: +32224158.06
E-mail: everepac@hotmail.com

**Partners:**
- Lokalno Omladinsko Vijece
  Dom Mladih - Tuzla youth centre, ratka vokica, 2
  75000 Tuzla (BH)
  Tel: +38761727207
  Fax: +38735286486
  E-mail: lov-tuzla@yahoo.co.uk

- Citizens Association for Democracy, Peace and Tolerance (AURORA)
  ul. Kliment Ohridski, 8
  7000 Bitola (MK)
  Tel: +38947237445
  Fax: +38947237445
  E-mail: aurora_mkd@yahoo.com

- The department of youth affairs
  Puutarhakatu, 14
  20100 Turku (FI)
  Tel: +35822623111
  Fax: +35822623128

- Balkan Idea Novi SAD
  Bul. Cara Lazara, 39
  21000 N. Sad (YU)
  E-mail: balkanideans@yahoo.com

- Associação para o Desenvolvimento e Bem Estar Social
  Bairro cruz da picada lotes, 15 CV
  7000 Evora (PT)
  Tel: +351266737693
  Fax: +351266737694
  E-mail: nelson-lage@clix.pt

- The Solt Association
  Cesta, 27 Aprila 31
  1000 Ljubljana (SI)
  Tel: +38612421279
  Fax: +38612421279
  E-mail: info@souad-soit.sl

**Project ref.:** BEFR-12-1-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Jong-KVG (Katholieke vereniging gehandicapten) vzw.

Project Title: Body Talk

In this theme we would like to think and work about one’s body in different kind of ways: body language, the relation to my body, the characterisation or stigmatisation of it, the different esthetic idealism, my body and my disability,... Different questions will rise: can my body be a cherish or does it have to be a burden, what do I express, how can I take up some challenges,....?

We can explore this theme in different kinds of workshops: art, sports, discussion, simulation games,...

Grant: 21604 €
Venue: YU

Contact Person:
Jong-KVG (Katholieke vereniging gehandicapten) vzw
Sylvie SYNAEVE
Arthur Goemaerelei 66
2018 Antwerpen (BE)
Tel: +3232162990
Fax: +3232481442
E-mail: Post@kvg.be

Partners:
The Association of Paraplegics of Montenegro
Mitra Bakica 118
81000 Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38181633142
Fax: +38181633142
E-mail: paraplegican@cg.yu

INITIATIVE 21
Ozrenske 2
75213 Lipnica (BH)
Tel: +38735806708
Fax: +38735806708
E-mail: inicijativa21@hotmail.com

Interkultureller jugdenservice/Romanisches Buro e.v.
Augusstrasse 21
10117 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +491714065701
Fax: +493044340825

Project ref.: BEFL-12-2-2003-R1
**Beneficiary:** Bosfor Obshtestvo

**Project Title:** Do you gender? Let's cross our spaces!

This project gives youngsters the opportunity to find out gendered spaces in the European society and to make a step out of this space by raising their own awareness and to create a vision of promoting common space of mutual understanding.

**Grant:** 14,077 €

**Venue:** Blagoevgrad (BG)

**Contact Person:**
Desislava Stoykova
Velchova Zavera 1
1000 Sofia (BG)
Tel: +35929630948
Fax: +3592624251
E-mail: bulgaria@bosporus.org

**Partners:**
Bosphorus Gesellschaft e.V.
Bonner Talweg 33-35
53113 Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49228263843

Bosphorus Group Sarajevo
Grdonj 23
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733232953
Fax: +38733230372
E-mail: negraarnautovic@yahoo.com

Bosphorus Group – Tirana
Teli Ndini 22/1
1000 Tirana (AL)
Tel: +3554351899
E-mail: edira_xh@hotmail.com

Bogazici Genclik Dernegi
uslu saksi Sokak 19/4 Beyoglu
1000 Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902122446803
Fax: +902122446805
E-mail: turkey@bosporus.com

Forbundet Vi Unga
Box 1109
11181 Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46858768671
Fax: +46858768602
E-mail: lena.lenn@vinnga.se

Asociatia Bosporus
B-dul 21 Decembre 108/22
400124 Cluj-Napoca (RO)
Tel: +40745188444
Fax: +40264590555
E-mail: romania@bosporus.org

*Project ref.: BG-12-11-2003-R5*
CZECH REPUBLIC

Beneficiary: Slovo 21

Project Title: International Roma Summer School "We are on the Long Way 2004"

The main goal of the project is to enable for young people from several European countries to meet, which should lead to establishing closer cooperation among them and cooperation among NGOs concerned with the Roma issues and building of multicultural society in Europe.

At the same time the aim of the summer school is to teach and remind young people history, culture and language of their people and to point differences and similarities of the cultures of individual European countries that will take part.

Grant: 19108 €
Venue: CZ

Contact Person:
Slovo 21
Martīna HORVATHOVA
Blanická 4
15000 Praha 2 (CZ)
Tel: +420257314265
Fax: +420257314268
E-mail: Slovo21@centrum.cz

Partners:
Obcianske zdruzeni TRIVAL
Odborarska 2
04001 Kosice (SK)
Tel: +42105579999
E-mail: Trival@centrum.sk

Udruzenja Roma "Sa E Roma" - Tuzla
Dzafer Mahala br. 4
750 00 Tuzla (BH)
Tel: +38735275487
E-mail: Sae.roma@bih.net.ba

Roma Information Center
Atinska 20/11
34000 Kragujevac (YU)
Tel: +38134349587
E-mail: Ricoffice@ptt.yu

Forum-Sinti and Roma Issues
Post box 201
3500 AE Utrecht (NL)
Tel: +31302974321
E-mail: Informatiecentrum@forum.nl

Roma National Union
Sockengatan 83
25251 Skane (SE)
Tel: +4642107898

Project ref.: CZ-12-B-2003-R5
Beneficiary: NETZWERK FÜR EINE HUMANE ERDE E.V.

Project title: Netzwerk für eine humane Erde

The applicant for this third country youth exchange is called "Netzwerk für eine humane Erde" (network for a humane earth) from Leese, Germany. It is an association which runs social activities in the area of youth work, child education and humanitarian peace work. It researches and promotes methods of ecological cultivation and natural food production. The planned exchange will take place in Kostajnica, Croatia. It would bring together 30 participants and 4 group leaders from DE, PT, BH, HR. The theme for the exchange would be to contribute to the dialogue between Croatia and Bosnia and their neighbour Serbia. For this a permanent camping ground is to be established that would be located on the border between Bosnia and Croatia on a peace path. In addition the experience should lead to better mutual understanding and removal of prejudice.

Grant: 20968 €
Venue: Kostajnica (HR)

Contact Person:
NETZWERK FÜR EINE HUMANE ERDE E.V.
EHRENPREIS, Rainer
Loccumer Str. 68
31633 - LEESE (DE)
Tel: +49351283635306
Fax: +49351283635374
E-mail: global.youth@gmx.net

Partners:
ASSOCIACAO PARA UM MUNDO HUMANITARIO
Simone SCHRAMM
Monte do Cerro
7630 COLOS (PT)
Tel : +351283635306
Fax : +351283635374
E-mail : Youth@tamera.org

SUNCOKRET HRVATSKA (Balkan Sunflowers, Croatia)
Marco CACANOSKI
Dobrise Cesaria 27
10090 Zagreb (HR)
Tel : +38991370554
E-mail : Marko@sonet.com.mk

SUNCOKRET BOSNIA (Balkan Sunflowers Bosnia)
Pieter Jan Herman KAT
Pionirski Put 12D2
BOSANSKI KRUPA (BH)
Tel: +493384159588
E-mail : Wam@wamweb.net

Project ref.: 111160-1.2-DE-1-2003-R0
Beneficiary: **JUGENDKUNST - UND KULTURZENTRUM "SCHLESISCHE 27"**

Project title: **HAMLET LANDSCHAFT**

"Jugendkunst und Kulturzentrum Schlesische 27" is an organisation dealing with children and socially disadvantaged young people. The organisation works around artistic projects and international exchange cooperation projects. The partners, who have already collaborated in the EVS context, want to set up a youth exchange. The location would be Travnik (BH) and would gather 40 young people from the partner associations (8 DE, 6 IT, 5 PL, 11 BH, 10 YU) for a duration of 15 days. The aim of the exchange is to bring together young people who are interested in artistic expression and to let them develop and realise several small plays related to the themes of Hamlet and to set up a theatre play for a real audience at the end of their stay.

**Grant:** 28570 €  
**Venue:** Travnik (BH)

**Contact Person:**  
**JUGENDKUNST - UND KULTURZENTRUM "SCHLESISCHE 27"**  
HARTMANN-FRITSCH, Christel  
Schlesische Str 27  
10997 - BERLIN (DE)  
Tel: +493061776730  
Fax: +49306188048  
E-mail: info.schlesische27@agens27.net

**Partners:**  
**LYCEUM OGOLNOSZTALCACE**  
Maria Teresa GORCZYCA  
Ibip Teatr Beznazwys  
Piesudskiego  
41800 Zabrze (PL)  
Tel: +48322760423  
E-mail : mariagor@intevia.pl

**ARCI NUOVA ASSOCIAZIONE VASTO-SAN SALVO-CHIETTI**  
Nicola SALVATORELLI  
Via Aimone 33  
66054 VASTO (IT)  
Tel: +390873363758  
Fax: +390873378493  
E-mail: arcivast@tin.it

**HUMANITARIAN ORGANIZATION "DRUGACIJA UMJETNOST - ALTER ART" TRAVNIK**  
Darko SARACEVIC  
Skolska 23  
72270 TRAVNIK (BH)  
Tel: +38761185860  
Fax: +38730511907  
E-mail: darko@alterart.org

**KPMO – CHAMBER THEATRE OF MUSIC OGLEDADO**  
Ivana INDJIN  
Zeleznicka 35  
21000 NOVI SAD (YU)  
Tel: +381638924814  
Fax: +38121423841  
E-mail: indjin@ptt.yu

**Project ref.:** 111372-1.2-DE-3-2003-R0
Beneficiary: **BOSPORUS-GESELLSCHAFT E.V. GERMANY**

Project title:  **Europe in Motion - Let's Move Together!**

Europe in Motion - Let's Move Together! is the title of a youth exchange submitted by the German organisation Bosphorus Gesellschaft e.V. The applicant organisation, who opened its programs for SEE participants in 1998, promotes and practices cultural exchanges and aims at building bridges between cultures by organizing multilateral projects and expertise meetings. The exchange will involve 28 participants (4TR, 4GR, 4BG, 4DE, 4AL, 4YU and 4BH) who will come together in Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir in Turkey in order to raise youth awareness on the migration reality and on socio-economic aspects of migration in general with special emphasis on youth mobility, "brain drain" and xenophobia. The project also wants to offer an opportunity to communicate and to come to a mutual understanding through a direct exchange of mind among young people.

Grant:  29850 €  
Venue:  Istanbul, Ankara, Izmir (TR)

Contact Person:  
**BOSPORUS-GESELLSCHAFT E.V. GERMANY**  
MOTAMED-AFSHARI, Behrooz  
Bonner Talweg 33-35  
53113 - BONN (DE)  
Tel: +49228263843  
Fax: +492282094998  
E-mail: Bonn@bosporus.org

Partners:  
**BOSFOR OBSHTESTVO – BULGARIA**  
Emilia LLIEVA  
Krasna Poliana Bl. 202 ent. A apt. 12  
1373 SOFIA (BG)  
Tel: +35988956795  
E-mail: ilieva@bosporus.org

**BOSBORUS KOINOTITA**  
Dimitra PIPPIDOU  
Dhm. Gounari 46  
54621 THESSALONIKI (GR)  
Tel: +30310274378  
E-mail: pippidou@otenet.gr

**BOSNIA BOSBORUS**  
Negra ARNAUTOVIC  
Grdonj 23  
71000 SARAJEVO (BH)  
Tel: +38761228808  
Fax: +38733230372  
E-mail: negraarnautovic@yahoo.com

**BOSBORS GROUP TIRANA**  
Edlira XHAFA  
Rruga "Teli Ndini", nr 22/1  
TIRANA (AL)  
Tel: +355682195367  
Fax: +3554351899  
E-mail: edliro_xh@hotmail.com

**BOGAZICI GENCLIK DERNEGI**  
Ali GÜLÜM  
Ayrail Cesme C. Sururi Cesme Cik. NO : 8  
80070 ISTANBUL (TR)  
Tel: +902122258629  
E-mail: gulum@bosporus.org
BOSBORUS - SERBIAN GROUP  
Ana TOSKIC  
T. Jovanovica 22  
11000 BELGRADE (YU)  
Tel: +38111545850  
Fax: 381641816244  
E-mail: toakicana@yahoo.com  

Project ref.: 111268-1.2-DE-16-2003-R0
Beneficiary: CAMPUS 15 - JUGEND WAGT DEN FRIEDEN E.V.

Project title: Europe - we practice what you preach: Serbian, Bosniac and Montenegrian teenagers will meet young people from DE and UK on the road for a peaceful & cooperative Europe

"Campus15 - Jugend wagt den Frieden e.V." is a registered youth NGO organised by local volunteers. The purpose of the organisation is to support sustainable peace education projects with young people from different ethnic, religious or national background in regions of conflict. Young people from various European countries participate in international group exchanges. The applicant will organise a 20-day exchange entitled "Europe - we practice what you preach: Serbian, Bosniac and Montenegrian teenagers will meet young people from DE and UK on the road for a peaceful & cooperative Europe" in Königswinter (DE) which will gather 36 participants (12 BH, 6 YU-Montenegro, 9 DE, 9 UK). The project will gather teenagers under the same roof. They will have to learn to overcome prejudices and to interact with their peers, even those coming from former hostile groups or from foreign countries. The activity programme consists of 4 main areas: educational activities, creative workshops, media projects and European issues.

Grant: 26580 €
Venue: KÖNIGSWINTER (DE)

Contact Person:
CAMPUS 15 - JUGEND WAGT DEN FRIEDEN E.V.
SIMON, Hubert A.
An der Schlade 9
53797 - LOHMAR (DE)
Tel: +4922467480
Fax: +492246168815
E-mail: campus15@t-online.de

Partners:
OMALADINSKI KOMUNIKATIVINI CENTAR
Zeljko PAUKOVIC
Macvanska 10
51000 BANJA LUKA (BH)
Tel: +38751430070
Fax: +38751461442
E-mail: okc@inecco.net

SVETIONIK
Jovana Tomasevica 21
85000 BAR (YU)
Tel: +381608490
Fax: +38185316368
E-mail: imajorevic@yahoo.com

PENNYWELL NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
Maggy PERRY
Pennywell Shopping Centre/Portsmouth Road
SR4 9AS Sunderland (UK)
Tel: +441915341477
Fax: +441915344143
E-mail: participationproject@pennywell80.fsnet.co.uk

Project ref.: 111244-1.2-DE-18-2003-R0
Beneficiary: INTERKULTURELLES NETWERK E.W.

Project title: Karneval der Kulturen

The Interkulturelles Netzwerk, an NGO registered in Berlin, DE, is dedicated to promote the direct exchange between people from different cultural backgrounds. Every year the organisation realises more than 30 international youth exchanges, training courses, study visits, and voluntary service projects. The target group of activities are disadvantaged young people. This project is initiated in connection with the annual "Carnival of Cultures" in the Kreuzberg quarter in Berlin, DE. Since seven years this carnival is a celebration of people from most different cultural backgrounds. The applicant used to organise bilateral (FR/DE) youth projects alongside the carnival activities. For the next year this further developed, multinational project "Absurde Begegnungen" is planned. Therein, 24 participants (6 FR, 6 HR, 6 MK, 6 DE) for a youth exchange in which they will prepare, rehearse and realise a street theatre performance dealing with multicultural society. Supported by intercultural trainers and theatre artists the participants will experience joint practical work, intercultural dialogue but also contacts with the local population. The street theatre performance is meant to be of an interactive type involving the young performers as well as the audience.

Grant: 20500 €
Venue: Berlin (DE)

Contact Person:
INTERKULTURELLES NETWERK E.W.
PASSEBOSC, Karin
Christinenstrasse 18/19
10119 - BERLIN (DE)
Tel: +493044383425
Fax: +493044383427
E-mail: info@interkulturelles-netzwerk.de

Partners:
TRANSKEROZEN
MARIE, Jean-Christophe
"Les Fedies"
81160 - GAILLAC (FR)
E-mail: jean-christophe-marie@libertysurf.fr

CENTER FOR BALKAN COOPERATION "LOJA"
LUMA, Bujar
Dom Na Kultura "I.A. Smok", Plostad M.Tito BB
1200 - TETOVO (MK)
Tel: +38970360970
E-mail: lumaglob@hotmail.com

MUNICIPAL YOUTH THEATRE OF SPLIT
GOLOVKO, Goran
Trg. Republike 1
21000 - SPLIT (HR)
Tel: +385915211699
Fax: +38521329258
E-mail: goran.golovko@st.hinet.cr

Project ref.: 111494-1.2-DE-21-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Jugendkulturzentrum Stötteritzer Spielkiste

Project title: Junge Kunst- Gestaltung im öffentlichen Raum KUNST ÜBERWINDET GRENZEN

Supported by experienced artists, young people from Germany, the Netherlands, Croatia and Bosnia-Hercegovina will develop an arts project concerning the topic "Art Overcomes Borders" and realise it in a public space. This could be the decoration of a street car, a facade or a public square in Leipzig. Besides the participants will learn something about the four different cultures represented.

Grant: 11455 €
Venue: Leipzig (DE)

Contact Person:
Mechthild NITSCHKE
Holzhäuser Str. 1
04299 Leipzig (DE)
Tel: +3418775507
Fax: +3418775507
E-mail: jkz-stoetteritzer-spielkiste@t-online.de

Partners:
Kulturni centar mladik
Radiceva 3
44320 Kutina (HR)
Tel: +38544684973
E-mail: ured@kcm.hr

Kunstbende
Postbus 15980
Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31205219922
Fax: +31205219920
E-mail: MAARTEN@KUNSTBENDE.NL

Mega Steps
Skolska 11
72270 Travnik (BH)
Tel: +38730511640

Project reference: DE-12-5-2003-R1
Beneficiary: Friedenskreis Halle e.V.

Project Title: Make it happen - personal leadership connected with gender and age

This youth exchange programme between Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland, Bosnia, Croatia and Slovenia, titled "Make it happen - personal leadership connected with gender and age" is organised by a team of young people working voluntarily in the European social sector. They first met in a youth exchange one year earlier which resulted in the idea to overtake the responsibility for the actual project to discuss and develop their ideas and visions of a multicultural world. The main method will be the Open Space Technology, because it provides the opportunity for participants to explore their topics of interest and to follow their passions. During that process participants will participate in and create intercultural learning laboratories.

Grant: 25290 €
Venue: Cirkulane (SK)

Contact Person:
Friedenskreis Halle e.V.
Franziska ILSE
Große Klausstr. 11
06108 Halle (DE)
Tel: +4934527980710

Partners:
Ustanova gandin fundacija
Castle Borl, Dolane 1
2282 Cirkulane (SI)

St. Brendans Youth Club
8 Gleng-Ara Park, Glenageary
Dublin (IE)

Youth Club LIPA
Tuz. Part. Do 90
75213 Lipnica-Tuzla (BH)

Stiching Engage
Bermuurde Weerd wz 3
3513 BH Utrecht (NL)

U.R.L.A.M.
S.I.A. Radica 2 a
44000 Sisak (HR)

Project ref.: DE-12-6-2003-R1
Beneficiary:  Mostar Friedensprojekt

Project Title:  Nathan der Weise nach dem 11. September

All partners have felt how intolerance and incomprehension against other cultures and religions increased after the 11th of September. Aim of the project is that young people from different European countries, who are interested in the field of theater, music and video get to know each other and, through the project, find way of expression and capacity to act against intolerance and racism. Social competences should be trained and developed. The participants should acquire more self-confidence also for the interaction with foreigners.

Grant:  17185 €
Venue:  Kljuc (BH)

Contact Person:
Mostar Friedensprojekt
Andre STANIALJEVIC
Schloßstr. 1
14467 Potsdam (DE)
Tel: +49331201046-0
Fax: +49331201046-2
E-mail: mostarfp@freenet.de

Partners:
NFO Skola mira  
(HR)

L'Ateneu  
(ES)

Ecosse European Cultural Organisation  
(GR)

Mladinski centar Velenje  
(SI)

Dinara Forum - Dinara L'Ateneu  
(BH)

Project ref.: DE-12-14-2003-R1
YOUTH programme

Projects with SEE countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficiary:</th>
<th>Jugendamt Jena</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Project Title:** Move together

In 2002 an exchange with the same partners from twin towns (except Russia) took place in Erlangen (Germany). During the evaluation of this exchange it was decided which twin town would host the next common youth exchange. This year the exchange will take place again in Germany (Jena). Next year another twin town is supposed to host the exchange. The participants will learn about Europe and the project will have an impact at local level. Inclusion and European Dimension is a special topic of the exchange. Disadvantaged youngsters will be involved. Exchange and learning from and together with other cultures. Learning about Europe. Raise awareness among the participants what happened during the time of National Socialism.

**Grant:** 26660 €

**Venue:** Jena (DE)

**Contact Person:**
Jugendamt Jena
Cornelia BARTLAU
07703 Jena (DE)

**Partners:**
Eskilstuna Kommun Sozialfordevalningen (SE)
Youth Service, Civic Centre (GB)
Omja Jugendstadbüro von Aubervilliers (FR)
Adminstrazia Kurtschatowskogo rayona (RU)
Eskilstuna Kommun Sozialfordevalningen (SE)
Adminstrazia Kurtschatowskogo rayona (RU)
Youth Service, Civic Centre (GB)
Omja Jugendstadbüro von Aubervilliers (FR)

**Project ref.:** DE-12-16-2003-R1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></th>
<th>RAA Brandenburg e.V. NL Frankfurt/Oder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project Title:</strong></td>
<td>Deutsch-bosnisch-kroatisch-nordirische Jugengbegegnung in Deutschland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Youth exchange with participants from Bosnia, Croatia, North-Ireland and Germany. Last part of a 4 years project. The development of right-wing radicalism and neo-fachism in Germany as well as the confrontation with the Third Reich will be the aim of this project. The social competences of the young people, like communication, creativity, cooperation, etc. will be developed and trained. Another aim is intercultural competence.

| Grant: | 14835 € |
| Venue: | Beeskow (DE) |

**Contact Person:**  
RAA Brandenburg e.V. NL Frankfurt/Oder  
Angela FLEISCHER-WETZEL  
Große Oderstr. 26/27  
15203 Frankfurt/Oder (DE)  
Tel: +493355524066

**Partners:**  
Studentengruppe  
(HR)  
J. G. Kovacic-Schule  
(BH)

**Project ref.: DE-12-21-2003-R1**
Beneficiary: Bosporus Gesellschaft e.V.

Project Title: "Religion connects Europe!" - Chances of rapprochement for the religions in Europe

The project is aiming at raising awareness on the subject of "Religion and diversity" in Europe and with special regard on the "EU-enlargement" and the situation in Southeast Europe. It should create an opportunity of communication and dialogue for mutual understanding through direct exchange of minds among an international group of young people.

Grant: 24950 €
Venue: Ljubis (YU)

Contact Person:
Bosporus Gesellschaft e.V.
Peter WEISS
Bonner Talweg 33-35
53113 Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49228263843

Partners:
Bosporus Slovenia
(SI)

Bosporus Bosnia
(BH)

Bosporus Group Serbia
(YU)

Bogaçi Genclik Derneği
(TR)

Kinotita Bosporos
(GR)

Project ref.: DE-12-22-2003-R1
Beneficiary: Pax christi im Bistum Aachen

Project Title: Über Mauern hinweg (Away over walls)

Pax Christi in the diocese of Aix-la-Chapelle is part of the International Catholic Peace Movement and therefore actively engaged in the field of peace, justice and active peace work. They organise e.g. voluntary and civil peace services in Poland, Croatia and Germany.

To a great extent, the social structures in and around Benkovac (HR) are not existing and there are only few contacts between the different social and ethnic groups (Croates, Bosnian Croates, Serbians). This multilateral project with two Western European countries is a good possibility to create new perspectives for leisure time activities and the development of the own environment for the young people of the Balkans Croatia and Bosnia-Hercegovina. The symbolic subject of the workshop "Away over walls" is meant to help to have a look over the own "Tellerrand".

In relation to the subject of the project, the groups will build together a climbing wall in order to overcome the wall of everyday racism through common activities. Therefore, it is important to build this climbing wall together and to learn together how to overcome it and to practise this together. In addition, the climbing wall is meant to stay there as a sign and to be there as a means for sports for the young people in the village.

Through their peace projects, the German but also the Danish partners have contacts with Bosnia and Croatia since 1993. This will be their first common youth exchange.

Grant: 16415 €
Venue: Benkovac (HR)

Contact Person:
Pax Christi im Bistum Aachen
Annett WERNER
Klosterplatz 7
52062 Aachen (DE)
Tel: +49241402876

Partners:
Omladinska Informativna Agencija
(BH)
Pax Christi Benkovac
(HR)
Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke Danish Association for Intern. Co-operation
(DK)

Project ref.: DE-12-23-2003-R1
Beneficiary: CAMPUS 15 - Jugend wagt den Frieden e.V.

Project Title: Reunion in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Montenegro, for the Serbian, Croatian, Bosniac,...

Return visit to Bosnia, Herzegovina and Montenegro. The same partners and participants took part in the first step of the project in Germany in the summer of 2003. Subjects are environment and media and communications. The group will build garbage bins, distribute them over the city area in public places and streets and communicate their purpose to the public. There will also be events for youth leisure and holiday activities like excursions to important historical and nature landmarks. After the part in Bosnia and Herzegovina the group will move to Montenegro. There the group will engage in beach cleaning activities, make something creative with the summer relics for an exhibition and thus communicate an environmental problem to the public.

Grant: 26532 €
Venue: Stolac (BA)

Contact Person:
CAMPUS 15 - Jugend wagt den Frieden e.V.
Hubert A. SIMON
An der Schlade 9
53797 Lohmar (DE)
Tel: +4922467480

Partners:
Svetionik
Jovana Tomasevica 21
85000 Bar (YU)

Novo Vrijeme
Banovinska 9
88360 Stolac (BH)

Inicijativa mladih
Dobrinjske bolnice 2
71000 Sarajevo (BH)

Sunderland City centre detached Youth project
270 Havelock towers Hylton road Pallion
SR4 7XJ Sunderland (GB)

Project ref.: DE-12-42-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Evangelische Jugend im Rheinland

Project Title: Frieden entwickeln, Begegnung und Verständigung stiften

The project will involve workshops and creative activities around the subject of peace and understanding. The participants involved from Germany, Austria, Croatia and Bosnia are partly young people who have experienced war and have an illness of psychological origin.

Grant: 31900 €
Venue: Schliersee/ Neuhaus (DE)

Contact Person:
Evangelische Jugend im Rheinland
Ulrich SUPPUS
Rochusstr. 44
40479 Düsseldorf (DE)
Tel: +492113610296

Partners:
Helsinki kommittee for human rights in Republika Srpska
P.O.BOX 126
76300 Bijeljina (BH)

PRONI Centre for social education
Vukovarske brigade 90
32000 Vukovar (HR)

Evangelische Jugend in Österreich
Liechtensteinstr. 20/9
1090 Wien (AT)

Project ref.: DE-12-44-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Stadtjugendring Stuttgart e.V.

Project Title: Me Myself and We

Multilateral Internetradio project in Bosnia-Hercegovina with youths from Germany, Italy, Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina. Young people between 18-23 years will work together with the method "biografie-research". The aim is to create a common website within the project with Internetradio-samples to illustrate the main subject. This main subject to work on is successful/non-successful intercultural communication and attitudes of youths from different cultural, social and economical backgrounds towards Europe.

Grant: 26726 €
Venue: BH

Contact Person:
Stadtjugendring Stuttgart e.V.
Bettina SCHÄFER
Junghansstr. 5
70469 Stuttgart (DE)
Tel: +49711237260
Fax: +497112372690
E-mail: info@sjr-stuttgart.de

Partners:
Lokalno Omladinsko Vijece Tuzla/Tuzla Local Youth Council (BH)
I.So.La. - Iniziative di Solidarieta e Lavoro (IT)
Citizens Association for Democracy, Peace and Tolerance "Aurora"-Bitola (MK)

Project ref.: DE-12-50-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Compagnia Compostelli e.V.

Project Title: Kreativ zu sein ist spielend leicht!

Multilateral youth exchange project in Bosnia-Hercegovina with youths from Greece, Germany, Portugal, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Croatia and Serbia. The measure aims at bringing especially youths with disadvantaged backgrounds together by using the method street theatre supplemented with discussions, group work and work shops on the question of the possibilities and strategical meaning of this method for the target group within youth work in general. The main objective is also to contribute to a reduction of prejudices and stereotypes and encourage young people to get involved in such creative forms of youth work.

Grant: 16540 €
Venue: Kljuc (BH)

Contact Person:
Compagnia Compostelli e.V.
Rebecca ZIEGLER
Heidweg 21
74523 Schwäbisch-Hall (DE)
Tel: +497919706123

Partners:
European Culture Organisation Social Education (GR)
Teatro do Elefante (PT)
Dinara Forum - Dinara L'Ateneu (BH)
TeaterCircusCafe (HR)
Udruzenje zu dreativni razvoj (YU)

Project ref.: DE-12-51-2003-R5
Beneficiary: CONCEJALÍA DE VIVIENDA Y JUVENTUD PROGRAMA PLAN E JOVEN INTERCAMBIOS JUVENILES

Project title: Desarrollo Medioambiental y Patrimonio

This youth exchange is submitted by the city hall of Murcia - a Spanish local authority. The applicant's activities towards youth are implemented by its Youth service and offers youth mobility activities, cultural and educational programmes, youth information activities etc. The exchange will take place in Murcia and will gather 54 young people (9CR, 9BH, 9MK, 9AT, 9ES, 9PT). The activities will focus on sharing experiences and concerns about environmental preservation (problems that affect the areas where the participants live) and cultural heritage. This exchange will provide a global vision of different environmental aspects related to environmental preservation.

Grant: 51200 €
Venue: MURCIA (ES)

Contact Person:
CONCEJALÍA DE VIVIENDA Y JUVENTUD PROGRAMA PLAN E JOVEN INTERCAMBIOS JUVENILES
CALDERÓN CAVA, Diego
Avenida del rocio s/n
30007 - MURCIA (ES)
Tel: +34968201107
Fax: +34968236663
E-mail: planjoven@ayto_murcia.es

Partners:
EUROPEAN HOUSE DUBROVNIK
KREMENJAS-DANICIC, Adriana
Frana Supila, 8, 20000 - DUBROVNIK (HR)
Tel: +38598345140
Fax: +38520488621
E-mail: akdanicic@edd.hr

YOUTH INFORMATION CENTRE-MACEDONIA
KOCESKI, Sreten
Marsal Tito 132/1, 1200 - TETOVO (MK)
Tel: +38970250286
Fax: +38944350280
E-mail: mic_sreten@yahoo.com

VERTIGEM - ASSOCIAÇÃO PARA A PROMOÇÃO DO PATRIMÓNIO
LETRA, Lucilia
Rua Dr. António da Costa Santos, n° 27 B, 3º dt°.
2410-084 - LEIRIA (PT)
Tel: +351916608136
Fax: +351244835021
E-mail: lucilia@letra.ws

EUROPAZENTRUM GRAZ
RICHTER, Willibald
EZG, 8010 - GRAZ (AT)
Tel: +43316384838
Fax: +433163848-3814
E-mail: mail@europahaus-graz.at

CENTER FOR CIVIC COOPERATION GRADACAC
NALIC, Nasir
H.K. Gradacaceva bb
76250 - GRADACAC (BH)
Tel: +38761736434
Fax: +38735819827
E-mail: cgs.grad@bih.net.ba

Project ref.: 111273-1.2-ES-6-2003-R0
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN "BEHAR" DE SOLIDARIDAD CON BOSNIA

Project title: Jóvenes por una Europa Democratica y Multicultural

The organisation 'Asociación Behar de solidaridad con Bosnia' presents this project entitled 'Jóvenes por una Europa Democratica y Multicultural'. The applicant is a non-profit organisation developing activities for children and young people in Bosnia. It promotes solidarity and co-operation between the people from Cataluña and Bosnia. This project introduces 16 participants (4 Bosnia, 4 Croatia, 4 ES, 4 PT) and takes place in Travnik (BH). The main objective of the project is to broaden the knowledge of the participants in the theme of education of children and young people during free time. The participants will exchange experiences. It is designed to broaden their knowledge on non-formal education, tolerance, communication. Also the project intends to be an intercultural exchange where the participants will have the change to get to know other cultures. The idea is also to establish contacts among the participants and to strengthen collaboration links among the partners.

Grant: 18120 €
Venue: TRAVNIK (BH)

Contact Person:
ASOCIACIÓN "BEHAR" DE SOLIDARIDAD CON BOSNIA
MORIST I GÜELL, Enric
C/Les Comes, 34
8700 - IGUALADA (ES)
Tel: +34938030789
Fax: +34938055371
E-mail: enricmorist@anoia.creuroja.org

Partners:
BESIM HALILOVIC
SAFET, Mujdzic
Opcina Travnik
72270 - TRAVNIK (BH)
Tel: +38730518006
Fax: +38730518006
E-mail: Iqualada@bih.Net.ba

"SUNCOKRET" - CENTAR ZA HUMANITARNI RAD
DIAGONICH, Suzana
Gajeva 3
52 100 - GRAD (HR)
Tel: +38590514353
E-mail: saza_til@yahoo.com

CORPO NACIONAL DE ESCUTAS JUNTA DE NÚCLEO DE GUIMARAES
RODRIGUES TEIXEIRA SALGADO, José Miguel
Rua Eduardo de Almeida, 666 Cave
4800 - GUIMARÃES (PT)
Tel: +351964346161
Fax: +351253511048
E-mail: miguelaal@ing.pt

Project ref.: 111364-1.2-ES-11-2003-R0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficiary:</th>
<th>Asociación Xarxa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Title:</td>
<td>CREAT LA PAZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is a question of a meeting between young people from four countries who possess a special interest in art in their different expressions (theatre, dance, music, plastic arts ...) assembled the same motivation: to use a common language, the artistic one as instrument for and for the peace.

| Grant: | 15919 € |
| Venue: | TUZLA (BA) |

**Contact Person:**
Asociación Xarxa
Mar CANDELA
Joan d'Austria, 8
46160 Lliria (ES)
Tel: +962790202
Fax: +962792595
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com

**Partners:**
Internatoinal Forum Of Solidarity
Muhameda Hevajja Uskufija 2b
75000 Tuzla (BH)
Tel: +38735249601
Fax: +38735249600
E-mail: mfstuzla@manija.net

Cmu Centar for Multiethnic Understandies
R Kongre 42 a
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38907582991
Fax: +3892733274
E-mail: Knaceva@yahoo.com

E T L Sargantana
Alberada 19
22888 Canfranc (ES)
Tel: +34974373272
Fax: +34974372104
E-mail: Sargantana@sargantana.org

France Amerique Latine
37 oulevar Saint-Jacquez
75014 Ile de France (FR)
Tel: +33145882000

*Project ref.: ES-12-13-2003-R1*
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION ROUDEL

Project Title: Europe et tolérance

The young people from the five partner countries will gather around the concept of tolerance to discuss its traps and limitations. From passive notion, an active knowledge will be established and through changes an intercultural dialogue will take place.

Grant: 15012 €

Venue: Zagreb (HR)

Contact Person:
ASSOCIATION ROUDEL
Rainhild LENGUIN HOPPE
1, rue de l'Ecole
11250 Ladern sur Lauquet (FR)
Tel: +33468694688
Fax: +33468694552
E-mail: association.roudel@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
BUND DEUTSHER PFADFINCHER INNEN
Baumveg 10
60316 Frankfort (DE)
Tel: +496943058197
Fax: +49694059595

SONNENBERG HRVATSKA
Zrinkevac 16
10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38514851866
Fax: +38514851876

TE IS
Sasfevek 35
1163 Budapest (HU)
Tel: +3614031921

OMLADINSKA INFORMATIVNA ASOCIJACIJA
Branilaca Grada 19 B
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733209753
Fax: +38733209753
E-mail: oia@oiabih.info

Project ref.: FR-12-15-2003-R1
Beneficiary: MEDIA 4 MEDITERRANEE

Project Title: Projet domino

Organisation of video workshops with one facilitator and five young in each country partner. Common video workshop gathering all the participants: shooting of medium movie, with scenario writing, with internet platform to show, share, comment the product.

Grant: 12200 €
Venue: Skopje (MK)

Contact Person:
MEDIA 2 MEDITERRANEE
Béatrice BROCINER
Les Flamands - 13 avenue Georges Braque
13014 Marseille (FR)
Tel.: +33491989854
Fax: +33491989854

Partners:
CENTRE VIDEO DE BRUXELLES
113 rue Royale Sainte Marie
1030 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel.: +3222168039
Fax: +3222451345
E-mail: cvb.videp@challo.be

CENTER FOR YOUTH CREATIVITY
Macedonska 22
11000 Belgrade (YU)
Tel: 381113221948
Fax: 381113221948
E-mail: csm@eunet.yu

LOCOMOTIVA
Kurschmli an. Kurciska
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel.: 38923109683
Fax: 38923133541

Project ref.: FR-12-40-2003-R5
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE RODIN

Project title: The Peacemakers

The youth exchange is presented by the cultural association Rodin, a local organisation established by university students and operating in Cosenza (Calabria, IT). The applicant is mainly organising or participating in cultural activities, bilateral exchanges as well as activities of environmental nature in collaboration with educational institutions or other centres. The young people involved in these initiatives are often economically or socially less privileged. The youth exchange with the title 'The peacemakers' will be realised in Arcavacata (Cosenza, IT) with 25 participants from Programme and countries of South Eastern Europe (5IT, 5FI, 5SI, 5CR, 5HR). The aim of the activities will be to encourage the cultural integration between the participants and to allow them to get familiar with each other's social realities. Through discussion groups, workshops and on-site visits the young people are expected to re-consider the stereotypes and preconceptions related to different cultures and develop on a personal level.

Grant: 14484 €
Venue: ARCAVACATA (IT)

Contact Person: ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE RODIN
RIZZO, Carmine
Via L. Ariosto, 17
87100 - COSENZA (IT)
Tel: +390984443925
Fax: +390984443925
E-mail: ac.rodin@libero.it

Partners:
AHMA
PAAKOLANVAARA, Mikko
Raketajantie 5 B 64
90570 - OULU (FI)
Tel: +358407271374
E-mail: map@paju.oulu.fi

EESTEC LC RIJEKA
SMILOVIC, Alen
Vukovarska 58
51000 - RIJEKA (HR)
Tel: +38598575524
Fax: +38551290209
E-mail: salen@riteh.hr

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION
VUKOSAVLJEVIC, Aleksandar
Local Committee Nis Beogradska 14
18000 - NIS (YU)
Tel: +38118561255
Fax: +38118560500
E-mail: postar@bankerinter.net

MLADINSKO ZDRUZENJE MLADI GLASOVI SLOVENIJE
KNEZ, Lea
Plenciceva 3
6310 - IZOLA (SI)
Tel: +38631637117

Project ref.: 111407-1.2-IT-19-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Narvik Peace Foundation

Project Title: Youth preserving the European heritage

In the waters of the Ohrid lake, near to the shore, recently an antique settlement, which dates from the neolith period, has been discovered. At the moment on this location a group of archeologists are working there. Within this project we would like to contribute to clean and prepare this settlement and in that way promote the importance of taking care of the European cultural heritage.

Grant: 25851 €
Venue: Struga (MK)

Contact Person:
Narvik Peace Foundation
Svein Tore ASPELUND
Kongensgate 44, Pbox 700
8516 Narvik (NO)
Tel: +4776948699
Fax: +4776965399

Partners:
Municipality of Kikinda
Trgspskih dobrovoljaca 12
23300 Kikinda (YU)
Tel: +38123021000
Fax: +38123021000
sokabinet@vkjetnet.co.yu

Youth forum EYE
Dimce Kovaceski str. 1/13
6330 Struga (MK)
Tel: +38970642774
Fax: +38946781680
E-mail: yfe@macedonia.eu.org

The knowledge and development foundation at PWSZ in Novy Sacz
Ul. Staszica 1
33-300 Novy Sacz (PL)
Tel: +48184434545
Fax: +48184434608
E-mail: briw@pwsz-ns.edu.pl

Unga Ørnar
Mommagatan 6, folkets hus
98132 Kiruna (SE)
Tel: +46980180060
Fax: +46980180589
E-mail: maivor.johansson@ungaomar.se

Project ref.: NO-12-5-2003-R6
AUSTRIA

Beneficiary: Amt der Landeshauptstadt Bregenz - Internationale Kontakte

Project Title: Go to Europe

The applicant is the municipality of Bregenz. The project entitled "Go to Europe" will take place in Austria/Bregenz and will involve 30 young people, six from UK, IT, AL, YU, AT each. The aim of the activity is to give the youngsters the opportunity to experience the abstract idea "Europe". During the activity the youngsters will especially focus on the theme racism and its expressions within the society and will explore the theme through workshops (racism within my own environment, racism and its consequences, as or how far are all of us affected by it, why do become people racists, how can we deal with it, what personally can we do to fight racism). The youngsters are accommodated in host families (Austrian participants). The daily program is composed of games, workshops, presentations, discussions. The outcome of the youth exchange will be presented through a brochure.

Grant: 18511 €
Venue: Bregenz (AT)

Contact Person:
Amt der Landeshauptstadt Bregenz - Internationale Kontakte
Monika ROJER
Belrupstrasse 1
6900 Bregenz (AT)
Tel: +4355744101760
Fax: +4355744101570
E-mail: monika.rojer@bregenz.at

Partners:
City Burrel
Burrel (AL)
Tel: +3552172421
Fax: +3552172421

Municipality Bergantino
Piazza Mattcotti 85
C.A.P. 45032 Bergantino (IT)
Tel: +39042589788
Fax: +390425805230

City Bangor
North Down Bourough
CoDown Bt20 4B Bangor (GB)
Tel: +44289127031
Fax: +442891271370

Municipality Istog
Istog Municipality
38335 Istog (YU)
Tel: +3813951222
Fax: +3813951223

Project ref.: AT-12-1-2003-R1
Beneficiary: Kinderfreunde Steiermark

Project Title: From printed news to web - Was ist Realität

The applicant is a local NGO from Styria/Graz. The project entitled "From printed news to web" will take place in Croatia and will involve 60 young people, 10 each from AT, IT, SI, FR, HR and BH. The teenagers are more largely left alone within our multimedia society - the aim of the activity is to encourage the young people to recognize new conditions within the field of multimedia and to deal with it reflexively. Through multicultural interaction within the fields of sports, culture and music a common understanding and tolerance as well as the fight against racism shall be promoted. The program is composed of games, workshops, discussions, outdoor activities.

Grant: 29170 €
Venue: Savudrija p.p. 29 (HR)

Contact Person:
Kinderfreunde Steiermark
Karl POLT
Kaiserfeldgasse 22
8010 Graz (AT)
Tel: +43316825512
E-mail: famak@kinderfreunde-steiermark.at

Partners:
Aroven
67975 Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33388600039
Fax: +33388619045
E-mail: aroeven@erdp-strasbourg.fr

Tehnicka Skola
Veliki Kraj 42
32270 Zupanja (HR)
Tel: +38532837620
Fax: +38532837620

Jugendzentrum Jux Lana
Kirchenweg 3/a
39011 Lana (IT)
Tel: +39473550141
Fax: +39473550141
E-mail: info@jux.it

Gasilska Zveza Velenje
Zarova 2
3320 Velenje (SI)
Tel: +38635869214
Fax: +38638981655

KSC "Don Bosco" Zepce
72230 Zepce (BH)
Tel: +38732883144
Fax: +38732883144

Project ref.: AT-12-3-2003-R1
YOUTH programme

Projects with SEE countries

POLAND

Beneficiary: SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)

Project title: HeritAge for the Youth

"HeritAge for the Youth" is the title of a project presented by the Polish applicant organisation "Semper Avanti", a regional non profit organisation, whose main activities are focused on supporting young people with less opportunities in order to encourage their active participation in society. By giving these young people the opportunity to take part in international youth projects, it aims at fostering their intercultural and international experience, meant to be a positive factor for their personal and professional development. The organisation also encourages young people to get involved in cultural activities and to increase their interest in the historical and political reality of Europe. This youth exchange will involve 59 participants from 9 countries: Programme countries (31): IT 9, PL 8, PT 8, UK 8 and SEE countries (27) AL 9, BH 9, YU 9. The groups bring their own artistic programme but in the week spent together they will make a common performance - an intercultural parade, while learning more about ancient Slavic tradition of St Johns night.

Grant: 37638 €
Venue: TRZEBNICA (PL)

Contact Person:
SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)
PAWLIK, Agnieszka
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-244 - WROCLAW (PL)
Tel: +48604579421
Fax: +48717926679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Partners:
INTELEKTUALET E RINJ. SHPRESE" "YOUNG INTELLECTUALS, HOPE"
DIBRA, Blendi
L: "Qemal Stafa", Rr. "Daut Boriqi", 874
874 - SHKODER (AL)
Tel: +355682129415
Fax: +3552241229
E-mail: irsh@albnet.net

INICIJATIVA MLADIH ("YOUTH INITIATIVE")
COMOR, Alen
Dobrinjske Bolnice 2
71000 - SARAJEVO (BH)
Tel: +38761836007
E-mail: comoralen@yahoo.co.uk

LIBERTATIA
SOUTHWOOD, Richard
32 Green Lane West
NR 13 6 PG - RACKHEARTH (UK)
Tel: +447944872048
E-mail: richard@libertatia.zzn.com

PRO LOCO ISILI
CORONGIU, Mario
Via Umberto I, 79
8033 - ISILI (IT)
Tel: +390782802688
E-mail: corongiu.mario@tiscali.it

GRUPA PAAD
DUJIN, Cecilija
M. Tito 3-5
23272 - NOVI BECEJ (YU)
Tel: +381638447087
E-mail: paad@mgnet.co.yu
ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
VELEZ, Satya
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses n° 4 - 1° Esq.
8000-233 - FARO (PT)
Tel: +351289804952
Fax: +351289804507
E-mail: aaty@joymail.com

Project ref.: 110968-1.2-PL-6-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Semper Avanti

Project Title: Dionisio is comming back to Macedonia

Dionisio coming back to Macedonia is a pretext and an opportunity for linking together young people (from South-East, Central and Western Europe) with redeeming the myth inside of a controversed and desired Europe. The event will involve young people in preparing and organising a public preservation of an ancient myth explored by different cultures and presented through art as a contemporary alternative of expression.

Grant: 29946 €
Venue: Bitola (MK)

Contact Person:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Partners:
Compagne Dromaludaire
Cheminde Varembert
14400 Esquay sur Seulles (FR)
Tel: +33676101824
E-mail: c.dromaludaire@voila.fr

KUD France Preseren
Karunova 14
100 0 Ljubiana (SI)
Tel: +38612832298
E-mail: kud@kud-fp.si

YMCA Macedonia
Guro Malesevac 4a
1000 Skopije (MK)
Tel: +389706105602
E-mail: ymca-mk@yahoo.com

Chamber theatre for Music Mirror
Zeleznicka 35
21000 Novi Sad (YU)
Tel: +38121423841
Fax: +38121423841
E-mail: kpmo@eunet.yu

D'Orfeu - Associal Cultural
Rug Eng. Julio Portugal 6
3750-158 Agueda (PT)
Tel: +351234603164
Fax: +351234604842

Project ref.: PL-12-6-2003-R1
Beneficiary: Futur Generations

Project Title: Diversidade - Aceitação

This exchange, Diversity-Acceptance, is a project oriented through a variety of theoretical and practical activities distributed in two different environments: the rural interior and the urban littoral. The local distribution aims to break some ideas of solitude in these areas, as there are many emigrant communities installed in these areas with a great level of acceptance. On the other hand, the cities are a fixation point for the result of open frontiers and European enlargement. So, the idea of this project is to take the young people to these two different pools and verify where in fact diversity is accepted. The theoretical activities (workshops, working groups, round tables, forum, debate) begin a reflection opened with questions that came across from the enlargement of the U.E. and the opening of new frontiers related to the acceptance of cultural diversity in these countries. Some of the questions will be:
- What do we know about the others?
- Do we really know ourselves in order to expect respect from the others?
- What do we expect, related to those which are arriving and concerning the others who are already here
- Why are the other countries interested in being part of the U.E., what is the image they have?
- Who wins and who loses?

Because in our project we are involving Member States, countries candidates for accession and third countries, we can have a reflection concerning all these points of view. The practical activities (visits, games, sports, workshops, entertainment, street activities) will be the consolidation of the themes involved, but also the divulgation of our culture and of our country as well as a good relation between young people from different cultures, beliefs, politics and traditions. Above all, this practical part is to achieve a state of friendship between the participants, links that can be stronger than resistance and diversity.

This project is a project of giving conscience to the young people for a reality that they will have to face. They will have to learn to be and to do, but mainly, and more importantly, they will have to know how to be with others.

Grant: 36839 €
Venue: Porto (PT)

Contact Person:
Futur Generations
Clementina RODRIGUES
R. dr. Raul Faria nº25-B.2, 1º AC
4490-626 Póvoa do Varzim (PT)
Tel: +351966470177
E-mail: clementina.luisa@hotmail.com

Partners:
Heatham House Youth Centre
Whitton Road
TW1 1BH Twickenham (GB)
Tel: +442082880950
Fax: +442082880944
E-mail: david@heathamhouse.org.uk

The Psychological Social Centre "The Hearth"
R ritindja Pirro Bisha
0000 Vlora (AL)
Tel: +3553327509
Fax: +3553327509
E-mail: qps-vatra@aul.sanx.net

Sunflower - Centre for Grassroots Relief Work
Avenija Dubrovnik 10
10020 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38516551334
Fax: +38516551715
E-mail: suncokret@suncokret.hr

Youth and Sport office - Municipality of Ranua
Aapiskuja 6B
97700 Ranua (FI)
Tel: +358163559298
Fax: +358163559200
Youth Integration and Development Association STRIM
Krowoderska 8
31-142 Kraków (PL)
Tel: 0048126334628
Fax: 0048124225205
E-mail: strim@strim.org.pl

Association for Promotion and Prevention of Mental Health of Children and Youth
Trg Lale Nikolic 2
18000 Nis (YU)
Tel: +38118523422
Fax: +38118523422
E-mail: oknis@eunet.yu

Project ref.: PT-12-4-2003-R1
Beneficiary: Associação para o Desenvolvimento e Bem Estar

Project Title: Co-Existence and Co-Understanding

The purpose of the project is to allow youth from partner countries to exchange their experiences, realities and opinions on new forms of racism, xenophobia abroad and xenophobia at home. The activities will be creative and interesting, through workshops, debates and similar activities promoting the construction of a European puzzle, providing them the opportunity to question the mentioned phenomena.

Grant: 33282 €
Venue: Évora (PT)

Contact Person:
Associação para o Desenvolvimento e Bem Estar
Nelson LAGE
Bairro Cruz da picada Lote 15 Cave
7000 Évora (PT)
Tel: +351266733515
Fax: +351266734262

Partners:
Lokalno Omladinsko Vijece Tuzla
Dom Penzionera Tuzla, Filipa Kljaica bb
75000 Tuzla (BH)
Tel: +38761286490
Fax: +38735281594
E-mail: lov_tuzla@yahoo.co.uk

BalkaniIDEA Novi Sad
Bul.Cara Lazara 39
21000 Novi Sad (YU)
Tel: +38163529779
Fax: +38121610229

The Solt Association
Cesta 27. Aprila 31
1000 Ljubljana (SI)
Tel: +38612421270
Fax: +38612421279
E-mail: drustvo.solt@guest.arnes.si

The Department of Youth Affairs
Puutarhakatu 14
20100 Turku (FI)
Tel: +35822623111
Fax: +35822623137

Presence et Action Culturelles asbi
39/41 rue de Paris
1140 Brussels (BE)
Tel: +3222167195
Fax: +3222167195
E-mail: everepac@hotmail.com

Citizens Association for Democracy, Peace and Tolerance AURORA
Ul. Kliment Ohridski 8
7000 Bitola (MK)
Tel: +38947237445
Fax: +38947237445
E-mail: aurora_mkd@yahoo.com

Project ref.: PT-12-5-2003-R1
Beneficiary: d' Orfeu - Associação Cultural

Project Title: D' Orfusão III

The exchange "D'Orfusão III" seeks the fusion of various arts and cultures, retreated in the joint conception of a multiartistic and multicultural show to be presented in the end of the exchange. Besides the artistic component the participants will also develop all the show dynamic and promotional, technical, scenic areas. The activities will be centred in the artistic area (rehearsals, workshops, scenic and technical arrangements and the final presentation itself), together with some cultural-touristy visits to places of local and regional interest, besides other leisure activities that Orfeu can offer.

Grant: 37050 €
Venue: Águeda (PT)

Contact Person:
d' Orfeu - Associação Cultural
Fernando ALVES
Rua Engº Júlio Portela 6
3750-158 Águeda (PT)
Tel: +351234603164
Fax: +351234604842
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

Partners:
CTM Mirror
Jeleznicka 35
21000 Novi Sad (YU)
Tel: +38121423841
E-mail: kpmo@eunet.yu

SUFPH
Bvi Krste Misirkov BB
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +3892116100400

Collavella de Diables de Santa Coloma de Gramenet
c/ Prat de la Riba nº10
08921 Stª Coloma Grmet (ES)
Tel: +34661728612
E-mail: collavelladiables@yahoo.es

Zamolxes
Str Ama Ipatescu Mr 22 Bl 33, 3rd fl n. 76
2150 Câmpina (RO)
Tel: +40244373161
Fax: +40244374374
E-mail: zamolxes@terom.ro

Project ref.: PT-12-6-2003-R1
Beneficiary: INGÅ FRITIDSGÅRD

Project title: Crossing Borders

The applicant is a municipal leisure time centre for young people from Ingå, where the majority of the population are of the Swedish-speaking minority in Finland. The exchange scheduled to take place in Ingå is the second leg of the project "Crossing Borders" that started in Cetinje (YU). This exchange will continue the process of promoting better understanding amongst young people of different cultures and customs, better understanding between boys and girls, better understanding among those with different backgrounds. The exchange will involve 60 young people, 15 from each of the partner countries of Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro, Sweden, and Finland, who are fully involved in the preparation of this activity both with regard to contents, fund-raising and publicity. The programme includes workshops and discussions, survival exercises and small competitions in the nature, meeting with local people and politicians, etc.

Grant: 37877 €
Venue: INGÅ (FI)

Contact Person:
INGÅ FRITIDSGÅRD
SIRVIÖ, Kai
Täktergränd 5 b 7
10210 - INGÅ (FI)
Tel: +358505283969
Fax: +358929515355
E-mail: Kaisirvio20@hotmail.com

Partners:
HULTSBERGS FRITIDSGÅRD
BRYNTESSON, Holger
Nilsholgerssens väg, 2
S-65346 - KARLSTAD (SE)
Tel: +4654562651
Fax: +4654562651
E-mail: Hultsbergsfg@fritid.karlstad.se

HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH CENTER CETINJE
ZEKOVIC, Alexandar
p.o. box 10, Njegoseva 52
81250 - CETINJE (YU)
Tel: +38167527602
Fax: +38181634116
E-mail: Skc@cg.yu

PRONI-INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL EDUCATION
PESTALIC, Vesna
Ul. Mehmedalije Maka Dizdara 27
76100 - BREKO DC (BH)
Tel: +38761739808
Fax: +38733444302
E-mail: Vasned_1999@yahoo.com

Project ref.: 111463-1.2-FI-2-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Nuorisokeskus Oivanki

Project Title: Four points of European Culture

In this youth exchange we will get together youngsters from Finland, Portugal, Serbia (Fr. Yugoslavia), Macedonia and Slovakia. We are interested in these kind of projects since participation in a contact seminar in Slovenia in 2002. The project unites young people from the Programme countries and South-Eastern Europe. The idea is to combine elements of these different cultures and create output that is multicultural in content and that is implemented by multicultural team. This gives a strong message that the young people can really use their own potential for cultural co-operation in modern Europe.

In modern Europe it is very important to understand other cultures, but also to realize our own cultural "roots". By exploring other people's realities it is possible to understand also better your own cultural existence. This is why we want to form a group of young people in every participating country to start getting deeper in their own cultural elements which would in their opinion help young people from other countries to understand better each-others realities and the cultural process from background to nowadays life. All these young people are interested in many different kinds of art.

We decided to use art as a tool in this process of learning and development of cultural awareness. In the area where the exchange is taking place there are prejudices especially against people from Russia and East - and South-Eastern Europe. People from the North-Eastern region of Finland do not know much about Finland. By doing this exchange well we could effect in a very positive way in attitudes of all participating young people and also in aspects of local people. We will spend 13 days of activity in Youth Centre Oivanki, Kuusamo and its surroundings. Among many activities in the nature the participants take part in several workshops, guided by youth workers. In these workshops they explore the cultural elements that these youngsters have brought with them. We start to compare some elements, then we combine characteristics of them so that we can create a new European picture through a process of creating a multicultural performance. The young people can choose the workshops by interest; in one participants start creating music, in other some drama parts, etc and then we put all this together. The idea is not just to do a performance but learn more about these things we go through in this process. In this exchange we are going to help young people to recognize the differences and similarities of cultures and life in other parts of Europe; to explore the development of cultural growth of European people from past till today: "Four points of European Culture; all aware, all unite".

Grant: 30632 €
Venue: Kuusamo (FI)

Contact Person:
Nuorisokeskus Oivanki
Panu PÄIVÄRINTA
Rovaniemientie 62 A
9399 Kuusamo (FI)
Tel: +35888855561

Partners:
Youth CULTural Center
Kliment Ohridski Lam 2/3
7000 Bitola (MK)
Tel: +38947233020
Fax: +38947233020
E-mail: mkcbt@mt.net.mk

Youth Organisation PLUSKO
Vilova 9
85101 Bratislava (SK)
Tel: +421903321942
E-mail: info@plusko.net

MP_3 Multi Project 2003 YOUTH ORGANIZATION
RUA ALVES REDOL, 213-3D - STA APOLONIA
3020 COIMBRA (PT)
Tel: +351914915945
Fax: +35123987539
E-mail: josejose@clix.pt
Belgrade Centre for Human Rights Youth Group
Mlatistumina 26
11000 Belgrade (YU)
Tel: +381 11432572
E-mail: egomon@hotmail.com

Project ref.: FI-12-4-2003-R1
Beneficiary: SOCIAL CULTURAL ASSOCIATION BARAKA

Project title: Young in Europe

BARAKA is an NGO founded in June 2002. The aim is to contribute to social changes among young people, fight against any kind of discrimination and promote human rights. The applicant will organise an exchange entitled "Young in Europe" in Bucharest (RO) which will gather 42 participants (6 BG, 6 SI, 6 RO, 6 MK, 6 BH, 6 DE, 6 IT). The project aims at allowing the participants to explore their own personal identity, then their national identity and eventually their European identity. The working methods will be theatrical performances and group discussions.

Grant: 56843 €
Venue: Bucharest (RO)

Contact Person:
SOCIAL CULTURAL ASSOCIATION BARAKA
PANDEA, Anca-Ruxandra
Cdor andrei Popovici, n°12
70000 - BUCHAREST (RO)
Tel: +40721894003
Fax: +40213121003
E-mail: asociatia_baraka@yahoo.com

Partners:
YOUTH COMMUNICATION CENTER (OMLADINSKI KOMUNIKATIVNI CENTAR)
JEVDIC, Jugoslav
Macvanska 10
78000 - BANJA LUKA (BH)
Tel: +38765525764
Fax: +38751461442
E-mail: oko@inecco.net

ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE UNIVERSITARIA PANGEA
PIPOLO, Maria
P.za San Domenico maggiore, 12-
80137 - NAPOLI (IT)
Tel: +390815440550
E-mail: miriampipolo@hotmail.com

YOUTH FORUM EYE - MLADINSKI FORUM OKO
NELKOSKI, Bosko
Dince Kovacevski str. 1/13
6330 - STRUGA (MK)
Tel: +38970513880
Fax: +38946781680
E-mail: nelkoski@yahoo.com

MLADINSKA ALIJANSA - YOUTH ALLIANCE
TATALOVIC, Bojan
Goce Delcev nr. 235
1220 - TETOVO (MK)
Tel: +38970321505
Fax: +38944336099
E-mail: btatalovic@yahoo.com

SOCIALDEMOKRATSKA MLADINA - THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC YOUTH OF SLOVENIA
SIFTAR, Masa
Komenskega 11
1000 - LJUBLJANA (SI)
Tel: +38631671077
E-mail: masa.siftar@email.si
ASSOCIATION IZVOR (INITIATIVE FOR HEALTH, BRINGING UP, EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT)

KROUMOVA, Malina
22 Pirotka Str. entr. B
1000 - SOFIA (BG)
Tel: +35988936501
E-mail: shiboi@mail.bg

COMMUNITYARTS E.V.
MCELVANY, Scot
Eisenbahnstrasse 12
10997 - BERLIN (DE)
Tel: +49174528179
Fax: +493079741863
E-mail: Scot.mcelvany@communityarts.de

Project ref.: 111501-1.2-RO-1-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Asociatia Bosporus

Project Title: Close to my neighbour, the Roma Deconstructing stereotypes and prejudices against Roma groups in Euro

The 28 participants from 7 countries will:
- discuss Roma issues in two educational seminars (Romania and Bulgaria)
- discuss the topic with institutions and organizations dealing with Roma issues
- have workshops with Roma groups in the visited communities
- collect Roma stories and lyrics and produce photos
- analyse Roma self-image compared to external perspective image

Grant: 24928 €
Venue: Sinaia, Bucharest, Sofia (RO)

Contact Person:
Asociatia Bosporus
Sorana OLARU ZAINESCU
B-dul 21 decembrie nr. 108?22
400124 Cluj-Napoca (RO)
Tel: +40745188444
Fax: +40264590555
E-mail: romania@bosporus.org

Partners:
Bosporus Group Skopje
(MK)

Bosfor Obshtestvo - Bulgaria
1 Velchova Zavera Square
1407 Sofia (BG)
Tel: +35929630948
E-mail: bulgaria@bosporus.org

Bosporus Group Madrid
Urb. Sotoalto, 5
28110 Madrid (ES)
E-mail: mariavesa@yahoo.com

Bosporus-Gesellschaft E.V.
Bonner Talweg 33-35
53113 Bonn (DE)
Tel : +49228263843
Fax: +492282094998
E-mail: bonn@bosporus.org

Bosporus Group Sarajevo
Grdonj 23
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel : +38733232953
Fax : +38733230372
E-mail : negraarnautovic@yahoo.com

Project ref.: RO-12-6-2003-R5
YOUTH programme
Projects with SEE countries

Beneficiary: Asociatia pentru Tineret SAKURA

Project Title: "Balcanii - parte a Europei" Balkan - Part of Europe!

This project is a Youth exchange which will involve 35 young people and 6 youth workers from 4 Balkan countries and 2 West European countries. The project's aim is to inform the participants about social, cultural, economic realities regarding youngsters in Europe.

Grant: 19436 €
Venue: Paraul Rece, Predeal, Bucharest (RO)

Contact Person:
Finica Speranta
Sos. Grozavesti nr. 82
7000 Bucuresti (RO)
Tel: +40216344912
Fax: +40214118263
E-mail: Sakuraro@hotmail.com

Partners:
Asociación Juvenil de Cazalla
Alcalde Pelegrín Rodriguez 12
30800 Lorca (ES)
Tel: +34968477566
Fax: +34968477566
E-mail: dimaro@euroaccion.com

INDEPENDENT YOUTH ACTIVITIES
RR. SAMI FRASHERI
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +355682204977
Fax: +355692139249
E-mail: al_iya@yahoo.com; youthalb@yahoo.com

The First Children’s Embassy in the World – Megjashi
Kosta Novakovic br. 22a
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38902465316
Fax: +389024639000
E-mail: first@childrensembassy.org.mk

Youth center
41 Bulgaria Blvd
6300 Haskovo (BG)
Tel: +35938622686
Fax: +35938622686
E-mail: crdm@haskovo.spnet.net; ycenter@mail.bg

Euromeet
Billista 1308A
894 91 Själevad (SE)
Tel: +46660265122
Fax: +46660265122
E-mail: Euromeet@yahoo.se

Project ref.: RO-12-10-2003-R5
SLOVENIA

Beneficiary: Association for developing voluntary work Novo Mesto

Project Title: Building Bridges

Culture is one of the most important and primary factors that defines people as social beings. People make judgements based not on facts but on emotions and associations they conjure up. So we think that bringing people together due to experiencing and learning about different cultures is the most successful way to combat negative prejudices and stereotypes. Meeting new cultures and learning about them is the theme of the exchange. Young people, by being brought into contact with other cultures, can learn a lot from each other - they can discover and explore similarities and differences between their cultures and realize that differences are not something we should be afraid of, but as something what can enrich our life. Young people from Spain, Germany, Italy, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Kosovo and Slovenia are going to become aware of this since they are going to spend their time together for ten days. Cultural workshops, group working, lectures and discussions, practical work, excursions and leisure activities will link them together.

Grant: 18610 €
Venue: Novo Mesto (SI)

Contact Person:
Association for developing voluntary work Novo mesto
Branka BUKOVEC
Rozmanova 30
8000 Novo mesto (SI)
Tel: +38673373920
Fax: +38673372920
E-mail: drpd_nm@siol.net

Partners:
Omladinski centar "Herceg-Nov"u
Ul. 29. decembra 8
Herceg-Nov (YU)
Tel: +3818844201
Fax: +3818824452
E-mail: b.hnovi@cg.yu

Evangelisch - Lutherische Kirchengemeinde Halle
Leltow - Vorbeck str. 7
33790 Halle (DE)
Tel: +49520388669
Fax: +495203919545

Združenje slovenski dijaški dom Srečko Kosovel
Ginnastica 72
34142 Trieste (IT)
Tel: +39040573141
Fax: +39040573142
E-mail: kosovel@spin.it

Opicina del Pla Vila Jove - Ajuntament
c/ Santa Maria 2
08720 Vilafranca del Penedes (ES)
Tel: +34938920358
Fax: +34938181040
E-mail: jsanchez@ajvilafranca.es

Center for Promotion of Education
Deshmoret E Kombit
38232 Ferizaj (YU)
Tel: +38129021600
Fax: +38129021600
DMU Una
Bosanskih gazija 3
77 000 Bihac (BH)
Tel : +38737320754
E-mail : dmu_una_bih@hozmail.com

Project ref.: SI-12-2-2003-R1
**Beneficiary:** Mladinsko društvo pod Plešivcem  

**Project Title:** Internationale Jugendgegegung in Velenje  

Slovenia is among the Countries which will join the European Union in May 2004. With this project we would like to connect EU Countries and "not yet" EU member states. With the project, we want to encourage participants to acquaint each other with their culture and evaluate the prospects of cultural identity of joining countries in integrated Europe and Balkan Countries as well. In the project young people will discuss the effects that might take place in their countries when new countries will join the EU and possibilities for Balkan Counties for joining the EU.

**Grant:** 10303 €  
**Venue:** Velenje (SI)

**Contact Person:**  
Mladinsko društvo pod Plešivcem  
Boris GLAVNIK  
Lokovica 62 a  
3325 Šoštanj (SI)  
Tel: +38641462576  
Fax: +3868985254

**Partners:**  
Jugendgruppe Deutschlandsberg  
Lagergasse 11  
8530 Deutschlandsberg (AT)  
Tel: +4334622682  
Fax: +43346226824  
E-mail: direktion@bhak-dl.ac.at

Jugendgruppe Osteuropa  
Haunerstrase 08  
80689 Munchen (DE)  
Tel: +4989581453  
Fax: +498923334481  
E-mail: verhovnik@bsz.Bergsonmusin.de

Kulturegruppe Svetozsr Markovic  
Njagošova 22  
21 000 Novi Sad (YU)  
Tel: +3812129984  
Fax: +3812128590  
E-mail: gim-svm-ns-yu@teacher.com

Gruppe Prozor  
Ulica Kralja Tomislava  
88440 Prozor (BH)  
Tel: +38736771234

**Project ref.:** SI-12-3-2003-R6
YOUTH programme

Projects with SEE countries

UNITED KINGDOM

Beneficiary: HEALTHWORKS

Project title: Skills of Hope

The applicant organisation "Healthworks", works with local authorities, community groups, schools, colleges and universities in the North West to provide sports based health improvement activities. The proposed exchange brings 40 young participants and 8 group leaders from UK(12), ES(12), YU(12) and BH(12) together in Liverpool to participate in the "Skills of Hope" project. The exchange will focus on sport as a means of addressing issues of social inclusion and racism. The participants will work together to each gain the internationally recognised First Level Football Association Coaching Skills Certificate, which is accredited by the English Football Association. The activities involved in achieving this certificate will include work on racism, conflict resolution, dealing with people, communication skills and interaction.

Grant: 23169 €
Venue: Liverpool (UK)

Contact Person:
HEALTHWORKS
HAIG, Mark
Lord Street 12
WN 1 2BN - WIGAN (UK)
Tel: +441704821769
Fax: +441704821769
E-mail: info@healthworks-ltd.com

Partners:
AJUNTAMENT DO BADIA DES VALLÈS
GARCIA FREIXAS, Jordi
Avingude Burgos, S/N
8214 - BADIA DEL VALLÈS (ES)
Tel: +34937294851
E-mail: Sljbadla@sct.ictnet.es

HUMANITARIAN ORGANIZATION "SIRIUS"
RADOTIC, Filip
Kumanovska 3, Lepenicki Bulevar 31/13
- Kragujevac (YU)
Tel: +381641784602
Fax: +38134333048
E-mail: sirijukskg@ptt.yu

OCSE BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
AVADAROV, Tatjana
Obala Kulino Dana 19
7100 - SARAJEVO (BH)
Tel: +3873433292100
Fax: +38733292289

Project ref.: 111548-1.2-UK-4-2003-R0
**Beneficiary:** THE CENTRE FOR HEALTH CARE DEVELOPMENT

**Project title:** Passport to success

The applicant organisation "Centre for Health Care Development" is a non-profit programme unit operating through the National Health Service in the UK. It runs a number of projects such as the promotion of better health conditions at the workplace and the implementation of leisure activities for disadvantaged young people from the North West of England. The proposed exchange brings 40 young participants and 8 group leaders from UK (12), ES (12), Serbia (12) and Kosovo (12) together in Belgrade to participate in the "Passport to success" project. The project has developed from the "Passport for youth" exchange to Serbia in August 2002. Young people involved in the 2002 exchange expressed the desire to organise a similar experience for young people aged 15-18 from their local communities. The aim of the exchange is to widen the horizons of the young people involved, to increase their awareness of other cultures and to give them the opportunity to understand issues affecting young people across Europe. The exchange will be led by 2 young people from each group involved in the 2002 exchange and activities will concentrate on understanding other cultures, working towards conflict resolution and the creation of a Europe-wide network of young people.

**Grant:** 21926 €

**Venue:** Belgrade (YU)

**Contact Person:**
THE CENTRE FOR HEALTH CARE DEVELOPMENT
SEYMOUR, Howard
Gateway House, Piccadilly Approach, (room 155)
M60 7LP - MANCHESTER (UK)
Tel: +441612372044
Fax: +441612372166
E-mail: Passport2002@chcd.org

**Partners:**
MINISTRY OF SOCIAL AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENT OF SERBIA
TODOROVIC, Danica
22-26, Nemanjina Street
11000 - BELGRADE (YU)
Tel: +38134113616
Fax: +381113816259
E-mail: goga@msoc.sr.gov.yu

ACADEMY OF ARTS & DRAMA, UNIVERSITY OF PRISTINA, KOSOVO
KLEMENC, Ivan
Ministry of Education and Sport C/O 22-26 Nemanjina St.
11000 - Belgrade - KEVACAN (YU)
Tel: +38111695278
Fax: +38111695278

AJUNTAMENT DO BADIA DES VALLÈS
GARCIA FREIXAS, Jordi
Avingude Burgos, S/N
8214 - BADIA DEL VALLÈS (ES)
Tel: +34937294851
E-mail: Sjbadlia@sct.ictnet.es

**Project ref.:** 111547-1.2-UK-5-2003-R0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Beneficiary:</strong></th>
<th>YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Project title:</strong></td>
<td>A historical challenge: understanding and peace in the centre of Europe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project is presented by Youth Action for Peace, the European secretariat of an international peace movement that was founded in 1923 in order to promote peace, solidarity and a society of justice. They work in collaboration with a number of national branches throughout Europe and other youth organisations in the Mediterranean region or Latin America. They organise seminars, youth exchanges, training courses focusing on peace and development education. The youth exchange with the title 'A historical challenge: understanding and peace in the centre of Europe' will take place in Pécs (HU) with the involvement of 30 participants from EU, Pre-accession and countries of South Eastern Europe (4YU, 4BH, 4HR, 3MK, 2IT, 2AT, 2CZ, 3RO, 2SI, 2HU and 2BG). The main theme of the project will be to explore the cultural and historical differences and common points between Central and Eastern Europe and through this analysis to break down the geographical barriers and reach co-operation and understanding. Consequently, the participants will be encouraged to re-consider their preconceptions or stereotypes about the respective countries through discussions and also by working together on preparing an exhibition.

| **Grant:** | 20369 € |
| **Venue:** | Pécs (HU) |

**Contact Person:**
YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
EVRARD, Gisèle
3, Avenue du Parc Royal
1020 - BRUXELLES (BE)
Tel: +3224789410
Fax: +3224789432
E-mail: yapis@yap.org

**Partners:**
VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
KOVACIC, Domagoj
Bascanska 11
10 000 - ZAGREB (HR)
Tel: +38513013736
Fax: +38513013736
E-mail: zomba69@yahoo.com

PERPETUUM MOBILE INTERNATIONAL
EDLER, Reiny Reinhard
WIEN - STRADEN (AT)
Tel: +436502115549
Fax: +4313157637
E-mail: perpetuum@lycos.at

YOUNG RESEARCHERS OF SERBIA - VOLUNTARY SERVICE SERBIA
NIKOLIC, Tanja
Bulevar Umetnosti 27
11070 - BELGRAD (YU)

VIA PACIS NEMZETKÖZI IFJÚSÁGI EGYESÜLET
F. TÓTH, András
Kinizsi utoa 13
1092 - BUDAPEST (HU)

*Project ref.: 111940-1.2-CE-9-2003-R1*
YOUTH PROGRAMME

Action 2
Beneficiary: AFS Interculturele Programma's vzw

Project Title: AFS - Youngsters and opportunities

The aim of the project is to implement and promote Intercultural Learning and Global Education in Croatia. Therefore the volunteer -together with Croatian volunteers – will prepare project and workshops and an information campaign with and for Youth from all over Europe, regarding Intercultural Learning and Global Education as well as other themes like tolerance, discrimination, racism, ethnic minorities, xenophobia, history and culture of South Eastern Europe. To have an easy integration, there will a language course and other trainings, depending on the need of the volunteer. As we are often organising trainings for our own volunteers, the EVS volunteer can easily follow those trainings too.

Grant: 6370 €
Venue: Zagreb (HR)

Contact Person:
AFS Interculturele Programma's vzw
Bert VERCAMER
Brand Whitlocklaan 132
1200 Brussels (BE)
Tel: +3227358525
Fax: +3227352963
E-mail: afsbfl@afs.org

Host organisation:
GLOBUS Association for intercultural learning
DINKA KRCELIC
HORVACANSKA 31F
10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513019595
Fax: +38513019595
E-mail: Globus231@hotmail.com

Sending organisation:
AFS Interculturele Programma's vzw
Bert VERCAMER
Brand Whitlocklaan 132
1200 Brussels (BE)
Tel: +3227358525
Fax: +3227352963
E-mail: afsbfl@afs.org

Project ref.: BEFL-22-4-2003-R1
**Beneficiary:** Mostar Friedensprojekt

**Project Title:** Förderung lokaler Jugendinitiativen, Projektführung im Kultur- und Bildungsbereich für Bosnien-Herzegovina

The volunteers will support local youth initiatives as well as cultural and educational work. They should acquire social and cultural competences through the common project work as well as methodologies for their work in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

**Grant:** 9818 €

**Venue:** Potsdam (DE)

**Contact Person:**
Mostar Friedensprojekt
Raif ZWENGEL
Schloßstr. 1
14467 Potsdam (DE)
Tel: +493312010460

**Host organisation:**
Mostar Friedensprojekt
Raif ZWENGEL
Schloßstr. 1
14467 Potsdam (DE)
Tel: +493312010460

**Sending organisation:**
Dinara Forum - Dinara L'Ateneu
Emil BENDER
Kulina bana bb
79280 Kljuc (BH)
Tel: +38737661241

**Project ref.: DE-22-33-2003-R1**
Beneficiary: Landesvereinigung Kulturelle Jugendbildung Sachsen-Anhalt e. V.

Project Title: Exchange Sachsen-Anhalt

The volunteer is supposed to work for and with Exchange Sachsen-Anhalt, a trans-organisational working group for international youth work in the federal land of Sachsen-Anhalt. The task of this unique regional co-operation is to support international youth-work in four main areas: 1) information and counselling, 2) language courses for multipliers, 3) training courses and 4) an image campaign. A special focus of Exchange Sachsen-Anhalt is to include young migrants and young people from rural districts into international youth work.

The help of an EVS volunteer from south-eastern Europe (Macedonia) is supposed to make this project and its team more international and intercultural, as international work needs an international team. Intercultural learning should so be made possible for both sides, the volunteer as well as the already existing team. The volunteer will co-operate with the other team members in planning and realising youth exchanges, multilateral training courses on international youth work and lobby work. According to her wishes she will herself be trained to become a trainer in youth work and so achieve abilities she will be able to use as well during the project as back home in her organisation in Macedonia. Furthermore about 20% of her time the volunteer will spend on her own project agreed on between the partners, a research on financial resources for youth exchanges with south-eastern Europe. Additional tasks are public presentations of the work of Exchange Sachsen-Anhalt, attending meetings of the working group and some office work concerning the above mentioned projects (about 10%).

Grant: 7476 €
Venue: Magdeburg (DE)

Contact Person:
Landesvereinigung Kulturelle Jugendbildung Sachsen-Anhalt e. V.
Christian SCHARF
Lübecker Str. 23 a
39124 Magdeburg (DE)
Tel: +493912445160
Fax: +493912445170
E-mail: lkj@jugend-Isa.de

Host organisation:
Landesvereinigung Kulturelle Jugendbildung Sachsen-Anhalt e. V.
Christian SCHARF
Lübecker Str. 23 a
39124 Magdeburg (DE)
Tel: +493912445160
Fax: +493912445170
E-mail: lkj@jugend-Isa.de

Sending organisation:
Permaculture & Peacebuilding Center
Gazmend FETAHI
St. JNA 93
1230 Gostivar (MK)
Tel: +38942214603
Fax: +38942214603
E-mail: ppc@ppc.org.mk

Project ref.: DE-22-37-2003-R3
Beneficiary: Bildungswerk Blitz e.V.

Project Title: Open youth work at youth clubs

The hosting project consists of two youth centres for young people of the region. The work of the volunteer is focused on organising leisure-time and holiday activities. He is also supposed to support events like music contests for youth bands, workshops or internet café etc. Since young people from this region very often have no possibilities to go abroad due to financial reasons, the volunteer will also be kind of a role model for the youngsters.

Grant: 9929 €
Venue: Hütten (DE)

Contact Person:
Bildungswerk Blitz e.V.
Susen GORSCHEWSKI
Ortsstr. 11
07381 Hütten (DE)
Tel: +493647414771
Fax: +493647418936
E-mail: huetten@bildungswerk-blitz.de

Host organisation:
Bildungswerk Blitz e.V.
Susen GORSCHEWSKI
Ortsstr. 11
07381 Hütten (DE)
Tel: +493647414771
Fax: +493647418936
E-mail: huetten@bildungswerk-blitz.de

Sending organisation:
Kolping Kosova
Rr. at Gjergj Fishta 23
Prizren (YU)
Tel: +37744119628

Project ref.: DE-22-60-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Friedenskreis Halle

Project Title: Europäischer Freiwilligendienst mit Partnern aus Bosnien

Four young people from Germany and Bosnia will work in different youth work projects in the other country. All of them stress the learning opportunities for everybody involved, especially the intercultural learning possibilities. The projects either offer the opportunity to work in national youth work and co-operate in planning and realising events for young people, courses and others or focus on international youth work, the planning and organising of youth exchanges. Each project offers a variety and a choice of possible tasks as well as the possibility to realise own projects (a course, youth exchange, seminar,...).

Grant: 35008 €
Venue: Halle (DE), Tuzla (BA)

Contact Person:
Friedenskreis Halle
Antje LIEBSCHER
Grosse Klausstr. 11
06108 Halle (DE)
Tel : +4934527980710
E-mail : Info@friedenskreis-halle.de

Host organisation:
IPAK - Buducnost za bosansku omladinu
Lahira SEJFIIA
Patriotske lige 10
75000 Tuzla (BH)

Villa Jühling e.V.
Beate KIETZMANN
Semmelweisstr. 6
06120 Halle (DE)
Tel : +493455511698
E-mail : villa.juehling@t-online.de

Kinder- und Jugendhaus e.V.
Beate GELLERT
Züricher Str. 14
06128 Halle (DE)
Tel : +493451319622
E-mail : Info@friedenskreis-halle.de

Sending organisation:
IPAK - Buducnost za bosansku omladinu
Lahira SEJFIIA
Patriotske lige 10
75000 Tuzla (BH)

Arbeitsstelle Eine Welt d. Ev. Kirche der Kirchenprovinz Sachsen
Johannes LEWEK
Leibnitzstr. 4
39104 Magdeburg (DE)
Tel : +493915346494

U. G. Omladinski Centar JAJCE
Amra MUSAGIC
A. B. Busica B.B.
70101 Jajce (BH)

Project ref.: DE-22-61-2003-R5
**Beneficiary:** CommunityArts e.V.

**Project Title:** Freiwillige aus Serbien und Montenegro

The aim of the project is to include a volunteer in a creative team, to get another cultural perspective through the work of the volunteer and to deepen the dialogue between Germany and SEE countries. The tasks and the project description seem very challenging for a volunteer. A volunteer will get a lot of insight in project managing and handling projects. Also work in the local community is possible, such as working at school offering workshops.

**Grant:** 6388 €  
**Venue:** Berlin (DE)

**Contact Person:**  
CommunityArts e.V.  
Nele JULIUS  
Eisenbahnstr. 12  
10997 Berlin (DE)  
Tel : +493079741862  
Fax : +493079741863  
E-mail : info@communityarts.de

**Host organisation:**  
CommunityArts e.V.  
Nele JULIUS  
Eisenbahnstr. 12  
10997 Berlin (DE)  
Tel : +493079741862  
Fax : +493079741863  
E-mail : info@communityarts.de

**Sending organisation:**  
Woman in Black (Zene u crnom)  
Stanislavka ZAJOVIC  
Jug Bogdanova 18/5  
11000 Belgrad (YU)

*Project ref.: DE-22-69-2003-R5*
Beneficiary: EQUIPES DE PAIX DANS LES BALKANS

Project title: Net solidaire à Mitrovica

The organisation "Equipes de paix dans les Balkans" (EPB), based in Paris, aims to promote financially and morally the sending of professional volunteers to Serbian and Albanian communities in order to contribute to the re-building of dialogue. They will send a female volunteer to MINGOS, based in Mitrovica (YU) and manage an Information Centre to be used by local organisations whose aim is to favour trust relationships between local organisations from different communities and strengthen civil society. The volunteer will spend 6 months on a project based on the set-up of an online information network.

Grant: 5225 €
Venue: Mitrovica (YU)

Contact Person:
EQUIPES DE PAIX DANS LES BALKANS
DUFOUR, Pierre
114 rue de Vaugirard
75006 - PARIS (FR)
Tel: +33142842078
Fax: +33145445713
E-mail: equipesdepaix@free.fr

Host organisation:
MITROVICA INITIATIVE FOR NGO SUPPORT (MINGOS)
BITIC, Elza
Sheshi "Agim Hajzizi " 2/1
38220 - MITROVICA (YU)
Tel: +38138500162
Fax: +38138500188
E-mail: Elza_6yahoo.com

Sending organisation:
EQUIPES DE PAIX DANS LES BALKANS
BOURCIER, Emmanuelle
114 rue de Vaugirard
75006 - PARIS (FR)
Tel: +33142842078
Fax: +33145445713
E-mail: equipesdepaix@free.fr

Project ref.: 110220-2.2-FR-1-2003-R0


Beneficiary: CLUB UNESCO DE METZ

Project title: L'Europe au cœur de la cité

The Metz UNESCO Club (France) is a popular education association under contract to the Moselle region family allowance fund. It therefore intervenes in areas such as: organising social and educational activities; providing support and holding activities for families; organising and supporting local community life and managing the local Youth information network. The "Centre Social et Culturel Raymond BANAS", in Moyeuvre Grande, will receive a volunteer for a period of 6 months for a project called "Europe in the heart of the city". The volunteer has already been recruited, and is a young 23-year-old Croatian sent by the organisation "Youth Peace Group Danube ".

Grant: 5310 €
Venue: MOYEUVRE GRANDE (FR)

Contact Person:
CLUB UNESCO DE METZ
TERRIER, Gérard
3 rue Gambetta
57000 - METZ (FR)
Tel: +33387669473
Fax: +33387669488
E-mail: unescp-metz@wanadoo.fr

Host organisation:
CENTRE SOCIAL ET CULTUREL RAYMOND BANAS
BONATI, Pierre
57250 - MOYEUVRE GRANDE (FR)
Tel: +33387585069
E-mail: pierre.bonati@wanadoo.fr

Sending organisation:
YOUTH PEACE GROUP DANUBE
MITROVIC, Sinisa
Vocarska 17
32000 - VUKOVAR (HR)
Tel: +38516636286
Fax: +38513705641
E-mail: kc@zamir.net

Project ref.: 111051-2.2-FR-8-2003-R0
Beneficiary: A.D.I.C.E. (Ass pour le développement des initiatives citoyennes et européennes)

Project Title: Médiateur culturel

Hosting a Bosnian volunteer is a first step for the organisation to develop projects in South Eastern European countries in the field of solidarity and cultural exchange through volunteering. The volunteer will participate in the promotion of volunteering in Europe and in Balkan countries by working: at international level with the project manager in ADICE in close relation with the Bosnian sending organisation; at local level with young people from the district social centres in order to sensibilise and make them know the different cultures of the Balkans, youth life there, peace rebuilding…

Grant: 4540 €
Venue: Roubaix (FR)

Contact Person:
A.D.I.C.E. (Ass pour le développement des initiatives citoyennes et européennes)
Julie DEVES
51, rue Inkermann
59100 Roubaix (FR)
Tel: +33320112268
Fax: +33320684551
E-mail: adice@club-internet.fr

Host organisation:
A.D.I.C.E. (Ass pour le développement des initiatives citoyennes et européennes)
Julie DEVES
51, rue Inkermann
59100 Roubaix (FR)
Tel: +33320112268
Fax: +33320684551
E-mail: adice@club-internet.fr

Sending organisation:
Youth Informative Agency
Branilaca Grada 19-B
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733209753
Fax: +38733209753
E-mail: oia@oia.bih

Project ref.: FR-22-2-2003-R1
Beneficiary: YOUTH PLANET

Project Title: La citoyenneté en jeu

The project consists of the creation of society games for children between 6 and 12 years old to discover how democracy works in Kosovo commune institutions. The project will also tackle the issue of the United Nations International Convention of Children's Rights.

Grant: 8348 €
Venue: Gjilan (YU)

Contact Person:
YOUTH PLANET
Hélène MARSOT
27, rue des Petites Ecuries
75010 PARIS (FR)
Tel: +33147706803
Fax: +33147706804
E-mail: youth.planet@wanadoo.fr

Sending organisation:
YOUTH PLANET
Hélène MARSOT
27, rue des Petites Ecuries
75010 PARIS (FR)
Tel: +33147706803
Fax: +33147706804
E-mail: youth.planet@wanadoo.fr

Host organisation:
Agence de la démocratie Locale du Kosovo
Steve DUCHENE
Rruga Brigada UCK-es pn
UNMIK Gjilan (YU)
Tel: +3344283349
Fax: +38128021335

Project ref.: FR-22-14-2003-R3
Beneficiary: SCOUTS DE FRANCE - Paris

Project Title: Scouting for a sustainable and peaceful development of Serbia and Montenegro

The volunteer will help youth scout organisations from Serbia and Montenegro to establish sustainable partnerships with other scout associations throughout the rest of Europe by designing and carrying out local projects within the framework of the Moba project, which promotes peace education and education for democracy and participation in building civil society and development of youth policies.

Grant: 7460 €

Venue: Novi Beograd (YU)

Contact Person:
SCOUTS DE FRANCE - Paris
Christian LARCHER
54 avenue Jean Jaurès
75940 Paris 19ème (FR)
Tel: +33676928787
Fax: +33142380987
E-mail: scouts@scouts-france.fr

Sending organisation:
SCOUTS DE FRANCE - Paris
Christian LARCHER
54 avenue Jean Jaurès
75940 Paris 19ème (FR)
Tel: +33676928787
Fax: +33142380987
E-mail: scouts@scouts-france.fr

Host organisation:
Scout Association of Serbia (Savez Izijdjaca Srbije)
Bulevar Umetnon 26
11070 Novi Beograd (YU)
Tel: +381113113658
E-mail: sis@b92.net

Project ref.: FR-22-31-2003-R3
Beneficiary: SCOUTS DE FRANCE PARIS

Project Title: Scouting for a sustainable and peaceful development of Kosovo

The volunteer will help to develop scouting in Kosovo. The establishment of a scouting movement in Kosovo is enhancing interethnic tolerance, and instructing young people in such fundamental principles as responsibility, peace education, community, environment and nature, education for democracy, and participation in building civil society and development of youth policies.

Grant: 5228 €
Venue: Prishtina (YU)

Contact Person:
SCOUTS DE FRANCE PARIS
Christian LARCHER
54 avenue Jean Jaurès
75019 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33144523737
Fax: +33142380987
E-mail: scouts@scouts-france.fr

Sending organisation:
SCOUTS DE FRANCE PARIS
Christian LARCHER
54 avenue Jean Jaurès
75019 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33144523737
Fax: +33142380987
E-mail: scouts@scouts-france.fr

Host organisation:
BALKAN SUNFLOWERS
Rand ENGEL
Bregu I Dielliet 2, 13/32
1000 Prishtina (YU)
Tel: +38138222087
E-mail: bsfkosovo@yahoo.com

Beneficiary: CALLIOPE

Project Title: Visual communication and education for a youth network in Mostar

Solène worked on her project since one year. She discovered the EVS program and wanted to find a sending organization to realize her project in Mostar. She contacted us with a lot of motivation to be a volunteer in the Mladi-Most organization in Bosnia. In front of her determination and her energy we accepted to follow her in her adventure. For us, it is an opportunity to send a volunteer to a third country for the first time. And in this part of Europe we want to understand, through her experience, what is the situation after the war and how could we develop a positive intercultural communication (we work on this subject in our organization). After her EVS, Solène could talk about her experience in Bosnia to young people in Grenoble.

Her project in the Mladi-Most organization in Bosnia: She intends to work with young people of the cinema and video project and of the photo project of Mladi Most association in the city of Mostar.

She's is going to set up workshops where participants will be taught various means of graphic design and visual art. The contents of the workshop activities will include instruction on the use of software programs like Photoshop, Illustrator or QuarkXpress. By offering different seminars the participants will deepen their abilities in the field of multimedia, web design and computer animation.

By organising and having the described activities, Solène will facilitate individuals to express their needs, thoughts and ideas by using creative and communicative methods. The participants will develop the technical skills of self-management in visual communication relating to cultural activities and promotion such as layout of flyers, posters and newspapers for young people of Mostar. Besides having these workshop, young people will be empowered to use there own capacities, which is an important step, not only to sustain the project, but also to improve civil society in Mostar and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Grant: 8106 €
Venue: Mostar (BH)

Contact Person:
CALLIOPE
Anne GINIER GILLET
11 rue Amédé Morel
38000 Grenoble (FR)
Tel: +33476969101
Fax: +33476703484
E-mail: calliopeinterk@wanadoo.fr

Sending organisation:
CALLIOPE
Anne GINIER GILLET
11 rue Amédé Morel
38000 Grenoble (FR)
Tel: +33476969101
Fax: +33476703484
E-mail: calliopeinterk@wanadoo.fr

Host organisation:
MLADI MOST
Adeline RAIBON
Alekse Šantica 48
88000 Mostar (BH)
Tel: +38736561264
Fax: +38736561264
E-mail: general@mladi-most.org

Project ref.: FR-22-40-2003-R5
Beneficiary:  ASSOCIAZIONE LUNARIA

Project title:  Supporto alli giovane Serbia III

The applicant is LUNARIA, a non-governmental association that organises voluntary service, international work camps and other activities with the purpose of supporting immigrants, young people or other youth organisations and the social sector in general. The project sees the placement of 6 volunteers from Italy (2), France (2) and Spain (2) in three different branches of the local organisation ICS in Serbia (YU) for a period of nine months. The placements aim to instigate cultural integration through the presence of the volunteers in the host organisations. The volunteers will facilitate contacts between local NGOs and similar organisations around Europe, thus contributing to the strengthening of local communities. The tasks of the volunteers will be focusing on contact making and networking with other organisations or groups of volunteers, planning work camps, monitoring and documenting the activities of the host organisation.

Grant:  37080 €
Venue:  Belgrado - Nis - Vranje (YU)

Contact Person:
ASSOCIAZIONE LUNARIA
MARCON, Giulio
Via Salaria 89
198 - ROMA (IT)
Tel: +39068841880
Fax: +39068841859
E-mail: vlo@lunaria.org

Host organisation:
I.C.S BELGRADO
GAKOVIC, Katarina
Knez Miletina, 13
11000 - BELGRADE (SERBIA) (YU)
Tel: +381113228198
Fax: +381113228198
E-mail: lcs.bg@eunet.yu

Sending organisation:
ASSOCIAZIONE LUNARIA
MARIUZZIO, Marcello
Via Salaria 89
198 - ROMA (IT)
Tel: +39068841880
Fax: +39068841859
E-mail: vlo@lunaria.org

RECURSOS DE ANIMACIÓ INTERCULTURAL
VICENTE, Amanda
Carders, 12
8003 - BARCELONA (ES)
Tel: +34932681321
Fax: +34932681321
E-mail: a_lombarte@hotmail.com

SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
CEDOLIN, Delphine
10 Rue du 8 Mai 1945
75010 - PARIS (FR)
Tel: +33155268877
Fax: +33153260326
E-mail: Ltv.out@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project ref.:  111031-2.2-IT-6-2003-R0
**Beneficiary:** COMUNE DI VICENZA ASSESSORATO AGLI INTERVENTI SOCIALI Settore Famiglia e Minori

**Project Title:** Beurk:youth animation in an European perspective

The present Vicenza's Municipality project will be realised since a long time is involved in projects for minors and youth in agreement with the local administration. The activities will be co-ordinated by the host organisation and carried out, following the program, in the different places for the accomplishment of the objectives. The prevention's project is addressed to the territory of the District n°3 and offers aggregation spaces where children and young people could find attention and communication with the adult, opportunities of relations with same age people and personal growth towards creative and cultural activities. The projects suggests the educational continuity with suggestions suitable for every age band, from the primary to the high schools, co-operates with an intense system work with the territorial offices and accomplishes a continuous dialogue with teachers and parents. The centre operations are divided, corresponding to the afternoon or the evening time band, in activities for children or for adolescents. Children activities aim to develop creativity, fantasy and team work to facilitate the collaboration and the relationships with the others. The volunteer could participate in many workshops and activities that take place in the centre, as: Painting and clay workshops, aiming to stimulate children's creativity and fantasy: the volunteer could help children in not judging the work of the others and in making them co-operate. Dramatisation, theatre, puppets workshops, animated by the educators, in which the volunteer could help children in revising, with their fantasy and freedom, a story previously heard, or helping them in the building of the story characters reading workshop, in which we try to stimulate the child towards the pleasure and the love for reading Videoforum organisation, in which the volunteer could try to discover the most suitable movies and cartoons for the children and then stimulate to talk about them. Symbolic and group games where the volunteer could try to help the co-operation and the sociability. The volunteer will also take part into the team meetings for the weekly programming of the activities and their control, making him feel more responsible. The activities for the adolescents, instead, aim to the participation, to the making responsible and to the respect for the rules in a team work context. The volunteer should create the conditions for a positive dialogue with the adolescents, before taking part or organising with them any activity. Now, in the centre, there is a photographer's studio, an autonomous Internet workroom and the possibility to have dinner. These dinners are an occasion for meetings and are an educational instrument, as they're run by the guys. Starting from the participation and responsibility spaces, the volunteer should build together with the young people activities of their interest.

**Grant:** 4670 €

**Venue:** Vicenza (IT)

**Contact Person:**
COMUNE DI VICENZA ASSESSORATO AGLI INTERVENTI SOCIALI Settore Famiglia e Minori
MATTIA BERTOLINI
CONTRA' MURE S.ROCCO 32
36100 Vicenza (IT)
Tel: +390444222560
Fax: +390444222574
E-mail: minori@comune.vicenza.it

**Host organisation:**
COMUNE DI VICENZA ASSESSORATO AGLI INTERVENTI SOCIALI Settore Famiglia e Minori
MATTIA BERTOLINI
CONTRA' MURE S.ROCCO 32
36100 Vicenza (IT)
Tel: +390444222560
Fax: +390444222574
E-mail: minori@comune.vicenza.it

**Sending organisation:**
INTELEKTUALET E RINJ SHPRESE
BLENDI DIBRA
QEMAL STAFA,RR:DAUT BORICI n°874
SKHOLDER (AL)
Tel: +3552248476
Fax: +3552241229
E-mail: irsh@albnet.net

**Project ref.:** IT-22-2-2003-R1
YOUTH programme

Projects with SEE countries

Beneficiary: AFSAI

Project Title: LEARNING BY DOING IN A CLOSE COUNTRY

In the framework of the ICYE-EASTLINKS Large Scale Project (89248-5.1.XL-CE-12-2000-R2), which aims at fostering long-term voluntary service exchanges between EU and SEE countries, (particularly those in the former Republic of Yugoslavia), this project perfectly fits with its goals. As the previous multilateral project (Project N°106960-2.2-CE-12-2002-R3) this project gives young people the possibility to acquire experiences and knowledge about voluntary service and civil society in general by living and working in EU and SEE countries. It is expected that it contribute to building one European identity at grassroots level. This project also aims to intense cooperation between youth organizations in Italy and Croatia.

Grant: 5393 €
Venue: ZAGREB (HR)

Contact Person:
AFSAI
VERONIQUE LEPIGRE
Via dei colli portuensi,345 b/2
00151 Rome (IT)
Tel: +39065370332
Fax: +390658201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

Host organisation:
VOLUNTEER'S CENTRE ZAGREB
KOVACIC DOMAGOJ
Bosiljevska 16
10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38516196085
Fax: +38516196085
E-mail: vc@zamir.net

Sending organisation:
AFSAI
VERONIQUE LEPIGRE
Via dei Colli Portuensi,345 b/2
00151 Rome (IT)
Tel: +39065370332
Fax: +390658201442
E-mail: udcn@afsai.it

Project ref.: IT-22-5-2003-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAZIONE DEL VOLONTARIATO COMASCO

Project Title: INTERNATIONAL STUDENT CENTAR in Sarajevo

The volunteer will support the association in:
- integration activities (free time, training and art course, concerts, trips) with children and young people frequenting the associations (ca. 150 in 2002)
- "Scholarships for University Student" project (producing promotional material, meetings in schools and youth centres). In 2003/2004 14 students received a grant
- summer camps and cultural exchanges for foreign volunteers (Italian, Spanish, Swiss, Holland). (more than 100 young people involved)

Grant: 7311 €
Venue: SARAJEVO (BH)

Contact Person:
ASSOCIAZIONE DEL VOLONTARIATO COMASCO
MORENA TEVISIO
Via S.Martino 3
22100 Como (IT)
Tel: +39031301307
Fax: +39031302335
E-mail: Info@csv.como.it

Host organisation:
Bezdan-Sprofondo Sarajevo
Hajrija JAVORNICKI
Zagrebacka,18
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel : +38733444225
Fax : +38733446 885
E-mail : Sprofondo@lsinter.net

Sending organisation:
Sprofondo
LORENZO DALLE AVE
Via IV Novembre, 13
22070 Valmorea (IT)
Tel: +39031806026
Fax: +39031806026
E-mail: sprofondo@tin.it

Project ref.: IT-22-43-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie

Project Title: Social reconstruction of Kosovo

The volunteers go to Kosovo with VIA as sending organisation. Their hosting organisation is a partner of VIA called Balkan Sunflowers. This project is active for a few years now and earlier another Dutch volunteer spent time in Kosovo for this project.

Main activities are organising children and youth activities (sport, theatre, games, language course etc.). Also more in-depth activities are possible like:

- active in assisting projects to stimulate a dialogue
- work with/encourage the work of NGO's
- help with local initiatives

More information can be found on the website: www.BalkanPeaceTeam.org

Grant: 5166 €
Venue: Prishtina (YU)

Contact Person:
Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie
Marilou RUIJTER
Marius van Bouwdijk Bastiaansestraat 56
1054 SP Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31206892760
Fax: +31206184469
E-mail: vianl@xs4all.nl

Host organisation:
Balkan Sunflower
Canhasi ARTAN
Bregu I Diellit 2, 13/32
na Prishtina (YU)
Tel: +38138222087
E-mail: bsfkosovo@yahoo.com

Sending organisation:
Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie
Marilou RUIJTER
Marius van Bouwdijk Bastiaansestraat 56
1054 SP Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31206892760
Fax: +31206184469
E-mail: vianl@xs4all.nl

Project ref.: NL-22-6-2003-R3
Beneficiary: Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie

Project Title: Social reconstruction of Kosovo

The volunteers go to Kosovo with VIA as sending organisation. Their hosting organisation is a partner of VIA called Balkan Sunflowers. This project is active for a few years now and earlier another Dutch volunteer spent time in Kosovo for this project.

Main activities are organising children and youth activities (sport, theatre, games, language course etc.). Also more in-depth activities are possible like:
- active in assisting projects to stimulate a dialogue
- Work with/encourage the work of NGO's
- Help with local initiatives

More information can be found on the website: www.BalkanPeaceTeam.org

Grant: 5166 €
Venue: Prishtina (YU)

Contact Person:
Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie
Marilou RUIJTER
Marius van Bouwdijk Bastiaansestraat 56
1054 SP Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31206892760
Fax: +31206184469
E-mail: vianl@xs4all.nl

Host organisation:
Balkan Sunflower
Canhasi ARTAN
Bregu I Diellit 2, 13/32
na Prishtina (YU)
Tel: +38138222087
E-mail: bsfkosovo@yahoo.com

Sending organisation:
Vrijwillige Internationale Aktie
Marilou RUIJTER
Marius van Bouwdijk Bastiaansestraat 56
1054 SP Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31206892760
Fax: +31206184469
E-mail: vianl@xs4all.nl

Project ref.: NL-22-8-2003-R3
Beneficiary: GRENZENLOS - INTERKULTURELLER AUSTAUSCH

Project title: SUNRISE: YouthNET >Perspectives and Counterperspectives

Grenzenlos (former ICYE Austria), focused on developing EVS activities in particular building relationships between EVS organisations and Municipalities and putting its emphasis on disadvantaged youngsters, will coordinate this 6 months EVS project taking place in The Interkulturelles Zentrum in Wien mainly integrating their Youthnet project. The Interkulturelles Zentrum promotes the development of relations between people from different cultural origins, organises intercultural training and supports educators working in this field. The Croatian volunteer addressed by the Volunteer's Centre Zagreb (promoting peace & tolerance amongst young people and organisations through different actions) will participate in the Youthnet Programme, which supports the development of bi-multilateral partnerships and networks of young people and NGOs from EU State Members and South East Europe.

Grant: 4470 €
Venue: Wien(AT)

Contact Person:
GRENZENLOS - INTERKULTURELLER AUSTAUSCH
JACOBS, Melanie
Liechtensteinstrasse 20/9
1090 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +431315763611
Fax: +4313157637
E-mail: go-vienna@melange.at

Host organisation:
INTERKULTURELLES ZENTRUM
MOSSHAMMER, Gerhad
1050 - Wien (AT)
Tel: 4315867544
Fax: 43158675449
E-mail: gerhard.mosshammer@iz.or.at

Sending organisation:
VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
KOVACIC, Domagoj
Bascanska 11
10 000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513013736
Fax: +38513013736
E-mail: zomba69@yahoo.com

Project ref.: 110813-2.2-AT-1-2003-R0
**Beneficiary:** Austrian Peace Services

**Project Title:** Multiethnic peacebuilding for a sustainable future

The project aims are substantial improvement of social cohesion and quality of community life in Okucani, deepening of knowledge on the effective practice in the field of community and peace building. It aims on a sustainable reconciliation. The project is multiethnic, aiming to reduce prejudices and fear between the different ethnic, religious and national groups and to establish better communication between these groups. Further to empower youth, women and inhabitants (as volunteers) to initiate activities in their community.

Women's empowerment: On this project there are the male and the female volunteer most of the time (5 months) working together, though they provide practical role models in working together with equal respect, abilities and possibilities - EQUALITY in the perspective of gender.

**Grant:** 9477 €

**Venue:** Okucani (HR)

**Contact Person:**
Austrian Peace Services
Wolfgang SCHMIDT
Maiffredygasse 11
8010 Graz (AT)
Tel: +43316382258
Fax: +43316931751
E-mail: oefd@Eunet.at

**Host organisation:**
Peace Team Okucani - Center for Peace, Non-violence and Human Rights
Ivana MATIJEVIC
A. Stepinca 11
35430 Okucani (HR)
Tel: +38535371711
Fax: +38535371711
E-mail: okpeams@zamir.net

**Sending organisation:**
Austrian Peace Services
Wolfgang SCHMIDT
Maiffredygasse 11
8010 Graz (AT)
Tel: +43316382258
Fax: +43316931751
E-mail: oefd@Eunet.at

*Project ref.: AT-22-4-2003-R1*
**Beneficiary:** SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)

**Project title:** St John's Volunteers

"St John's Volunteers" is the title of a project presented by the Polish applicant organisation "Sempr Avanti", a regional non-profit organisation, whose main activities are focused on supporting young people with less opportunities in order to encourage their active participation in society. By giving these young people the opportunity to take part in international youth projects, it aims to foster their intercultural and international experience, meant to be a positive factor for their personal and professional development. The organisation also encourages young people to get involved in cultural activities and to increase their interest in the historical and political reality of Europe. This project will involve 4 volunteers with less opportunities (2UK/2YU) taking part in a short term EVS project (1 month). The volunteers will help in organising a youth exchange "HeritAge for the Youth" with South East Europe countries. In a first phase (10 days) they will prepare the exchange by setting up the programme and providing the required material; in a second phase they will actively take part in the exchange and assist the Polish youth workers with the implementation of it.

**Grant:** 7930 €

**Venue:** Wroclaw (PL)

**Contact Person:**
SEMPE AR AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)
PA威尔, Agnieszka
ul. Stawowa 1a
50015 - Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48604579421
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

**Host organisation:**
SEMPE AR AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)
PA威尔, Agnieszka
ul. Stawowa 1a
50015 - Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48604579421
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

**Sending organisation:**
CENTER FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NON-PROFIT SECTOR/VOLUNTEER CENTER BELGRADE
RAJKOVIC, Sanja
Zmaj Jovina 34
11000 - Belgrade (YU)
Tel: 38111032830309
Fax: 38111032830309
E-mail: sanjar@crnps.org.yu

**Sending organisation:**
CREWE YMCA FOYER
FOSTER, Teresa
189-197 Gresty Road
CW2 6EL - Crewe (UK)
Tel: 441270504217
Fax: 441270504224
E-mail: tfoster@crewemca.com

**Project ref.:** 110916-2.2-PL-1-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Semper Avanti

Project Title: Community Center Hrasnica

PICSR's main objective is to provide a program for all community members, especially young people, who will ensure self-development in educational, cultural and sport aspect. By establishing cooperation with volunteers from different countries it is possible to: develop mutual understanding and provide intercultural learning, promote and enhance European integration through linguistic exchange, support the development of local community and integrate the local community into a wider European perspective.

One volunteer is going to work by art/creative workshops (intercultural exchange workshops) and the second one by pedagogical workshops. Workshops should actively involve young participants through games, creative work, performances, etc. During the work with youth and children, volunteers will have strong support from PICSR staff. Volunteers will have work partners that already work on similar activities that enable experience exchange.

Grant: 15828 €
Venue: Sarajevo Canton (BA)

Contact Person:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Host organisation:
Public Institute for Culture, Sport and Recreation Hrasnica - Ilidza
Trg branilaca Hrasnica bb
71 212 Sarajevo Canton (BH)
Tel: +38733513111
Fax: +38733514216
E-mail: juksr@bih.net.ba

Sending organisation:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Arca - Associação Recreativa e Cultural do Algarve
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses, 14 - 1ºEsq
8000 - 911 Faro (PT)
Tel: +351289804952
Fax: +351289804507
E-mail: arca_algarve@iol.pt

Project ref.: PL-22-6-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Semper Avanti

Project Title: Foundation for creative development

The FKR mission is to gather and support children, youth and parents in their committed endeavours to build a peaceful BiH through participating in and improving educational, cultural and social structures. Promoting volunteerism is one of the goals by which we are fulfilling our mission. The involvement in the work of these international volunteers will help even more in providing the atmosphere of tolerance and understanding the cultural, ethnic, confessional and social differences.

The activities are during a week and in the same time the trainers and the volunteers will work on the preparations of the next activity. One of the volunteers will be able to work with children that are on age between 6 and 11 helping the trainers on the computer, English and social workshops.

At the end of the project there is always a show where the participants show what they have learned and done during activities.

Grant: 15828 €
Venue: Sarajevo (BH)

Contact Person:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Host organisation:
Foundation for Creative Development
Emina DERVISEVIC
Hrasnicka Cesta 12
Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733762140
E-mail: oc-crs@smartnet.ba

Sending organisation:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Regional Youth Information Centre (CRIJ)
Vincent BOUTIN
64 rue Gambetta - BP 176
86004 Poitiers (FR)
Tel: +3 0549606873
Fax: +330549606876
E-mail: sve@crij-poitiers.org

Project ref.: PL-22-T-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Semper Avanti

Project Title: Colourful Europe of Children and Youth

The main aim of the project is to provide young people from Western and Central Europe with opportunities through voluntary service in South East European country to learn more about this part of Europe full with differences in ethnic, confessional, cultural, social and economic field. They will be directly involved in programs (helping youth workers in animation of the groups and organising cultural and sport activities) for youth and children from different ethnic, cultural and confessional backgrounds in Skopje.

Grant: 15548 €
Venue: Skopje (MK)

Contact Person:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Host organisation:
YCS YMCA Macedonia
Aleksandar KIRKOVSKI
str. Sava Kovacevik 57/3/18
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38922036696
E-mail: ymca_mk@yahoo.com

Sending organisation:
Semper Avanti
Agnieszka PAWLIK
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-015 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48717928679
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Powerhouse Foyer
Teresa FOSTER
300 Upper Parliament Street
L8 0UT Liverpool (UK)
Tel: +441512888100
Fax: +441512888190
E-mail: teresa.foster@riverside.org.uk

Project ref.: PL-22-8-2003-R5
**Beneficiary:** Associação Juvenil de Peniche

**Project Title:** Youth in Action

This project consist in a different kind of projects of the Associação Juvenil Peniche (AJP) Youth organisation of Peniche - during all the year we have many projects in different fields where the volunteer can make part of them, give ideas, help develop projects, etc… The fields that we have are cultural and youth related. In the cultural field we have book market, cinema, theatre, different kind of workshops (photography, dance, theatre, etc…). In the youth field we have activities for the youngsters which are holiday camps (carnival, Easter, summer, etc…), activities during the week after the school, multimedia space open for the youngsters, etc…

**Grant:** 4700 €

**Venue:** Peniche (PT)

**Contact Person:**
Associação Juvenil de Peniche
Helena Isabel RAPOSO
Rua Dr. João Matos Bilhau, nº 28, Apartado 45
2524-909 Peniche (PT)
Tel: +351262785262
Fax: +351262785267
E-mail: nop17198@mail.telepac.pt; ajpx@mail.pt

**Host organisation:**
Associação Juvenil de Peniche
Helena Isabel RAPOSO
Rua Dr. João Matos Bilhau, nº 28, Apartado 45
2524-909 Peniche (PT)
Tel: +351262785262
Fax: +351262785267
E-mail: nop17198@mail.telepac.pt; ajpx@mail.pt

**Sending organisation:**
BalkanIDEA Novi Sad
Marija PILIPOVIC
Bul.Čara Lazara 39
21000 Novi Sad Novi Sad (YU)
Tel: +381641900411
E-mail: balkanideans@hotmail.com

**Project ref.:** PT-22-4-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Amavet klub c. 834

Project Title: Multicultural Europortrait

The project is called Multicultural Europortrait as it connects five different cultures: Slovakia (the host country) Spain, Macedonia, the Netherlands and Albania (the volunteers' countries of origin). The four volunteers will spend a year in Slovakia organising workshops and free time activities for youngsters. We strongly believe that this multicultural europortrait will be to the best benefit of the personal and professional development of the 4 volunteers as well as to the local community in Cadca. The main idea of activities in this project is sharing common European values, raising European awareness and helping the individuals and the local community to become more open and tolerant towards people from other countries.

Grant: 32611 €

Venue: Cadca (SK)

Contact Person:
Amavet klub c. 834
Erika ZDURIENCIKOVA
Nabrezna 1351
022 01 Cadca (SK)
Tel: +421414332038
Fax: +421414335687
E-mail: amavetclub834@stonline.sk

Host organisation:
KERIC
Ivana SUSTEKOVA
Nábrezná ul. 1351
022 01 Cadca (SK)
Tel: +421414335685
Fax: +421414335887
E-mail: keric@keric.sk

Sending organisation:
Balkans YouthLink
Erion VELIAJ
Rr. 4 Shkurti, P. Aban, Apt. 10
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +355682710000
E-mail: info@mjaft.org

No Borders
Robert SMIT
Stadhouderslaan 80
3583JM Utrecht (NL)
Tel: +31628421079
Fax: +31842235413
E-mail: info@noborders.nl

Citizens Association for Democracy, Peace and Tolerance "Aurora" - Bitola
Zoran ILIEVSKI
Ul. "Sv. Kliment Ohridski" 8
7000 Bitola (MK)
Tel: +38947237445
Fax: +38947237445
E-mail: aurora_mkd@yahoo.com

Asprona (Asociación Pro Deficientes Mentales de Valladolid)
Maria Henar CUADRADO AREVALO
Fernandez Ladreda, 1
47008 Valladolid (ES)
Tel: +34983225125
Fax: +34983475395
E-mail: Asprona@asprona-valladolid.es

Project ref.: SK-22-1-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Voluntary Services Overseas

Project Title: EVS through VSO for Demir Kapija Institute in Macedonia

The EVS volunteer will help staff at the Demir Kapija Institute to improve standards of care for children and adults, including helping to develop activities to stimulate the children, developing autonomy, life skills, education (through singing, story telling and play activities) and leisure activities (art, music, and outings).

Grant: 8016 €
Venue: Demir Kapija (MK)

Contact Person:
Voluntary Services Overseas
Kathryn EADE
317 Putney Bridge Rd
SW15 2PN London (UK)
Tel: +442087807511
Fax: +442087807550
E-mail: kathryn.eade@vso.org.uk

Host organisation:
Demir Kapija Institute for people with learning and physical disabilities
Ljubica TEGOVA
Naum Naumovski Borce br 4
4500 Demir Kapija (MK)
Tel: +3899366237
Fax: +3899366431

Sending organisation:
Voluntary Services Overseas
Kathryn EADE
317 Putney Bridge Rd
SW15 2PN London (UK)
Tel: +442087807511
Fax: +442087807550
E-mail: kathryn.eade@vso.org.uk

Project ref.: GB-22-27-2003-R3
Beneficiary: Voluntary Services Overseas

Project Title: EVS through VSO for OKC (Youth Communication Centre) in Bosnia-Herzegovina

The EVS volunteer will assist the OKC (Youth Communication Centre) with promoting the values and importance of voluntarism and volunteer exchange, breaking down prejudices and stereotypes, and by helping to promote intercultural learning. The volunteer will help with existing activities and assist with new activities, which promote youth information sharing, democracy education, knowledge of the media and voluntarism.

Grant: 6561 €
Venue: Banja luka (BK)

Contact Person:
Voluntary Services Overseas
Kathryn EADE
317 Putney Bridge Rd
SW15 2PN London (UK)
Tel: +442087807501
E-mail: Kathryn.Eade@vso.org.uk

Host organisation:
Youth Communication Centre
Jugoslav JEVDIC
Macvansa 10
78000 banja luka (BH)
Tel: +38751430070
Fax: +38751461442
E-mail: okc@inecco.net

Sending organisation:
Voluntary Services Overseas
Kathryn EADE
317 Putney Bridge Rd
SW15 2PN London (UK)
Tel: +442087807501
E-mail: Kathryn.Eade@vso.org.uk

Project ref.: GB-22-35-2003-R5

---
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**Beneficiary:** INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL YOUTH EXCHANGE - INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

**Project title:** ICYE-Eastlinks Longterm Volunteering Project in EU and SEE Countries

Project "ICYE-Eastlinks Longterm Volunteering Project in EU and SEE Countries" is presented by the International Office of the I.C.Y.E Federation. The organisation comprises 35 National Committees and four regional bodies. It promotes short and long-term youth exchanges combined with voluntary service activities. ICYE enhances also youth mobility and intercultural learning through exchange programmes, study visits, training and issue seminars.

This long-term voluntary service project places 10 volunteers from AT, FI, DE, IS, ES, BH, HR, MK and YU in 9 different host organisations in DE, IS, ES, BH, HR, MK and YU. The voluntary service period is from 6 to 12 months. The project is an integral part of the ongoing ICYE-Eastlinks large-scale project aiming to increase the co-operation between ICYE and South Eastern European countries. This is the second part of a reciprocal project which sends and receives volunteers in both the EU/EEA and SEE. The project aims to contribute to the building of European identity through giving young people the possibility to acquire experiences and knowledge about voluntary service and civil society in general in these countries. The volunteers will be engaged in different local hosting projects. Most of the projects are linked to youth work and to providing different services for young people but there are also projects on environmental protection, disabled care and elderly care. Volunteers will bring an intercultural dimension to the work in host organisations.

**Grant:** 75964 €

**Venue:** DE-IC-ES-BH-HR-96-YU

**Contact Person:**
INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL YOUTH EXCHANGE - INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
ROMAGNA, Salvatore
Große Hamburger Str. 30
10 115 - Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493028390550
Fax: +493028390552
E-mail: icye@icye.org

**Host organisation:**
ASSOCIATION FOR DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY - ZID
JOVANOVIC, Vojislav
Bratstva I jedinstva 57
81000 - Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38167532689
Fax: +38181602720
E-mail: voc@cg.yu

DEMOCRACY CENTRE "NEW HOPES" BIHAC
KARABEGOVIC, Haris
Bihackih branilaca bb
77000 - Bihac (BH)
Tel: +38761261046
Fax: +38737311534
E-mail: harry_ssc@yahoo.com

FÜRST DONNERSMARK HAUS
LANGE, Jörg
Wildkanzelweg 28
13465 - Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493040606209
Fax: +493040606334

SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD. AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA
MARTÍN MELGAJERO, Maria Teresa
Palacio de Deportes Avda. del Rocio SN
30007 - Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34968201107
Fax: +34968236663
E-mail: Planjoven@ayto-murcia.es
VELEBIT VEREIN KUTEREVO
CRNKOVIC, Ivan
Pod crkvim 103
HR-53225 - Kuterevo (HR)
Tel: +38553799222
Fax: +38553799147
E-mail: crnkovic@hi.hinet.hr

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
KOVACIC, Domagoj
Bascanska 11
10 000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513013736
Fax: +38513013736
E-mail: zomba69@yahoo.com

YOUTH CENTER LIVNO
VRDOLJAK, Andrija
Fra. Andjela Kaica 9b
34000 - Livno (BH)
Tel: +38761359336
Fax: +38734204046
E-mail: andrija@cmlivno.org

YOUTH FORUM EYE - MLADINSKI FORUM OKO
NELKOSKI, Bosko
Dimce Kovacevski str. 1/13
6330 - Struga (MK)
Tel: +38970513880
Fax: +38946781680
E-mail: nelkoski@yahoo.com

YOUTH PEACE GROUP DANUBE
ROSTAS, Jugoslav
Vocarska 17
32000 - Vukovar (HR)
Tel: +38532544118
Fax: +38532414633
E-mail: rostasj@net.hr

Sending organisation:
ALTHJODLEG UNGMENNASKIPTI
PÓRARINN, Ivarsson
Hafnarstræti 15
101 - Reykjavik (IS)
Tel: +3545614674
Fax: +3545614617
E-mail: aus@aus.is

ASSOCIACIO PROA
BRONCHALES, Pere
Hotel D'Entitas, Parking La Pedrera 6a planta
43001 - Tarragona (ES)
Tel: +34977252432
Fax: +34977213038
E-mail: ASSOCIAT@TINET.ORG

ASSOCIATION FOR DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY - ZID
JOVANOVIC, Vojislav
Bratstva i jedinstva 57
81000 - Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38167532689
Fax: +38181602720
E-mail: voc@cg.yu
DEMOCRACY CENTRE "NEW HOPES" BIHAC
KARABEGOVIC, Haris
Bihacki branilaica bb
77000 - Bihac (BH)
Tel: +38761261046
Fax: +38737311534
E-mail: harry_ssc@yahoo.com

GRENNENLOS - INTERKULTURELLER AUSTAUSCH
JACOBS, Melanie
Liechtensteinstrasse 20/9
1090 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +4313157636
Fax: +4313157637
E-mail: Go-vienna@melange.at

INTERNATIONALER CHRISTLICHER JUGENDAUSTAUSCH ICJA E.V.
KLEINEKATHÖFER, Simone
Stralauer Allee 20E
10245 - Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493021237664
Fax: +493021235283
E-mail: icja.germany@t-online.de

MAAILMANVAIHTO RY - ICYE FINLAND
KOSKELA, Anni
Pitkänsillanranta 11
5330 - Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +35897741101
Fax: +358973104146
E-mail: maailmanvaihto@maailmanvaihto.fi

SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD. AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA
MARTÍN MELGAJERO, Maria Teresa
Palacio de Deportes Avda. del Rocio SN
30007 - Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34968201107
Fax: +34968236663
E-mail: Planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

VELEBIT VEREIN KUTEREVO
CRNKOVIC, Ivan
Pod crkvom 103
HR-53225 - Kuterevo (HR)
Tel: +38553799222
Fax: +38553799147
E-mail: crnkovic@hi.hinet.hr

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
KOVCIC, Domagoj
Bascanska 11
10 000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513013736
Fax: +38513013736
E-mail: zomba69@yahoo.com

YOUTH CENTER LIVNO
VRDOLJAK, Andrija
Fra. Andjela Kaica 9b
34000 - Livno (BH)
Tel: +38761353336
Fax: +38734204046
E-mail: andrija@cmlivno.org
YOUTH FORUM EYE - MLADINSKI FORUM OKO
NELKOSKI, Bosko
Dimce Kovacevski str. 1/13
6330 - Struga (MK)
Tel: +38970513880
Fax: +38946781680
E-mail: nelkoski@yahoo.com

YOUTH PEACE GROUP DANUBE
ROSTAS, Jugoslav
Vocarska 17
32000 - Vukovar (HR)
Tel: +38532544118
Fax: +38532414633
E-mail: rostasj@net.hr

Project ref.: 110318-2.2-CE-1-2003-R0
Beneficiary: SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL

Project title: Human Rights Messengers

Human rights messengers is a project submitted by SCI, a non profit association very experienced in the field of voluntary service at international level.
The project is part of the "peace and human rights campaign" aimed at raising awareness on human rights among the young people. In this framework, SCI proposes to send two volunteers for 6 months in two host organisations - Volunteer Centre Zagreb located in Zagreb and Balkan Sunflowers located in Kosovo. The volunteers will raise awareness of human rights and will share experience with other young people. In order to so do the volunteers will meet with different NGOs in Croatia and Kosovo, prepare workshops on the topic of human rights, visit work camps, organise different activities addressed to young people and contribute to the preparation of the publication "peace guide" on human rights. The volunteers will expand their knowledge on human rights and will develop communication and analytical skills. They will learn how to prepare, organise, lead, and evaluate workshops.

Grant: 12060 €
Venue: Zagreb (HR), Pristina (YU)

Contact Person:
SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL
VANDENBERGEN, Isabelle
Sint Jacobsmarkt 82
2000 - Antwerpen (BE)
Tel: +3232265727
Fax: +3232320344
E-mail: Info@sciint.org

Host organisation:
BALKAN SUNFLOWERS
ENGEL, Rand
Bregu I Dielliet 2 block 13 apt.32
38000 - Prishtina (YU)
Tel: +3813820842
E-mail: rand@mir.org

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
PINJUSIC, Katarina
Republike Austriye 19
10000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +385915665796
Fax: +38513705641
E-mail: vc@zamir.net

Sending organisation:
SERVIZIO CIVILE INTERNAZIONALE
ROSASCO, Adriana
Via Gerolamo Cardano 135
146 - Roma (IT)
Tel: +39065580661/644
Fax: +390655805268
E-mail: a.rosasco@sci-italia.it

Project ref.: 111493-2.2-CE-7-2003-R0
Beneficiary:  YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT

Project title:  EVS in South East Europe = Intercultural Perceptions in today's Europe

The applicant is Youth Action for Peace. The project involves 10 volunteers, 5 from South Eastern Europe (MK, 2YU, HR, BH) and 5 partners from members (PT, FR, IT) and involves volunteers working in local projects for 6 months. The project wants to create conditions to break the stereotypes of cultures, create communication between the regions, allow local communities to benefit from exchanges, and create a network based on co-operation and common activities. The basis of the exchange is already existing activities in different institutions and organisations.

Grant:  74640 €
Venue:  PT-FR-IT-MK-YU-HR-BH

Contact Person:
YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
EVRARD, Gisèle
3, Avenue du Parc Royal
1020 - Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +3224789410
Fax: +3224789432
E-mail: yapis@yap.org

Host organisation:
ACÇÃO JOVEM PARA A PAZ - YAP PORTUGAL
SILVESTRE, Sandra
Rua de São João
3130-080 - Granja Do Ulmeiro (PT)

AMADEUS
CORRADO, Ali
Avola (IT)

ASSOCIATION FOR DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY - ZID (ADP-ZID)
ZEKOVIC, Aleksandra
Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38181602720
Fax: +38181602720
E-mail: voc@cg.yu

LA CROISÉE DES REGARDS
LACROIX, Marie-laure
Route de la roque sur Pernes
84 800 - Saumane De Vaucluse (FR)

SCOUT ASSOCIATION OF REPUBLIC SRPSKA
GOLUBOVIC, Dalibor
Banja Luka (BH)

SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES - CENTRE LA GARENNE
LACROIX, Marie-Laure
Beauvoisin (FR)

YAP - ITALIE
LINARI, Alessandra
Via Marco Dino Rossi 12/c
173 - Roma (IT)
Tel: +39067210120
Fax: +39067220194
E-mail: yap@yap.it

YOUNG RESEARCHERS OF SERBIA - VOLUNTARY SERVICE SERBIA
KOS, Angelika
Bulevar Umjetnosti 27
11070 - Belgrade (YU)
YOUTH CULTURAL CENTER - BITOLA
ANGELOVSKI, Daniel
Bitola (MK)

YOUTH PEACE GROUP DANUBE
ZAGORAC, Gordana
Desna Supoderica 17
32000 - Vukovar (HR)
Tel: +38532444383
Fax: +38532441205
E-mail: adnan@net.hr

Sending organisation:
ACÇÃO JOVEM PARA A PAZ - YAP PORTUGAL
SILVESTRE, Sandra
Rua de São João
3130-080 - Granja Do Ulmeiro (PT)

ASSOCIATION FOR DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY - ZID (ADP-ZID)
ZEKOVIC, Aleksandra
Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38181602720
Fax: +38181602720
E-mail: voc@cg.yu

CASA DE LA JUVENTUD DE ALCOBENDAS
LOPEZ ROJO, Jose Ignacio
Madrid (ES)

CFD GERMANY - CHRISTLICHER FRIEDENSDIENST
HUHMAN, Daniela
Rendelerstraße 9-11
60385 - Frankfurt (DE)
Tel: +4969459071
Fax: +4969461213
E-mail: Ypa-cfd@online.de

SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
38 Rue du Faubourg St Denis
75010 - Paris (FR)

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
JURIC, Danijela
Ulica Republike Austrije 19
10000 - Zagreb (HR)

YAP - ITALIE
LINARI, Alessandra
Via Marco Dino Rossi 12/c
173 - Roma (IT)
Tel: +39067210120
Fax: +39067220194
E-mail: yap@yap.it

YOUNG RESEARCHERS OF SERBIA - VOLUNTARY SERVICE SERBIA
KOS, Angelika
Bulevar Umetnosti 27
11070 - Belgrade (YU)

YOUTH COMMUNICATION CENTER (OMLADINSKI KOMUNIKATIVNI CENTAR)
JEVDIC, Jugoslav
Macvanska 10
78000 - Banja Luka (BH)
Tel: +38765525764
Fax: +38751461442
E-mail: oko@inecco.net
YOUTH CULTURAL CENTER - BITOLA
ANGELOVSKI, Daniel
Bitola (MK)

Project ref.: 112983-2.2-CE-15-2003-R3
YOUTH PROGRAMME

Action 5
**Beneficiary:** JUGENDBILDUNGSSTÄTTE KURT LÖWENSTEIN E.V

**Project title:** What makes the difference? Sexual minorities between self- and third-party-definition

The "Jugendbildungsstätte Kurt Löwenstein" is a registered NGO active in the field of non-formal education. The seminar house is located in Werftpfuhl, Brandenburg, DE. Project activities include civic education for young adults with less opportunities, international youth work in collaboration with SJD - Die Falken, seminars and training for youth work multipliers. This project is entitled "What makes the difference? Sexual minorities between self- and third-party-definition" and will gather 20 gay, bisexual, lesbian and transsexual young people and youth leaders active in youth associations (4 DE, 4 UK, 4 NL, 4 YU, 4 HR) for a seven day seminar in Werftpfuhl, DE. The topic of this meeting is homosexuality inside heterosexually dominated youth associations. Whereas gay & lesbian associations develop a wide range of international activities, there are rare opportunities for gay activists in other youth NGOs to meet and collaborate at European level. Discrimination may not be intended, but is caused by the fact that gay minorities are often a taboo inside many NGOs. Meeting young people, in the similar situation of being neglected inside their own structures, shall provide the opportunity to discuss and draw conclusions on the ongoing mainstream gender debates in NGOs and the Queer-Theory, which is not taken into account. The intention is also to elaborate ideas and strategies against common discrimination or violence against gays and lesbians in everyday situations. One of the keywords used is "heterosexist violence".

**Grant:** 11550 €
**Venue:** Werftpfuhl (DE)

**Contact Person:**
JUGENDBILDUNGSSTÄTTE KURT LÖWENSTEIN E.V
GILL, Thomas
Freienwalder Chaussee 8-10
16356 - Werftpfuhl (DE)
Tel: +4933398899918
Fax: +4933398899913
E-mail: r.graesle@kurt-loewenstein.de

**Partners:**
THE WOODCRAFT FOLK
PIERCY, Andy
Upper Tooting , Ritherdon Road, 13
London (UK)
Tel: +442086726031
E-mail: gsecretary@woodcraft.org.uk

DIE FALKEN (SJD)
RUTTK, Hans-Joachim
Kaiserstraße 37
Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49228221055
Fax: +49228217562
E-mail: hajo.ruttke@sjd-die-falken.de

CROATIAN SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC YOUTH
BRKIC-PANCIROV, Maja
Iblerov trg. 9
10000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38598301276
E-mail: maja.bp@inet.hr

JONGE SOCIALISTEN IN DE PVDA
VAN BERKUM, Servaz
Herengracht 54
Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31205512250
E-mail: servazvanberkum@hotmail.com
SOZIALDEMOKRATISCHE JUGEND JUGOSLAWIENS (SDO)
DJOKIC, Miljan
Kralja Milana 23/1
11000 - Beograd (YU)
Tel: +381642353287
Fax: +381113342289
E-mail: miljandjokic@sdu.org.yu

Project ref.: 111172-5.1.2-DE-1-2003-R0
Beneficiary: **BOSPORUS-GESELLSCHAFT E.V. GERMANY**

**Project title:** Training on basic skills for volunteer youth workers

The Bosporus Gesellschaft e.V. is a registered NGO located in Bonn (DE) organising youth exchanges, seminars and courses in the context of international co-operation with partners in the SEE and Mediterranean region. This 8-days training course entitled "Training on basic skills for volunteer youth workers" will gather 25 participants and 11 trainers from Bosporos groups in AL, BG, BH, DE, GR, MK, RO, YU (3 per country, except 4 DE) in Bonn (DE). The training course aims to give a clear overview of basic skills, that are necessary to create youth exchange programmes and workshops. The programme consists of "ice-breaking" games, creative methods, "Zukunftswerkstatt", working groups, partner work, plenary discussions, presentations by trainers, brainstorming and evaluation exercise.

**Grant:** 26700 €

**Venue:** Bonn (DE)

**Contact Person:**
BOSPORUS-GESELLSCHAFT E.V. GERMANY
MOTAMED-AFSHARI, Behrooz
Bonner Talweg 33-35
53113 - Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49228263843
Fax: +492282094998
E-mail: Bonn@bosporus.org

**Partners:**
BOSPORUS KOINOTITA
PIPPIDOU, Dimitra
Dhm. Gounari 46
54621 - Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30310274378
E-mail: pippidou@otenet.gr

BOSPORUS ASOCIATIA-ROMANIA
BERE, Ramona
B-dul 21 Decembrie 108/22
3400 - Cluj-Napoca (RO)
Tel: +4064190554
Fax: +4064190555
E-mail: rcbere@hotmail.com

BOSNIA BOSPORUS
ARNAUTOVIC, Negra
Grdonj 23
71000 - Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38761228808
Fax: +38733230372
E-mail: negraarnautovic@yahoo.com

BOSFOR OBSHTESTVO - BULGARIA
ILIEVA, Emilia
Krasna Poliana Bl. 202 entr. A apt 12
1373 - Sofia (BG)
Tel: +35988956795
E-mail: ilieva@bosporus.org

BOSPORUS GROUP SKOPJE
SRNAKOVA, Maja
Ivan Agovski 11-2/17
1000 - Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38970519717
E-mail: msrnakova@hotmail.com
YOUTH programme

Projects with SEE countries

BOSPORUS GROUP TIRANA
XHABA, Edlira
Rruga "Teli Ndini", nr 22/1
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +355682195367
Fax: +3554351899
E-mail: edliro_xh@hotmail.com

BOSPORUS - SERBIAN GROUP
TOSKIC, Ana
T. Jovanovica 22
11000 - Belgrade (YU)
Tel: +38111545880
Fax: +381641816244
E-mail: toakicana@yahoo.com

Project ref.: 111159-5.1.2-DE-3-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Friedenskreis Halle e.V.

Project Title: Projektvorbereitender Besuch in Bosnien/Herzegowina

This feasibility visit aims at supporting a multilateral cooperation in the field of voluntary services. The partners from Germany, Austria, Bosnia and Macedonia would like to develop a concept to support tutors and volunteers in hosting projects in SEE.

Grant: 4537 €
Venue: Krisevici (BA)

Contact Person:
Friedenskreis Halle e.V.
Antje LIEBSCHER
Große Klausstr. 11
06108 Halle (DE)
Tel: +4934527980710

Partners:
C.S.I. Nadez
Gvadalahara 20
MK -1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38922650644
Fax: +38922650487
E-mail: nadezkind@on.net.mk

Grenzenlos - Interkultureller Austausch
Liechtensteinstrasse 20/9
1090 Wien (AT)
Tel: +4313157636
Fax: +4313157637
E-mail: grenzenlos@chello.at

IPAK
Patriotske Lige 10
75000 Tuzla (BH)
Tel: +38735251396
Fax: +38735251396

Beneficiary: AFS Interkulturelle Begegnungen e.V.

Project Title: Training on NGO structure development

This training course for volunteers in European youth organisations intend to explore the area of organisational development in youth NGOs with a special emphasis on synergies and differences between youth organisations in Western and Middle Europe and South Eastern Europe.

Grant: 12245 €
Venue: Kladanj (BA)

Contact Person:
AFS Interkulturelle Begegnungen e.V.
Lena BIEHL
Friedensallee 48
22765 Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +494039922220
Fax: +494039922299
E-mail: info@afs.de

Partners:
AFS Intercultura Spain
Infantas, 40 2°dcha
28004 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34915234595
Fax: +34915235530
E-mail: info-spain@asf.org

Globus
Horvacanska 31 F
10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513019595
Fax: +38513015110
E-mail: globus231@hotmail.com

Intercultura
Via Gracco del Secco 100
53034 Colle Val d'Elsa (SI)
Tel: +386577900011
Fax: +3860577920948

Interkulturhi Susreti
Othipijska 1216
BIH Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733451574
E-mail: awra_abaz@hotmail.com

Project ref.: DE-512-29-2003-R5
**Beneficiary:** Förderverein des Jugend-Umweltnetzes e.V.

**Project Title:** Startup of volunteer exchange process in Southern Europe and cooperation with BYCo network

This feasibility visit aims at establishing contacts to four possible partner organisations in Slovenia, Bulgaria, Bosnia and Macedonia. The idea is to open the existing Baltic Youth Cooperation in Action 2 to countries from SEE.

| Grant: | 2210 € |
| Venue: | Slovenia, Bosnia, Macedonia, Bulgaria (BA) |

**Contact Person:**
Förderverein des Jugend-Umweltnetzes e.V.
Metodi PANEV
Turmstr. 14A
23843 Bad Oldesloe (DE)
Tel: +4945314512
Fax: +4945317116
E-mail: JUP@inihaus.de

**Partners:**
Center for Ecology and Energy Efficiency
Prekinute mladosti 8
75000 Tuzla (BH)
Tel: +38735257117
E-mail: ceetz@bih.net.ba

Environmental association Planetum
22 Dekemvri b.b.
2400 Strumica (MK)
Tel: +38934331416
E-mail: planetum@mt.net.mk

Proaktiva
Koruska 8
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +39823215881
E-mail: infoproaktiva.org.mk

Public Environmental Center for Sustainable Development
Zh.K. Izgrev No 40
9010 Varna (BG)
Tel: +35952306423
E-mail: pecsd@net-bg.net

Zavod Volontariat
Breg 12
1000 Ljubljana (SI)
Tel: +38612417620
E-mail: placement@zavod-voluntariat.si

**Project ref.:** DE-512-30-2003-R5
Beneficiary: CommunityArts e.V.


This training course offers young trainers direct approaches on the uses of theatre within the field of international/intercultural and community-based youth work, with the aim of creating awareness for intercultural issues and motivating young people to engage and participate in social, cultural and political processes.

Grant: 19655 €
Venue: Bröllin (DE)

Contact Person:
CommunityArts e.V.
Scot MCELVANY
Eisenbahnstr. 12
10997 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493079741862
Fax: +493079741863
E-mail: info@communityarts.de

Partners:
Arci Nuova Associazione Circolo Territoriale Vasto - San Salvo
Via Almone 33
66054 Vasto (IT)
Tel: +390873378493
E-mail: arcivasto@tm.it

Craft Theatre
Dalmatinske zagore 115
11273 Belgrad (YU)
Tel: +381118487409
Fax: +381113240902

Odavision
24, Graf Ignatiev Str.
1000 Sofia (BG)
Tel: +3592 9815955
Fax: +3592 9816350
E-mail: mail@odavision.com

Youth Information Centre
Marsal Tito 132/1
1200 Tetovo (MK)
Tel: +38944350280
Fax: +38944350280
E-mail: mictetovo@yahoo.com

Project ref.: DE-512-32-2003-R5
Beneficiary: SEALAND e.V.

Project Title: A Boat in the S.E.E.

This is the first part of a long-term training course that aims at providing the participants EU- and SEE-countries with skills essential to plan, prepare, realise and evaluate projects within the YOUTH programme. It will tackle issues like intercultural communication, project management and methodology of European YOUTH projects.

Grant: 20065 €
Venue: Livno (BH)

Contact Person:
SEALAND e.V.
Ansgar BÜTER-MENKE
Schulweg 6
23911 Buchholz (DE)
Tel: +4945451898626
Fax: +4945139998220
E-mail: info@sea-land.de

Partners:
Albanian Student Government
Rr.Idriz Dollaku, P.9,Sh.1, AP.13
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +355682276659
E-mail: al_studentgov@yahoo.com

Association for Democratic Prosperity - Zid
Bratštva i jedinstva 57
81000 Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38181602720
E-mail: zid@cg.yu

CITTA’ DI NICHELINO-SERVIZIO INFORMAGIOVANI
Via Calimberti 3
10042 Nichelino (IT)
Tel: +390116819433
Fax: +390116275868
E-mail: informaestero@comune.nichelino.to.it

CVS-Bulgaria
59 Tzaribrodskata Str., entr.A, fl.7
1309 Sofia (BG)
Tel: +3592239478
Fax: +3592239478
E-mail: Cvs-bg@bluelink.net

Interkulturelles Zentrum
Bacherplatz 10
1050 Wien (AT)
Tel: +4315867544
Fax: +43158675449
E-mail: iz@iz.or.at

Service Civil International Romania
Str. Aviator Darian 9, bl. 11 B, apt.3, sector 1
011715 Bucharest (RO)
Tel: +40212311820
Fax: +40212303010
E-mail: sciro@fx.ro
Volunteers Centre Zagreb
Bascanska 11
10 000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel : +385 130 13 736
E-mail : vc@zamir.net

Youth Centre Livno
Kralja Tvrtka 9b
34000 Livno (BH)
Tel : +387 34 20 40 46
E-mail : cmlivno@cmlivno.org

Project ref.: DE-512-33-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Schlesische 27 - Jugendkunst und Kulturzentrum

Project Title: Transmission Train: Jugendpanel 2004

This youth information project aims at giving (disadvantaged) young people the opportunity to present the mobility experiences they gained for example through a youth exchange or through a European Voluntary Service with cultural means to a broader audience of other young people.

The project focuses on two questions: What impact does cultural training have on young people’s lifes? How can European mobility experiences and transcultural discussions be translated into individual local life-orientation (transmission)?

Grant: 29871 €

Venue: Berlin und Novi Sad (DE)

Contact Person:
Schlesische 27 - Jugendkunst und Kulturzentrum
Ulrich HARTD
Schlesische Str. 27
10997 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493061776737
Fax: +49306188048
E-mail: info.creativecop@agens27.net

Partners:
Arci Nuova Associazione Circolo Territoriale Vasto-San Salvo
Via Aimone 33
66054 Vasto (IT)
Tel: +390873 378493
Fax: +390873 378493
E-mail: arcivast@tin.it

Chamber Theatre of Music OGEDALO
Zeleznicka 35
21000 Novi Sad (YU)
Tel: +38121423841
E-mail: kpmo@eunet.yu

Humanitarian organisation "Drugacija umjetnost - Alter Art" Travnik
Skolska 23
72270 Travnik (BH)
Tel: +38730510252
Fax: +38730510251
E-mail: general@alterart.org

Kulturhuset Lätting
Hamiltongatan 1
802 66 Gävle (SE)
Tel: +4626189383
Fax: +4626181555
E-mail: lattings@yahoo.se

Theatre Group Multimedia
Mihail Cockov 4
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38923111570
Fax: +38923109303
E-mail: radmilalj@yahoo.com

Youth centre ’Babylon’
i.Simulionio str. 8
2050 Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37022696666
Tel: +37022696666
E-mail: babylon@bab.vno.osf.lt

Project ref.: DE-512-35-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Asociación Juvenil de Cazalla

Project Title: CROSSROADS: "Curso de formación en resolución conflictos y proyectos juveniles Programa Juventud"

The main aim of the present project is to support international cooperation among youth of the South-East of Europe and other countries of the European Union. This way we will give the opportunity to those people with less opportunities to take part in activities and work-shops about solving conflicts and to learn about management of youth projects which will allow them to start creating and carrying out common projects at a European scope.

The first part of the course searches to make the process of learning about the principles and methods used to solve conflicts with youth easier. This is done by providing a theory framework (about origin and nature of conflicts, strategies, perception, roles in conflicts,...), as well as a practical one by developing and improving the needed abilities to understand and transform conflicts.

The second part of the course will deal with the European institutions which support youth activities at a European level and will include lectures about management and description of projects within the Youth programme and the European Youth Forum. It will also deal with acquiring experience in international team work which will allow the development of group projects by the end of the course.

Grant: 21838 €
Venue: Lorca (ES)

Contact Person:
Asociación Juvenil de Cazalla
DIEGO MARÍN ROMERA
Alcalde Pelegrín Rodríguez, 12
30800 Lorca (ES)
Tel: +34968477566
Fax: +34968477566
E-mail: dimaro@euroaccion.com

Partners:
Bethany Advanced Training Institute
Rruga Muhamet Gjollesha, nr 67, Tirane (AL)
Tel: +390444222560
Fax: +3554239297
E-mail: mdhamo@albmail.com

CHANCE
UL.GLOWACKIEGO 2a/27
67-200 Glogow (PL)
Tel: +48768313049
Fax: +48768313086
E-mail: Chance@engo.pl

COMUNE DI VICENZA
CONTRA MURE SAN ROCCO, 34
38100 Vicenza (IT)
Tel: +390444222560
Fax: +390444222574
E-mail: Lacarovana@comunes.vicenza.it

DEMOCRATIC YOUTH INITIATIVE
REPUBLICHE AUSTRIJE 19
10000 Zagrab (HR)
Tel: +38598338876
Fax: +38513771857
E-mail: dim@dimontine.hr

EXIT SWEDEN
PIP, BOX 92022
120 06 Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +4684622294/24
Fax: +4684622202
E-mail: exit@fryshuset.se
GROUP MOST
KARADJORDJEVA 23
11000 Beograd (YU)
Tel: +38111628532
Fax: +38111928532
E-mail: moast@most.org.yu

HOTSTEPPAZ
RAUTIOOTIE 3 C 9
00640 Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +358415491615
E-mail: chaunceyn@hotmail.com

The Basement Youth Information Network
CRUMLIN "STUTE, THER SQUARE, CRUMLIN,GWENT
NP 19 7EN Wales (UK)
Tel : +441495244064
Fax : +441495249881
E-mail : herric1@caerphilly.gov.uk

YOUTH CULTURAL CENTER - BITOLA
KLIMENT OHRDISKI LAN 2/3
7 000 Bitola (MK)
Tel: +389472303020
Fax: +38947203925
E-mail: mkcbt@mt.net.mk

YOUTH INFORMATION AGENCY B&H
BRANILACA GRADA 19b
71 000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel : +38733209753
Fax: +38733209753
E-mail: oia@oiabih

YREE OF LIFE CHARITY (NO 326506)
3 Archer Road South Norwood
SE25 4JN London (UK)
Tel: +442084060244
Fax: +442084058381
E-mail: geodgedow@hotmail.com

Project ref.: ES-512-33-2003-R6
Beneficiary: Association ROUDEL

Project Title: Méthodes et Outils de l'Interculturel

Together with the partners, the project will focus on working around tools related to the conception, organisation, animation and evaluation of intercultural youth exchanges.

Grant: 17557 €
Venue: FR

Contact Person:
Association ROUDEL
Stéphanie MANGEL
1, rue de l'Ecole
11250 Ladern Sur Lauquet (FR)
Tel: +33468694688
Fax: +33468694552
E-mail: association.roudel@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
BUND DEUTSCHER PFADFINDER INNEN
Baumcuez 10
60316 Frankfort (DE)
Tel: +4496943058297

OMLADINSKA INFORMATIVNA ASOCIJACIJA
Branilaca Grada 19 B
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733209753
Fax: +38733209753
E-mail: oia@oiabih.info

SONNENBERG HRVATSKA
Zrinjevac 16
10 000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38514851866
Fax: +38514851876

TE IS
Sasfeszek 35
1163 Budapest (HU)
Tel: +3614031921

Project ref.: FR-512-10-2003-R1
**Beneficiary:** YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS GREECE

**Project Title:** BALKAN COOPERATION

The project aims to make YOUTH familiar to young people. Make them understand and learn the priorities, general guidelines and management difficulties as well as organizational requirements and communicational skills necessary to make the program real. To us this is a natural way to make young people involved in a program that was made for them.

**Grant:** 12908 €

**Venue:** Komotini (GR)

**Contact Person:**
YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS GREECE
Maria TSIGA
VOUKOURESTIOU 16
106 71 Athens (GR)
Tel: +30103646080
Fax: +30103609401
E-mail: jef-greece@europe.com

**Partners:**
Društvo Mladi evropski federalisti
Cankarjeva 1/II
1000 Ljubljana (SI)
Tel: +38641430042
E-mail: jefsl@hotmail.com

Europazentrum Wien
Fleischmarkt 19/2/DG2
1010 Wien (AT)
Tel: +4315333290
Fax: +431533294492
E-mail: europazentrum@magnet.at

European Youth Movement
10 Narodno Sabranie sq room 302
1000 Sofia (BG)
Tel: +35929872285
Fax: +35929872285
E-mail: eym@scas.acad.bg

Jef Croatia
Pirovec Gomji 4
hr 10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38598381185
E-mail: katarina.grgas@inet.hr

Jef Romania
a.i. Cuza nr11
0500 Bucurest (RO)
Tel: +40249435539
Fax: +40249439109
E-mail: barbulescu_dan@yahoo.com

Jef Serbia and Montenegro
Pedje Milosavljevica 52 street
11000 Belgrade (YU)
Tel: +381641239766
E-mail: borisavic@sezampro.yu
Projects with SEE countries

JEF-Jonge Europese Federalisten België
Luxemburgplein 1
1050 Brussel (BE)
Tel : +323248.56.87

Mladi Evropski Federalisti
Jane Sandanski 77
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel : +38970535734
Fax : +38943212450
E-mail : info@jef.org.mk

Young Europeans of Bosnia
Behdzeta Murtevelica 25
71000 sarajevo (BH)

Project ref.: GR-512-9-2003-R3
Beneficiary: I.C.S. CONSORZIO ITALIANO DI SOLIDARIETÀ

Project title: Youth programme promotion in Serbia and Bosnia Herzegovina, IT and PT

The project entitled "Youth programme promotion in Serbia and Bosnia Herzegovina, IT and PT" is presented by ICS-Italian consortium solidarity, a humanitarian NGO involved in humanitarian and co-operation activities especially in the SEE region. The project is a youth information project aiming to promote the YOUTH programme mainly in the Balkans. This will foster better conditions for the involvement of young people from this region in the YOUTH programme. Young people from four countries will be involved in the realisation of a publication and a video documentary concerning best practices and recent experiences of youth exchanges and EVS activities and the creation of a database of local NGOs working with young people etc. The beneficiary is planning also to involve young people with less opportunities, giving them the possibility to contribute to the project by expressing their opinions and thoughts. Apart from the identified partners the project involves as much as possible other local organisations which have experience of international youth exchanges. All project results will be disseminated to all participating organisations, association groups and individuals. In order to reach a broader target group, different channels of communication will be used.

Grant: 27460 €
Venue: YU

Contact Person:
I.C.S. CONSORZIO ITALIANO DI SOLIDARIETÀ
VIOLA, Rosita
Via San Luca 15/11
16124 - Genova (IT)
Tel: +390102460899
Fax: +390102471188

Partners:
I.C.S. ITALIAN CONSORTIUM OF SOLIDARITY
IANNIZZOTTO, Martina
Knez Miletina 13
11000 - Beograd (YU)
Tel: +381113228198
Fax: +381113228198
E-mail: icsbg@eunet.yu

VERTIGEM - ASSOCIAÇÃO PARA A PROMOÇÃO DO PATRIMÓNIO
LETRA, Lucília
Rua Dr. António da Costa Santos, nº 27 B, 3º dtº.
Leiria (PT)
Tel: +351916680136
Fax: +351244835021
E-mail: lucilia@letra.ws

AGENCY FOR LOCAL DEMOCRACY ADL PRIJEDOR / ASSOCIAZIONE PROGETTO PRIJEDOR
TOMASI, Annalisa
Ulica Kralja Petra I Oslobodioca 94
79100 - Prijedor (BH)
Tel: +38752235018
Fax: +38752235018
E-mail: ldaprijedor@prijedor.com

Project ref.: 111006-5.1.2-IT-3-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Associazione Civitas Solis

Project Title: ESSENTIAL SKILLS FOR YOUTH NETWORKING

Multilateral training course in Bosnia Herzegovina aims to enable youth workers and youth leaders active or interested in international youth work to develop essential skills for European networking and to act as trainers or multipliers for new youth projects. The training programme is based on an experimental learning approach to provide practical tools and theoretical input on international youth networking. The project involves youth workers and group leaders from Bosnia Herzegovina, Albania, Serbia (Kosovo), Moldova, Romania, France, Belgium and Italy, who work with disadvantaged young people.

Grant: 14450 €
Venue: SARAJEVO-Bosnia-Erzegovina (YU)

Contact Person:
Associazione Civitas Solis
Francesco MOLLACE
Via Caprera, 28
89044 Locri (IT)
Tel: +390964232791
Fax: +390964232791
E-mail: civitassolis@tin.it

Partners:

Albanian Youth Council
Rr. Ismail Qemali, P. 34/1, Ap 5/3
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +355692095487
E-mail: krsh@abisnet.com.at

CRISPUS Youth NGO
Youth Center - Strand 3-4 Vasile Carlova Street
550017 Sibiu (RO)
Tel: +40745516586
Fax: +40269433816
E-mail: elenalotrean@rdslink.ro

H.O. Altius
(BH)

Kosovar Youth Council
Ilapit nr. 8, 38000 Prishtina (YU)
Tel: +37744417292
E-mail: kyckosova@yahoo.com

Plate Forme Jeunesse
rue Vieille Eglise, 5, 5670 Nismes (BE)
Tel: +3260312237
Fax: +3260399218
E-mail: Plateforme.jeunesse@win.be

United Nations Volunteers
Marsilla Tita 48
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733276832
Fax: +3873365681
E-mail: unv@undp.ba

Ville d'Orly - mediation sociale et culturelle - politique de la ville
Centre administratif, 7 av Adrien Raynal
94310 Orly (FR)
Tel: +33148902259
Fax: +33148902080
E-mail: Azzedine.zoghbi@mairie.orly.fr

Youth Volunteer Center Modra Rijeka
(BH)

Project ref.: IT-512-14-2003-R5
Beneficiary: InfoEck - Youth Information Tirol

Project Title: Overcome Barriers

This international training course will bring together 20 youth leaders active with local NGOs from Albania, Austria, Montenegro and Slovakia, who have not had previous international experience yet. The aim of the training is to promote intercultural learning and to enable participants to competently use a variety of methods on intercultural learning (and intercultural language learning) within a multicultural setting. The training aims at providing the participants with input about the YOUTH programme and improving practical skills necessary for designing and running successful youth exchange projects. After the training, participants will act as multipliers in their regions, and youth exchange projects are expected as immediate follow-up of the training.

Grant: 14350 €
Venue: Wien (AT)

Contact Person:
InfoEck - Youth Information Tirol
Markus ALBRECHT
Kaiser-Josef-Str.1
6020 Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +435121799-15
Fax: +4351258
E-mail: leo.kaserer@infoeck.at

Partners:
Bethany Advanced Training Institute
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +3554234224
Fax: +3554238297
E-mail: mdhamo@albmail.com

Keric (Kysuce European Information Centre)
Nábrezná 1351
022 01 Cadca (SK)
Tel: +421414335685
Fax: +421414335687
E-mail: keric@keric.sk

Mediteran Creativ Center
Bozane Vucinic Square
81000 Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38169071651
E-mail: backovic@cg,yu

Project ref.: AT-512-3-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Landesjugendreferat Kärnten

Project Title: Youth Workers in Motion

The international training course will bring together 20 youth leaders active with local NGOs from Albania, Austria, Montenegro and Slovakia, who already had previous international experience. The training aims will provide the participants with input about the YOUTH programme and improving practical skills necessary for designing and running successful youth exchange projects. Youth exchange projects are expected as immediate follow-up of the training. During the training the participants will get familiar with the Youth Programme and gain practical skills and abilities needed to organise a youth exchange (project management skills, project implementation, intercultural learning process, etc.) as well as improving their English language skills concerning youth workers vocabulary.

Grant: 14350 €
Venue: Wien (AT)

Contact Person:
Landesjugendreferat Kärnten
Gernot OGRIS
Karfreitstraße 11
9020 Klagenfurt (AT)
Tel: +4305053630522
Fax: +4305053630520
E-mail: gernot.ogris@ktn.gv.at

Partners:
 Albanian Youth Council
Rr. Ismail Qemali Pall 34/1 App. 5/3
Tirana (AL)
Tel: +355692095487
E-mail: krsh@abissnet.com.al

Keric (Kysuce European Information Centre)
Nábrezná 1351
022 01 Cadca (SK)
Tel: +421414335685
Fax: +421414335687
E-mail: keric@keric.sk

Pancevo Peace Movement
P.O. box 186
26000 Pancevo (YU)
Tel: +38113511186
Fax: +38113511186
E-mail: ppm@panet.co.yu

Project ref.: AT-512-4-2003-R5
Beneficiary: SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)

Project title: VolunteeRising of the Youth

The project promoter is a Polish national youth organisation "Semper Avanti". Semper Avanti aims to promote international cooperation and understanding between young people, supporting and encouraging them to develop cultural initiatives and youth mobility. "VolunteerRising of the Youth" is a five day study visit involving 20 participants all from different organizations (2 FR, 2 UK, 2 PT, 1 ES, 1 IT, 1 SE, 1 FI, 1 BG, 1 AL, 3 YU, 3 MK, 1 BH, 1 HR). Three people from the host are involved as trainers, speakers and support staff. The study visit takes place in Wroclaw, Poland and will present voluntary work through EVS. The desired outcome is not just the increase of quality and quantity of projects but cooperation and the creation of long-term partnerships between organizations.

Grant: 16446 €
Venue: Wroclaw (PL)

Contact Person:
SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)
GRECZANIK, Justyna
Ul. Stawowa 1a
Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48501053945
Fax: +48717928679
E-mail: avantie@indexin.com.pl

Partners:
MAAILMANVAIHTO RY - ICYE FINLAND
KOSKELA, Anni
Pitkänsillanranta 11
5330 - Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +35897741101
Fax: +358973104146
E-mail: maailmanvaihto@maailmanvaihto.fi

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
ESTRELO, Natalia
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses n° 4 - 1º Esq.
8000 - Faro (PT)
Tel: +351919481326
Fax: +351289804507
E-mail: t_edelweiss@hotmail.com

XENA - CENTRO SCAMBI E DINAMICHE INTERCULTURALI
PERTEGATO, Paola
Via Trieste 6
35121 - Padova (IT)
Tel: +390496752322
Fax: +390496752322
E-mail: coord@xena.it

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
BURIC, Lidija
Republike Austriye 19
10000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513705641
Fax: +38513705641
E-mail: vc@zamir.net

YOUTH EXPRESS NETWORK
LUDMANN, Brigitte
12, boulevard Clémenceau
67000 - Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33388353745
Fax: +33388350163
E-mail: network@y-e-n.org
D’ORFEU - ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL
FERNANDES, Luis
Rua Eng., Júlio Portela 6
Agueda (PT)
Tel: +351234603164
Fax: +351234604842
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

YOUTH INFORMATION CENTER
ZVANOSKI, Boran
Ljubo Bozinovski St. 82
1220 - Tetovo (MK)
Tel: +38944350280
Fax: +38944350281

INTELEKTUALET E RINJ. SHPRESE" "YOUNG INTELLECTUALS, HOPE"
DIBRA, Blendi
L: “Qemal Stafa”, Rr. "Daut Boriçi", 874
874 - Shkoder (AL)
Tel: +355682129415
Fax: +3552241229
E-mail: irsh@albnet.net

CENTER FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NON-PROFIT SECTOR/VOLUNTEER CENTER BELGRADE
PAVLOVIC, Jelena
Zmaj Jovina 34
11000 - Belgrade (YU)
Tel: +381113283306
Fax: +381113283309
E-mail: jpavlovic@cmmps.org.yu

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION ASSOCIATION "AQUILA"
SHALA, Dritan
Qendra e Demokracise, kati 4 nr. 26
Peja (YU)
Tel: +37744223446
E-mail: Dritan_sh@hotmail.com

CREWE YMCA Foyer
FOSTER, Teresa
189-197 Gresty Road
Crewe (UK)
Tel: 441270504217
Fax: 441270504224
E-mail: tfoster@creweymca.com

INICIJATIVA MLADIH (“YOUTH INITIATIVE”)
COMOR, Alen
Dobrinjske Bolnice 2
71000 - Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38761836007
E-mail: comoralen@yahoo.co.uk

GRUPA PAAD
DUJIN, Cecilija
M. Tito 3-5
23272 – Novi Becej (YU)
Tel: +381638447087
E-mail: paad@mgnet.co.yu

ASSOCIATION FOR PROGRESS, EDUCATION AND LOBBYING
STERIOVA, Andrijana
Ul. Vladimir Komarov 25/4-5
1000 - Skopje (MK)
Tel: +3892783039
E-mail: adrianana@minister.com
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RÉSEAU SAPIA
LANGLAIS, Céline
Maison des Associations, 1a Place des Orphelins
67000 - Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +333883656
Fax: +33388379725
E-mail: sapia2@wanadoo.fr

THE PRINCE'S TRUST
STEVENS, Catherine
18 Park Square East
London (UK)
Tel: +442075437469
Fax: +4420642
E-mail: Cathstev@princes-trust-org.uk

CENTRE D'ESTUDIS DE L'ESPLAI
POZO RODRIGUEZ, Antonio
Piç. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs.
7002 - Palma De Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34619735957
Fax: +34971728903
E-mail: tonipozo@hotmail.com

FÖRENINGEN "URKRAFT"
NILSSON, Thomas
Box 55
Skellefteå (SE)
Tel: +4691057941
Fax: +4691057990
E-mail: thomas-n@urkaf.se

NATIONAL SOCIAL REHABILITATION CENTRE
IVANOVA, Yordanka
21, Christo Belchev
1000 - Sofia (BG)
Tel: +35934654
E-mail: danibart@abv.bg

CENTER FOR PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
JOSIFOVSKI, Dimce
Ljubo Bozinovsk - Pish 101
1200 - Tetovo (MK)
Tel: +38970523456
E-mail: j_dimce@yahoo.com

Project ref.: 110908-5.1.2-PL-2-2003-R0
**Beneficiary:** CENTRUM WSPÓŁRACY MLODZIEZY

**Project title:** Europe of diversities. Inclusion into society of minority groups through cooperation

The project is a contact-making seminar presented by a Polish youth organisation, Centre for Youth Co-operation and Mobility. The organisation mainly focuses on citizen-based initiatives, and supports about 140 local youth organisations and groups in the North part of Poland, through various activities (training, information). The contact-making seminar will involve 50 participants from Northern and South-Eastern Europe (13 PL, 11 YU, 14 MK, 12 SE). The activity will take place in Gorcezyno (PL). It is presented as a follow-up to a SALTO Training Course on "co-operation between youth programme countries and countries in South Eastern Europe". The contact-making seminar focuses on gathering representatives of NGOs in order to exchange experiences and practices in working with different types of minority groups, and to further develop common projects under the YOUTH Programme (mainly Action 1) with a focus on minority issues.

**Grant:** 31713 €

**Venue:** Gorcezyno (PL)

**Contact Person:**
CENTRUM WSPÓŁRACY MLODZIEZY
BRODEWICZ, Tomasz
ul. Słaska 64/4
Gdynia (PL)
Tel: +48586202480
Fax: +48586606445
E-mail: cwm@cwm.org.pl

**Partners:**
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF SWEDISH YOUTH ORGANISATIONS
OLSSON, Åsa
Pustegränd 1-3
Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +4684408670
Fax: +4684408680
E-mail: Asa.olsson@lsu.se

NANSEN DIALOGUE CENTRE-SKOPJE
PRUTHI-ZAJAZI, Xhevahire
Sarski Odredi #7, Kapistec
1000 - Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38922960000
Fax: +38922960000
E-mail: xhevki@ndc.net.mk

PEOPLE'S PARLIAMENT
MITROVIC, Srdjan
Djordja Lesnjaka 7
Leskovac (YU)
Tel: +381642468372
Fax: +38116251285
E-mail: smitrovic18@ptt.yu

**Project ref.:** 111499-5.1.2-PL-3-2003-R0
Beneficiary: Uniunea Caricaturistilor (Cartoonist Union)

Project Title: Cartoon the stereotypes and prejudices

The project's aim is to teach youth workers to use the tools of cartoon and graphics to spread information regarding Youth Programme and European standards and develop abilities of youth worker in using non-formal communication and education. Cartoon is part of every culture in Europe and not only the meanings of graphics can be a good way of communication, information in general.

Grant: 18190 €
Venue: Busteni (RO)

Contact Person:
Uniunea Caricaturistilor (Cartoonist Union)
Crisyian TOPAN
B-dul Bucurestii Noi, nr. 93-97
70000 Bucharest (RO)
Tel: +40722673269
E-mail: ctopan@yahoo.com

Partners:
FECO Germany
Reulinstrasse 17A
70178 Stuttgart (DE)

FECO Serbia and Montenegro, c/o ULUPUDS
Terazije 26
11000 Belgrade (YU)
Tel: +381111626903
E-mail: ulupuds@beotel.yu

FECO-Macedonia
Bul. Mito Hadjvasiliev - Jasmin b.b. P.O. Box 383
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +3980517614
E-mail: osten@mt.net.mk

Nederlandse Cartoonistenvereniging de Tulp
Postbox 2180
1180 ED Amstelveen (NL)
Tel: +31250532302
E-mail: tulp@pniuwendjik.demon.nl

Project ref.: RO-512-6-2003-R5
Beneficiary: YOUNGSTERS WITHOUT BORDERS

Project Title: Regional INFO CENTRE in the South East Europe

The project aim is setting up a Regional Youth INFO CENTRE in support for the production of and innovative ways of communicating information related to the objectives and priorities of the YOUTH programme. The project involves 3 programme countries (Romania, France and Denmark) and 3 states from the third countries: Serbia and Montenegro, Macedonia and Croatia. The activity of the project will focus on the production of information material and directly linked awareness-raising events (involving peer education) as well as problem-oriented trainings.

Grant: 30000 €
Venue: Musetesti Village, Tg jiu, (RO)

Contact Person:
YOUNGSTERS WITHOUT BORDERS
Cristina Marijana SMARANDACHE
Street. Sarbesti
1436 Musetesti (RO)
Tel: +40744399412
Fax: +40251417658
E-mail: Florin_75_1999@yahoo.com

Partners:
Association for Progress, Education and Lobbying - PEL
P.fah 67
2000 Stip (MK)
Tel: +38970837850
Fax: +38922460909
E-mail: nel@winning.com

Educational Center
78, Jovana Cvijica street
16000 Leskovac (YU)
Tel: +38116215413
Fax: +38116215431
E-mail: edcenter@ptt.yu

ESVA Denmark c/o VUC FYN, International Development
Svishaveskolen
5330 Munkebo (DK)
Tel: +4565975576
Fax: +456597711
E-mail: btl@vuc fins-amt.dk

UFCV Aquitaine
7, rue Cabirol
33000 Bordeaux (FR)
Tel: +33556008860
Fax: +33556008869

Volunteers' Centre Zagreb
Bascanka 11
10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513013736
Fax: +38513013736
E-mail: vc@zamir.net

Project ref.: RO-512-12-2003-R5
Beneficiary: Sveriges Esperantisters Ungdomsförbund

Project Title: Training for Trainers Involved in Intercultural Youth Projects

The aim of this training course is to provide youth workers from organisations from Programme countries and organisations from South East Europe with methods on intercultural learning process through language learning and knowledge and know-how needed in order to develop ideas into new projects.

Grant: 18508 €
Venue: Sarajevo (BH)

Contact Person:
Sveriges Esperantisters Ungdomsförbund
Håkan LUNDBERG
Vikingagatan 24
113 42 Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +468340800
E-mail: seju@esperanto.se

Partners:
Association Francaise des Jeundes Esperantophones Junulara Esperantista Franca Organizo
4 bis, rue de la Cerisale
75004 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33144098439
E-mail: jefo@espernato.org

Deutsche Esperanto Jugend e.V
Einbecker Str. 36
10317 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493042857899
Fax: +493042857899
E-mail: info@esperanto.de

Gioventu Esperantista Italiana/Italian Esperanto Youth
Via Villorei 38
20143 Milano (IT)
Tel: +390258100857
Fax: +390258100857
E-mail: iej@esperanto.it

Hrvatska Esperantska Mladez
Armureva 5/1
10000 Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513836253
E-mail: tdvijak@hotmail.com

Mladinsko esperantsko drustvo "Idnina" (ESTONTO)
p. f 197 (Marksova 54b)
7500 Prilep (MK)
Tel: +48427188
E-mail: prilepespernto@estpernatoland.org

Nederlandse Esperanto-Jongeren
Marcel Geurtsen, Prinses Beatrixlaan 16
1111 GD Diemen (NL)
Tel: +31626216545
E-mail: info@esperanto-jongeren.nl

Norvega Junularo Espermatista
Olaf Schous vei 18
0572 Oslo (NO)
Tel: +4740204250
E-mail: nie-estraro@esperanto.no
Savez za esperanto Bosne i Hercegovine
P.P. 452
71000 Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733441843
E-mail: kjak@bih.net.ba

Serbia Esperantista Junulara Organizo/Serbian Organisation of Young Esperantists
Terazije 42
11000 Beogrado (YU)
Tel: +381113243758
E-mail: serbejo@tejo.org

Project ref.: SE-512-3-2003-R3
Beneficiary: Landsrådet för Sveriges ungdomsorganisationer

Project Title: Swedish-Polish Study Visit to Balkans

LSU and CWM will conduct a study visit to meet representatives of youth NGOs in Macedonia and Kosovo. The overall aim is to establish deeper contacts with youth NGOs in the region. We want to learn more about the preconditions for youth NGOs in the Balkans and to identify differences and similarities in the way we work. We would also like to get a picture of how advocacy work and youth policies look like in the region. We would like to put a special focus on young politicians. An additional aim is to create space for development on common project ideas. We see the project as a very important step to increase the interest for the Balkans in Sweden and Poland and to involve more youth NGOs in exchanges activities with the region.

Grant: 9520 €
Venue: Yugoslavia (MK)

Contact Person:
Landsrådet för Sveriges ungdomsorganisationer
Fredrik LARSSON
Pustegrädn 1-3
118 20 Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +4684408670
E-mail: info@lsu.se

Partners:
Centre for Youth Cooperation and Mobility
ul Shlaska 64/3
81-304 Gdynia (PL)
Tel: +48586202480
E-mail: cwm@cwm.org.pl

Nansen Dialogue Centre Skopje
Str. Sarski Odredi 7
1000 Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38923296000
E-mail: ndcskopje@ndc.net.mk

Nansen Dialogue Mitrovica
Mbretersh Teute rr
NA Mitrovica (YU)
Tel: +37744175017
E-mail: faireasy@hotmail.com

Project ref.: SE-512-7-2003-R5
## Projects with SEE countries

### SLOVENIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beneficiary:</th>
<th>društvo Center za pomoc mladim (Youth Aid centre association) - Maribor branch office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Project Title:</strong></th>
<th>Training course for youth workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Four organizations from countries: Slovenia - Youth Aid Centre Association, Bosnia - Omladinski klub Vitez (Youth club Vitez), Serbia - Hajde da and England - Warwick Playground Adventure will participate in training course, which will take place in Maribor between 19th and 25th of July 2003.

Training course for youth workers is basis for future joint projects within YOUTH programme - Youth exchanges and EVS short term projects.

Our organizations work with youngsters and we try to include more young people with less opportunities into our local and future international projects. Therefore we found out that we need a training based on activities-workshops for knowing each other better, developing good team spirit, intercultural and human rights learning, exchanging different approaches in working with disadvantaged youngsters and learning new working methods for using them on local and further on international level, what will include preparation of new projects of youth exchanges.

The results of training will also be transmitted to young participants with less opportunities in our organizations for developing new youth exchange projects within YOUTH programme. In the sense of long term objectives we want to increase participation and credibility of young people in social, political life, support them to accept self responsibility and to create new opportunities for future life planning, help them to overcome negative stereotypes and prejudices and to raise awareness of human/youth rights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Grant:</strong></th>
<th>7730 €</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Venue:</strong></td>
<td>Maribor (SI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact Person:**

društvo Center za pomoc mladim (Youth Aid centre association) - Maribor branch office

Janez ARH
Ob zeleznicni 16
2000 Maribor (SI)
Tel: +386223318306
Fax: +38614382214
E-mail: janezarh@email.si

**Partners:**

- Grupa "Hajde da..." (Group "let's go")
  Sarajevska 70
  11000 Beograd (YU)
  Tel.: +38111659745
  Fax.: +38111659745
  E-mail: hajdeda@eunet.yu

- Odruzenje Gradana "Omladinski klub Vitez" Vitez
  Viteška 5
  72251 Vitez (BH)
  Tel.: +38730712615
  Fax.: +38730712615
  E-mail: omladinskiklub@hotmail.com

- Warwick Adventure Playground
  93 Sycamore Avenue
  West Yorkshire Knottingley (UK)
  Tel: +441977722490
  Fax: +441971722491
  E-mail: chris.waplay@virgin.net

**Project ref.:** SI-512-1-2003-R1
## Beneficiary: NEELB Newtownabbey Youth Office

### Project Title: Study Visit

We propose to run a study visit with youth workers. We will explore youth work methods with misunderstood young people, work between young people of different communities and invite partnerships between leaders. The visit will involve visiting a number of different types of education projects, discussing different methods of work and exploring international/European dimensions.

**Grant:** 12814 €

**Venue:** GB

### Contact Person:
NEELB Newtownabbey Youth Office  
Rosie THORPE  
134A Ballyclare Road  
BT36 5HN Co Antrim (UK)  
Tel: +442890840971

### Partners:
- Centar for Civic Cooperation  
  CCC  
  76250 Gradacae (BH)  
  Tel: +38335819827
- Jedrilicarski Klub Sv Nikola  
  J.K SV Nikola, Aleja Matije Ljubeka B.B  
  10000 Zagreb (HR)  
  Tel: +38598266623
- RAA Brandenburg e.V. NL Frankfurt/Oder  
  Große Oderstr. 26/27  
  15203 Frankfurt/Oder (DE)  
  Tel: +49355524066

**Project ref.: GB-512-19-2003-R6**
Beneficiary: SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL

| Project title: | Capacity building for workcamp organisers from SEE - antiracism video project |

The project entitled "Capacity building for work camp organisers from SEE - antiracism video project " is presented by SCI, an international movement promoting peace and understanding among people. Since 1992 SCI has been involved with sending volunteers and supporting humanitarian and peace organisations in the SEE region. The proposed project is a training course addressed to 16 young people coming from peace organisations in the Balkans (6YU, 2HR) and SCI members in EU countries (2AT, 2FR, 2NL, 2UK). It aims to enable the participants to set up/manage short term international voluntary projects (work camp). The training will be combined with a study part about intercultural conflicts and antiracism. Through this training the applicant aims to raise awareness about the intercultural conflicts in SEE and Western Europe, and the importance of the voluntary service concept. The training is set up in the framework of the capacity building of the NGOs in the SEE region. The training course is structured in two modules which will take place in Lille and Amsterdam. In between, the participants will participate in a two-week voluntary project in order to gain practical experience. The participants will research and produce a video as a tool for disseminating information afterwards.

Grant: 18000 €
Venue: Amsterdam (NL), Lille (FR)

Contact Person:
SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL
VANDENBERGEN, Isabelle
St-Jacobsmarkt 82
2000 - Antwerpen (BE)
Tel: +3232265727
Fax: +3232320344
E-mail: info@sciint.org

Partners:
ASSOCIATION FOR DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY - ZID
JOVANOVIC, Vojislav
Braitstva I jedinstva 57
81000 - Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38167532689
Fax: +38181602720
E-mail: voc@cg.yu

BALKAN SUNFLOWERS
ENGEL, Rand
Bregu I Diellit 2 block 13 apt.32
38000 - Pristina (YU)
Tel: +38744175432
E-mail: bsfskosovo@bsfnet.org

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICE
COLLIER, Col
Castelhill House, Otley Road 21, Headingley
Leeds (UK)
Tel: +441132304600
Fax: +441132304610
E-mail: ivsgbn@ivsgbn.demon.co.uk

MLADI MOST
CESIC, Senada
Lacina 69 a
Mostar (BH)
Tel: +38761760672
E-mail: zukiscenada@hotmail.com

MULTIETHNIC CHILDREN AND YOUTH PEACE CENTERS
HAJRIZI, Florent
Ivo Lole Ribara 92
28000 - North Mitrovica (YU)
Tel: +38163441646
E-mail: florent@mcypc.org
YOUTH programme

Projects with SEE countries

SCI - AUSTRIA
ANMOVIC, Arnel
Schottengasse 3a/1/4/59
1010 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +4315055384309
Fax: +4315327416
E-mail: arnel@gmx.net

SCI KIDS PROJECT
HANI, Philippe
Rruga madri Zeka
Kishtrri (YU)
Tel: +41313814620
Fax: +41313814625
E-mail: scich@access.ch

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL - BRANCHE FRANÇAISE
GUILLAUME, Philippe
2 Rue Camille Flammarion
75018 - Paris (FR)
Tel: +33142546243
Fax: +33142540618
E-mail: Scifr@club-internet.fr

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
GOTOVAC, Mato
Republike Austrije 19
10000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +385981966011
Fax: +38513705641
E-mail: vc@zamir.net

VRIJWILLIGE INTERNATIONALE AKTIE
RUIJTER, Marilou
M.v.B Bastiaansestraat 56
Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31206224621
E-mail: marilou@dds.nl

Project ref.: 110354-5.1.2-CE-2-2003-R0
Beneficiary: YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS

Project title: Managing Youth Work in Europe – tools and best practices for future activities

Young European Federalists, JEF, is a European NGO with members in 30 countries. The aim is to work for the creation of a European federation. The main work is carried out through youth exchanges, seminars, study visits, publications, raising public awareness, lobbying activities etc. This seminar would improve the quality of youth work among member organisations of JEF Europe. The seminar would provide tools and exchange of best practices in project management, pedagogical methods in non-formal education, development of innovative methods, intercultural learning as well as how to involve young people in youth work. The project 'Managing youth work in Europe- tools and best practices for future activities' will take place in Brussels (BE). It brings together 23 participants from 12 EU: AT, BE, DE, DK, ES, FI, FR, GR, IT, PT, SE, UK; 1 EFTA: NO, 7 pre-accession: BG, CZ, EE, LT, LV, PL, SI and 3 SEE countries: HR, MK, YU. In addition, 15 persons are resource/speakers etc.

Grant: 13825 €
Venue: Bruxelles (BE)

Contact Person:
YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS
BONNARD, Marianne
Chaussée de Wavre 214d
1050 - Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +3225120053
Fax: +3226269501
E-mail: info@jef-europe.net

Partners:
BUND EUROPÄISCHER JUGEND - JUNGE EUROPÄISCHE FÖDERALISTEN
STREMPEL, Peter
Fleischmarkt 19/2/DG2
1140 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +436767056253
E-mail: peter.strempel@jef-europe.net

CLUB "THE HOUSE" - YOUTH FOR UNITED EUROPE
GAROZA, Ilze
Basteja bulv.14
Riga (LV)
Tel: +3719123329
Fax: +3717221658
E-mail: Ilze_garoza@hotmail.com

EUROPEAN YOUTH MOVEMENT - BULGARIA
APOSTOLOVA, Vessela
10 Narodno Sabranie SQ., Room 302
1000 - Sofia (BG)
Tel: +35929872285
Fax: +35929872285
E-mail: vapostolova@yahoo.com

FÖRBUNDET UNGA EUROPÉER / JEF-SWEDEN
MAGNUSSON, Jesper
C/o Magnusson, Rackarbergsatan 28 : 470
Uppsala (SE)
Tel: +46704928021
Fax: +4618673392
E-mail: president@jef-s.org

JEF - NORWAY
LANGERUD, Ingrid
Fredensborgveien 6
177 - Oslo (NO)
Tel: +4722993600
Fax: +4722993601
E-mail: ingrid@jasiden.no
JEF-DK - EUROPÆISK UNGDOM
KRYSTENSEN, Jimmi
Bremerholm 6,4
1069 - Copenhagen (DK)
Tel: +4538193675
Fax: +4533731003
E-mail: Debat@ungdom-europa.dk

JEF-FIN, NUORET EUROOPPALAISSET SUOMI
SIIKANEN, Sari
Oikokatu 3
170 - Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +358503521073
Fax: +3589868115720
E-mail: Sari.siikanen@eurooppalainensuomi.fi

JOVENTUT EUROPEA FEDERALISTA DE CATALUNYA
LEIVA REPISO, Mònica
Diputació, 47, 4-2
Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34619030489
E-mail: monica@jefcatalunya.com

JUNGE EUROPÄISCHE FÖDERALISTEN DEUTSCHLAND E.V
DUCHÈNE, Florence
Greifswalder Strasse 4
10405 - Berlin (DE)
Tel: +3042809035
Fax: +3042809036
E-mail: info@jef.de

LES JEUNES EUROPÉENS-FRANCE
MOUREAUD, Stéphanie
Rue de Rennes 95
75006 - Paris (FR)
Tel: +33145498166
Fax: +33145499661
E-mail: info@jeunes-europeens.org

MLADI EVROPSKI FEDERALISTI (YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS SLOVENIA)
BUCIK, Marko
Cankarjeva 1/ll
1000 - Ljubljana (SI)
Tel: +386430042
E-mail: marko.bucik@kiss.uni-lj.si

MLADI EVROPSKI FEDERALISTI NA MAKENDONIJA - JEF MACEDONIJA
PETROV, Jovance
bul. Ilinden bb Blok 12
Skopje (MK)
Tel: +38943221020
E-mail: jpetrov@jef.org.mk

YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS - MLADI EVROPSKI FEDERALISTES - YUGOSLAVIA
MILIN, Dragana
Pariske Komune 16
21000 - Novi Sad (YU)
Tel: +381638288371
E-mail: milin@nspoint.net

YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS MOLDOVA (JEF) TINERII EUROPENI FEDERALISTI
KOVALI, Olessea
Puskin street 33/1A
Chisinau (MD)
Tel: +37379438796
E-mail: Lesea_99@yahoo.com

Project ref.: 110352-5.1.2-CE-3-2003-R0
Beneficiary: SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL

Project title: Building a Human Rights Network in Europe

Building a human rights network is a training course submitted by SCI, a non profit association very experienced in the field of voluntary service at international level.
The training course will take place in Zagreb (HR) and will involve 25 young persons from all over Europe - from Programme countries, the SEE region and the CIS region. The training is part of the campaign of SCI "Peace and human rights" which aims to raise awareness among young people of human rights and peace issues. The training course will try to reach a common understanding of human rights issues among the participants from different regions of Europe and will provide the participants with practical skills in applying their knowledge on human rights in different voluntary work projects in Europe. The participants will develop skills on how to conduct and develop workshops and sessions on human rights issues. A tool kit for conducting sessions on HR will be realised.

Grant: 22460 €
Venue: Zagreb (HR)

Contact Person:
SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL
VANDENBERGEN, Isabelle
St-Jacobsmarkt 82
2000 - ANTWERPEN (BE)
Tel: +3232265727
Fax: +3232320344
E-mail: info@sciint.org

Partners:
ASOCIATIA OBSTEASCA "NOI-11"
DOGOTARU, Sergiu
Bucuresti 65/14
2012 - Chisinau (MD)
Tel: +3732237299
E-mail: sergiu-dogotaru@yahoo.com

ASSOCIATION OF YOUNG AZERBAIJANI FRIENDS OF EUROPE
JAHAAIRLI, Anar
4-4er Kirpichniy, Tupik 1
370014 - Baku (AZ)
Tel: +994503167184
E-mail: jahaagirl@yahoo.com

BALKAN SUNFLOWERS
ENGEL, Rand
Bregui I Diellit 2 block 13 apt.32
38000 - Pristina (YU)
Tel: +37744501819
E-mail: bsfkosovo@yahoo.com

CVS BULGARIA
RADULOVA, Marieta
Svetoslav Terter 24
1124 - Sofia (BG)
Tel: +3592628147
Fax: +3592628147
E-mail: cvs-bg@blueline.net

HUJ ARMENIA - VOLUNTARY SERVICE OF ARMENIA
ATANESYAN, Zaruhui
Str. Korin 19a
375009 - Yerevan (AM)
Tel: +3749484880
Fax: +3741522772
E-mail: zara_at@hotmail.com
INTERNATIONELLA ARBETSLAG
JOHANSSON, Sara
Tegelviksgatan 40
11641 - Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +4631402732
E-mail: sarauppatra@yahoo.se

KANSAINVÄLINEN VAPAÄHITOISTYÖ RY
LEMSTRÖM, Ossi
Rauhanasema, Veturitori
500 - Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +3589144408
Fax: +3589143657
E-mail: kvt@kvffinland.org

KINISI ETHELONTON SCI HELNAS
SIFAKIS, Antonios
Akadimias 78 D & Kiafas 1
Athens (GR)
Tel: +302107771513
Fax: +302107771513
E-mail: asifakis@hol.gr

ONE WORLD ASSOCIATION / SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL POLAND
SZCZEPANIK, Wojciech
Ul. Krasinskiego 3A/1
Poznan (PL)
Tel: +48618484337/8
Fax: +48618484337
E-mail: info@jedenswiat.org.pl

SCI ITALY
ROSASCO, Adriana
Via G. Cardano 135
146 - Roma (IT)
Tel: +39065580661
Fax: +39065585268
E-mail: Info@sci-italia.it

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL - MADRID
SEOANE BARCENILLA, Teresa
Calle Fomento, 18 Bajo
28013 - Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34915424263
Fax: +34915592307
E-mail: oficina@ongsci.org

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL - BRANCHE FRANÇAISE
MUSTIERE, Natacha
2 rue Camille Flammarion
75018 - Paris (FR)
Tel: +33142546243
Fax: +33142540618
E-mail: Scifr@club-internet.fr

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL - GERMANY
HAUKE, Ulrich
Blücherstraße 14
53115 - Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49228212086
Fax: +49228264234
E-mail: sci@sci-d.de
SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL ROMANIA - SCI-RO
POPESCU, Laura
Aviator Darian 9, Bl. 11B, ET.1. Ap.3
71254 - Bucharest (RO)
Tel: +40212311820
Fax: +40212303010
E-mail: sciro@fx.ro

UKRAINIAN ASSOCIATION FOR YOUTH COOPERATION “ALTERNATIVE-V”
YURYK, Oksana
44, Khmelnitskogo
1030 - Kyiv (UA)
Tel: +380442443915
Fax: +380442344397
E-mail: alternat@mail.kar.net

ÚTILAPU HÁLÓZAT
KARACSONYI, Imre
Ulloi ut. 103 , fszt. 5
1091 - Budapest (HU)
Tel: +3612154687
Fax: +3612154687
E-mail: schun@c3.hu

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE ZAGREB
PINJUSIC, Katarina
Republike Austrije 19
10000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513705641
E-mail: vc@zamir.net

VRIJWILLIGE INTERNATIONALE AKTIE (DUTCH BRANCH OF SCI)
VAN NOORD, Michiel
Marius van Bouwdijk Bastiaansestraat 56
Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31235611994
E-mail: M_vanNoord@student.lnw.tudelft.nl

YOUNG GEORGIANS FOR EUROPE
TSOTSORIA, Nino
8 Machabeli St
380005 - Tbilisi (GE)
Tel: +99532922503
Fax: +99532922503
E-mail: tsotson@yahoo.com

YOUTH ORGANISATION FOR VOLUNTARY ACTIVITIES AUSTEJA
SPOKEVICIUTE, Vaida
str. PYLIMO 35
Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37052611710
Fax: +37052314201
E-mail: austeja@post.5ci.lt

ZAVOD VOLUNTARIAT
KOVACEC, Bostjan
Breg 12
1000 - Ljubljana (SI)
Tel: +38612417620
Fax: +38612417626
E-mail: bostjan@zavod-voluntariat.si

Project ref.: 110243-5.1.2-CE-4-2003-R0
Beneficiary: EUROPEAN FEDERATION FOR INTERCULTURAL LEARNING

Project title: Building Intercultural Bridges through Exchanges

The applicant European Federation for Intercultural Learning (EFIL), an umbrella organisation for the AFS organisations in Europe, is a non-profit educational organisation providing intercultural learning opportunities for young people in order to develop the knowledge and skills needed to create a more just and peaceful world. The study visit titled "Building intercultural bridges through exchanges" brings together 16 participants from BE, DE, PT, IT, AT, HR, BH. The 3-day project takes place in Croatia and Bosnia Herzegovina. The aim of the project is to provide the participants with more information of the countries visited, in order to encourage future activities of EFIL member organisations in the SEE region. The aim is to encourage grass-roots contact especially with local NGOs, volunteer groups and schools.

Grant: 8526 €
Venue: (HR) - (BH)

Contact Person:
EUROPEAN FEDERATION FOR INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
HARDT, Elisabeth
150 Avenue Emile Max
1030 - Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +3225145250
Fax: +3225142929
E-mail: info@efil.be

Partners:
AFS INTERKULTURELLE BEGEGNUNGEN E.V.
BARTRAM, Henni
Friedensallee 48
22701 - Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +494039922263
Fax: +494039922299

AFS ÖSTERREICH - AUSTAUSCHPROGRAMME FÜR INTERKULTURELLES LERNEN
NEMETH, Johanna
Maria-Theresienstraße 9
1090 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +43173277611110
Fax: +43173277611118

AFS PROGRAMMES INTERCULTURELS ASBL
MEES, Anne
Brand Whitlocklaan 132
1200 - Brussel (BE)

GLOBUS ASSOCIATION FOR INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
NEJDENOVSKI, Boris
Horvacanska 31F
10000 - Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38513019595
Fax: +38513019595
E-mail: borisnayx@yahoo.com

INTERCULTURA
RUFFINO, Roberto
Via Gracco del Secco 100
53034 - Colledi Val d’Elsa (IT)

INTERCULTURA - AFS PORTUGAL
PINTO, Diogo
Rua Joaquim Antonio de Aguilar, 43 c/v Esq.
Lisboa (PT)
Tel: +351213845750
Fax: +351213845759
E-mail: info_portugal@afs.org
INTERKULTURNI SUSRET BIH
SAHBAZ, Eldemina
Reisa Dzemaludina Causevica 6/3
71000 - Sarajevo (BH)
Tel: +38733663789

Project ref.: 112005-5.1.2-CE-8-2003-R1
Beneficiary: PAX CHRISTI INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FORUM

Project title: Empowerment of local civil society working for peace in South East Europe

The Pax Christi Youth Forum is an ENGYO promoting human rights, disarmament and peace education. The seminar "Empowerment of local civil society working for peace in South East Europe" will take place in Vukovar, Croatia with the aim to improve the communication and cooperation between the organisations working for peace and reconciliation in the region. The 38 participants from BE (5), DE (4), AT (2), NL (4), HU (2) BH (4) HR (9) YU (8) and 6 support staff/trainers from Belgium and from Croatia will discuss how to empower young local young people in local initiatives to strengthen civil society, democracy and tolerance in their communities. Different project displays will be present during the seminar to help create new cross-border initiatives.

Grant: 15786 €

Venue: Vukovar (HR)

Contact Person:
PAX CHRISTI INTERNATIONAL YOUTH FORUM
DE JONGHE, Etienne
Oude Graanmarkt 21
1000 - Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +3225138169
Fax: +3225024626
E-mail: youth@paxchristi.net

Partners:
CARITAS CROATIA
PETERLIN, Boris
Kaptol 26
Zagreb (HR)
Tel: +38514812022
Fax: +38514812103

CENTRE FOR PEACE NON VIOLENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS - OSIJEK
KRUHONJA, Katarina
Osijek (HR)
Tel: +38531206886
Fax: +38531206886

FRANCISCAN INSTITUTE FOR CULTURE AND PEACE
MILANOVIC LITRE, Ivan
Poljudsko Setaliste
21000 - Split (HR)
Tel: +38521381011
Fax: +38521381257

KOSOVO ORGANIZATION FOR NEW INITIATIVES
SHARRI, Nehari
Farkërtarëve 28
38400 - Prizren (YU)
Tel: +37744307187
Fax: +3812930515

MIRNA LUCA
FAZLIC, Orhan
Skendera Kulenovica 33
Banjaluka (BH)
Tel: +38751466636
Fax: +38751466636

PAX CHRISTI AUSTRIA
WAGNER, Michaela
Mengerstrasse 23
4040 - Linz (AT)

PAX CHRISTI GERMANY
WEBER, Christamaria
Postf 1345
Bad Vilbel (DE)
PAX CHRISTI NETHERLANDS
ROOS, Karel
Godebaldkwartier 74
PO Box 19318
Utrecht (NL)
Tel: +31302428466
Fax: +31302368199

PAX CHRISTI SZEGED
SZILÁGYI, Rita
Domter 15
6720 - Szeged (HU)

PAX CHRISTI VLAANDEREN VZW
DE WEERD, Gio
Italiëlei 98 A
2000 - Antwerpen (BE)
Tel: +3232251000
Fax: +3232250799

Project ref.: 112009-5.1.2-CE-15-2003-R1
Beneficiary: INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF THE ICYE FEDERATION

Project title: Youth and European Solidarity - EU-SEE training course on refugees, human rights and reconciliation

ICYE Federation is a non-profit NGO organising short and long-term youth exchanges, voluntary service activities, study visits, trainings and seminars. Through these activities the organisation promotes youth mobility and intercultural learning. The federation comprises 35 national committees and four regional bodies. The project "Youth and European Solidarity - EU-SEE training course on refugees, human rights and reconciliation" gathers 25 participants from 3BH, 3HR, 2MK, 4YU, 2AT, 2FR, 2DE, 3LT, 1FI, 1IT and 2IS for 5 days in Berlin (DE). The training course is targeted at representatives of host organisations which will be participating in the implementation of a multilateral EVS project next year. The training course is built on the experience of ICYE gathered in their previous EVS projects on refugees. The aim of the training is to enable youth workers to acquire skills in organising and implementing EVS projects and to establish a basis for regional and international cooperation.

Grant: 20029 €
Venue: Berlin (DE)

Contact Person:
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF THE ICYE FEDERATION
ROMAGNA, Salvatore
Große Hamburger Straße 30
10115 - Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493028390550
Fax: +493028390552
E-mail: icye@icye.org

Partners:
"DOM ZA SITE" HOME FOR EVERYONE
KUTANOSKI, Petko
Struga (MK)

"HELP" UDRUGA ZA POMOC MLADIMA
MARDIC, Nevenka
Mihovilova sirina, 11
21000 - Spalato (HR)
Tel: +38521346664
Fax: +38521360650
E-mail: nenasplit@yahoo.com

AKTION SÜHNEZEICHEN FRIEDENSDIENSTE E.V.
STAFFA, Christian
Auguststr. 80
Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493028395184
Fax: +493028395135
E-mail: asf@ipn.de

ALÐJÓÐAHÚS
MAGNUSSON, Hakon
Reykjavik (IS)

ASSOCIATION FOR DEMOCRATIC PROSPERITY - ZID (ADP-ZID)
ZEKOVIC, Aleksandra
Podgorica (YU)
Tel: +38181602720
Fax: +38181602720
E-mail: voc@cg.yu

ASSOCIAZIONE PER LA FORMAZIONE, GLI SCAMBI E LE ATTIVITÀ INTERCULTURALI
DE BARTOLO, Marina
Via Luigi Ronzoni, 91
151 - Roma (IT)
Tel: +39065370332
Fax: +390658201442
E-mail: m.debartolo@afsai.it
AUS - ICYE ICELAND
IVARSSON, Porarinn
Reykjavik (IS)
Tel: +3545614674
Fax: +3545614617
E-mail: aus@aus.is

CARITAS VIENNA, "HAUS ROBERT HAMERLINGGASSE" - NOTQUARTIER UND WOHNHEIM FÜR FLÜCHTLINGE
FLICKER, Markus
Robert Hamerlinggasse 7
1150 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +4318940280
Fax: +4318940282-13

CENTER OF YOUTH VOLUNTARY ACTIVITIES "DEINETA"
PETRAVICIUS, Leonas
Laisves al. 97
3000 - Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +37037204055
Fax: +37037203446
E-mail: csa@kaunas.omnitel.net

CIS "LE ROCHETON"
GONCALVES, José
La Rochette
77000 - Melun (FR)
Tel: +33164371232
Fax: +33164371512
E-mail: cph@rocheton.asso.fr

GRENZENLOS - INTERKULTURELLE AUSTAUSCH
JACOBS, Melanie
Liechtensteinstrasse 20/9
1090 - Wien (AT)
Tel: +431315763611
Fax: +4313157637
E-mail: go-vienna@melange.at

IAN - INTERNATIONAL AID NETWORK
VIDAKOVIC, Ivana
Belgrade (YU)

INTERNATIONALER CHRISTLICHER JUGENDAUSTAUSCH ICJA E.V.
KLEINEKATHÖFER, Simone
Stralauer Allee 20E
10245 - Berlin (DE)
Tel: +493021237664
Fax: +493021238253
E-mail: icja@icja.de

JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION
ABISKA, Marie-Christine
rue de Trévise 10
75009 - Paris (FR)

JUGENDWERKSTATT BAUHOF DER EV. KIRCHENREISES I.D. FRANKESCHEN STIFUNGEN GMBH
HEYROTH, Jochen
Franckeplatz 1, Haus 33
6118 - Halle / Saale (DE)

LOCAL DEMOCRACY AGENCY SISAK
PUSKARIC, Tatjana
Sisak (HR)
MAAILMANVAIHTO RY - ICYE FINLAND
KOSKELA, Anni
Pitkänsilkanranta 11
5330 - Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +35897741101
Fax: +358973104146
E-mail: maailmanvaihto@maailmanvaihto.fi

REFUGEES RECEPTION CENTRE
DIENINIS, Algimantas
Vilnaus, 100
5004 - Rukla (LT)
Tel: +37034973377
Fax: +37034952308
E-mail: rppc@is.lt

STATE BORDER GUARD SERVICE FOREIGNERS REGISTRATION CENTRE
KULES, Renata
Pabrade (LT)

SŪDOST EUROPA KULTUR E.V.
SABROWSKI, Dirk
Berlin (DE)

THE TIMOK CLUB
PAVKOVIC, Snezana
Knjaževac (YU)

UNITED NATIONS VOLUNTEERS PROGRAMME
TIEZZI, Nicola
Sarajevo (BH)

VOLUNTEER'S CENTRE ZAGREB
KOVACIC, Domagoj
Zagreb (BH)

YOUTH CENTER BIJELO JINA
ARIFOVIC, Zlatan
Post box 33
76300 - Bijeljina (BH)
Tel: +38765816627
Fax: +38755211813
E-mail: zlatan@spinter.net

YOUTH CENTER LIVNO
VRDOLJAK, Andrija
Fra. Andjela Kaica 9b
34000 - Livno (BH)
Tel: +38761359336
Fax: +38734204046
E-mail: andrija@cmlivno.org

YOUTH COMMUNICATION CENTER (OMLADINSKI KOMUNIKATIVNI CENTAR)
JEVDIC, Jugoslav
Macvanska 10
78000 - Banja Luka (BH)
Tel: +38765525764
Fax: +38751461442
E-mail: oko@inecco.net

YOUTH FORUM EYE - MLADINSKI FORUM OKO
NELKOSKI, Bosko
Struga (MK)
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Annex 1

Statistics
Table 1 – Projects submitted and accepted by Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>PA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action 1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action 2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action 5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td><strong>200</strong></td>
<td><strong>105</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. PS=projects submitted
2. PA=projects accepted
Table 2 – Grants allocated by Action in €

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Grant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action 1</td>
<td>1,086,088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action 2</td>
<td>467,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action 5</td>
<td>493,294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,047,009</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Bar chart showing grants by action]
Table 3 - Number of participants by Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Action 1</th>
<th>Action 2</th>
<th>Action 5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programme countries</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>1390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE countries</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1637</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>2410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## YOUTH PROGRAMME

**Projects with SEE countries - 2003**

Table 4 - Projects submitted and accepted by country and by Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Action 1</th>
<th>Action 2</th>
<th>Action 5</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total 1</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. PS=projects submitted
2. PA=projects accepted
3. NGOs=projects presented by European NGOs
## Table 5 - Participation of young people by country of origin and by Action

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Action 1</th>
<th>Action 2</th>
<th>Action 5</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 1</td>
<td>total 2</td>
<td>total 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 1</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total 2</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>1637</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Under Action 1 there are 33 additional participants from other countries such as TR and RU

## Table 6 - Youth leaders by gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralised</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralised</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>102*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* There is no information available on the gender balance with regard to the decentralised projects
### Table 7: Number of projects involving participants with fewer opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action 1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action 2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action 5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under Action 5 the number refers to projects involving and/or addressing participants with fewer opportunities.

### Table 8 - Type of activities - Action 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of activity</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job shadowing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility visit</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact-making seminar</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study visits</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminars</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training course</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth information</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>